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the Spanish ship sunk in the channel of
harbor.
The board is of the
opinion that the vessel can be raised with
suitable wrecking equipage.
She lies
1HCHSDAY >I0HMNG BY THE
abreast the Estralla battery in such a position to make work on her easy.The
an
Spanish hospital ship Alicante, which
accompanied Cervera’s fleet, is at St.
1 HE PAPER for Maine Seafar- i Pierre,
Martinique. The United States
consul there has issued a safe conduct to
ng People.”
under
her,
orders, and she is taking stores
from the English steamer Remembrance
it ion In City aiul County and
the
American schooner Edwrard
Stewart.
The last is the first American
merchant vessel to arrive there since war
'!<. In advance,$2.00a year;
was declared.The
cents for three mouths.
Navy Department has
For
one square, one inch
received full reports of the naval opera^
To cents l<>r one week, anrl
tions
against Manzanillo on July IS. They
sequent insertion.
show that fnuch more damage was done
than is generally understood. The reports
d To-Day's Journal.
specify no less than ten Spanish vessels
that were burned, sunk or destroyed. The
PAGE 1.
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The <iohl-frnm-Sea-Water American ships engaged in this operation
tuul\ Reunion..Two Imporwere the Wilmington,
Helena, Scorpion,
d the Klondikers. ConHist, Hornet. Wampatuck and Osceola.
-rr.es. .Personal.
The reports show no damage was done the
American ships and there were no casual-i Cousins..!)ur Navy YinThe engagement lasted from 7.JO
iiiil the Laws..The Philip- ties.
to 10.30 a.
m.
nite State lTovideut. In DeThe Spanish vessels
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The State library
'."iume hi of the Maine resupreme bench, and the
ng sent to all Maine cities
Before sending these reports
tiieialseach book is nuinbera-, vs and
the number is reis to prevent the books
n there is a law
against it.
court has given a decision
lament for the town iu tlie
\>. the Wiscasset A- Quebec
.11
the building of the
the cut at the Head Tide,
ompauy, after four years of
have to Build the bridge
the requirements of tlie
ssioiiers, made at the iiist
pks.

Maine

\t

Farmer,

in

believes will be

ii

months

:

veral

paintings by

t

prominent

Poland Spring Art Gallery,
Uiilding, South Poland, iu
are four paintings by the
tist, H. I. Senior.
They
“The
Day, Yorkshire,"
’'
4
‘Entrance
Scarborough,
Hall," ‘Dobaldern Castle,
_The Democrats of Auaucus iu

City hall, Thursday

inch Arthur N. J. Lovejoy
Williamson Jr. were unaniaated as candidates for repreo
t lie
Legislature.The
removing the mines at the
Kennebec, and are shipping
and.
The lot of new mines
ped to Popham will be stored
re.Senator Frederick S.
wjox
county, General John
wiston and Albert P. Hawkes,
indham, tlie State commisanted to Investigate the
uious cities and towns for a

school,

returned to Bangor
o'er .i tour into the eastern and
;<>ns oi tne state.
l lie com-

lsited Calais, Houlton and
The commissioners reuugor over Sunday, leaving
Monday. The commissioners
t He governor on the ad vis*
'tablisiiing the school.The
reunion of the 22d Maine
'sociation will be held at Etna,
alist campground, Tuesday,
I he Maine fall I,. A. W. meet
Dover and Foxcroft on Lai-t. •">—The Maine Central
in Fairfield was destroyed
Di with three freight cars
’Use of E. Tolrnan A* Co.
A
owned by Pratt A- Purringied by Fieeman Emery as ;i
was partly burned.
The
*12,000 as follows: Freight
■ontents *2,000: E. Tolrnan
^ 1.000, stock *.‘>00: F. Emery
A- Purringtou $3,400.
FairuiuireCo, lumber, $500; Cou1
<>, stock $500.
Nothing is
he origin of the fire.
All
f
Emery’s were insured.

1

thought.

The Rockland Commercial

College.

known educational institution
offers many advantages to students from
this section, and rates of tuition and hoard
are both reasonable.
The college re-opens
the tirst Tuesday in September.
From the
many local testimonials we give the following:
Office of L. T. Shales & C o., Belfast, Maine.
Prof. H. A. Howard, Rockland, Maine.
This well

Dear Sir:—It is with pleasure that I recommend your school to those who wish to
obtain a commercial education.
It is your kindness and the kindness of
your assistants to which I am indebted for
I hope that all who
my present position.
desire to pursue the branches taught in
your college will give your catalogue a
thorough study before deciding which college to attend.
Very respectfully,
Frank E. Barker.

Brackett Family

Reunion.

'•

The First Maine will
of General Wade’s pro-ion for service at Porto Rico.
•
Dewey says that the health
Manila “has never been betJuy have been on the Asiatic
iMiis is important testimony as
the fitness of Manila for an
naval port.A special to the
'<
> Chronicle from Cavite
says
•5 the vessels sunk
by Dewey’s
vet be raised and rendered serAdvices have been received
1
!lr the safe arrival at Santago of
,:i
:“g Triton from Bath, Me., with
u!> n schooners
Mary E. Morse
: “'s E.
Balch in tow.
The tow
...
",,e(l with good weather and made
having been just two
"‘progress,
11 ll,e
i
passage.The navy dereceived the report of the
K,,.; j. 11
ljlcli examined the Reina
Mercedes,
:u s.

The seventh annul reunion of the Brackett
family will be held at the residence of Ivory
ami C. G. Brackett, one mile west of Newport village, August 24, to which all members of the family, either by birth or marriage are cordially invited. Half rates ou the
Maine Central will be given ami a free conveyance to all visitors afforded from the
Newport station. A picnic dinner will be
served.
Last year the reunion took place
at Camp Benson and about 100 were present.
is one of the very smart old
Brackett
Ivory
men on whom four score years sit lightly.
These reunions are becoming more and
more interesting and this year extra efforts
will he put fortli to make the affair more enjoyable than any held previously, f Pittsfield Advertiser.
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And Ellery Bowden

college,

Two Important Cases.
Winterport, August 5.
cases in

which the

town

Two important

and the

Winterport

Water Company are interested are to be
tried at the September term of the supreme
judicial court in Belfast. The question involved in the suit of the town relates to its
rights to tax the plant and property of the
Water Company under the terms of a contract made by the town lor the introduction
of water for municipal purposes. The suit
in behalf of the Water Company against the
town is an action for §5,000 damages for
breach of contract. The cases excite great
interest, as many important questions of
law are involved. Hon. C. A. Bailey of
Bangor appears for the town, and ex-Goveraud Stephen C. Perry are
nor Cleaves
counsel for the Water Company.
Miss Thompson of Rochester, N. Y., is
guest of Mr. and Mrs Frank B. Mathews.

a

j
j

Monroe,

F. L.

Palmer.

Kueeland; SwanSearsport,
ville, Nehemiah Smart; Prospect, Fred H.
Cunningham; Stockton Springs, Samuel H.
H.

James

French.
The Return of the Klondikers.
The arrival home from Alaska of Messrs.
of Pittslield and BurriU of Coriuna was announced last week. Thursday
H. E. and E. S. McDonald arrived, and Sunday morning Charles O'Connell came. Mr.

McTaggart

Goodwin,

another cf the party, remained in
Boston. We had hoped this week to have
given the experiences of the party from the
date of the last letter we published, wheu
they were building their boats at Lake Bennet for the trip t<» Dawson, but H. E. McDonald came home with a severe cold and
so hearse that he did not care to undertake
to teli the whole story. They built a lapstreak '.pen boat about "-0 feet over all and 8
feet b< am, which they named the Maine,
and a'so built a tender. The boats had to
be registered and numbered, and theirs

14, the larger boat bearing the
lu due
supposed unlucky number 13.
time the party arrived at Dawson City,
where they sold the small boat but retained
13 and

were

they decided not to remain in the country.
They did reach that conclusion, for good

nee

was

declared the nomi-

of the convention.

Ross of Liucolnville presented the
f Liucolnville;
name of William A. Bragg
J. K. Hurd of Northport presented the name
el Otis D. Wilson "f Searsmoiit and N. E.
N.

D.

Murray presented

the

Fletcher of Burnham.

name

of

Abner W.

J. R. Hurd of North-

port, N. E. Murray of Burnham and A. B
Sparrow of Freedom were appointed a com-

one lor

larger

return

me

trip

m

case

and sufficient reasons; at least all of the
party but McTaggart anil Burrill, who said
they should stay until September, and per-

haps

spring. They took a sorrowful farewell of their late comrades as
they started on their return voyage of, 800
miles down the Yukon to St. Michaels, and
when These intrepid voyagers reached home
they were greatly surprised to learn that
McTaggart and Burrill had preceded them.
The latter had started only a day or two after the others, but came down the river by
steamer. The reason for tins move is said
to have been that they did not care to make
the long and dangerous trip in an open boat,
and when they said goodbye to the McDonald party they never expected to hear of
them again alive. H. E. McDonald says
the navigation is very difficult, the river full
of islands and sand bars, audit is not easy
to determine which is the channel. Then
the mosquitoes were troublesome beyond
until

next

description.
McDonald brought home some handspecimens of gold nuggets. He says

Mr.
some

On motion of James S. Harriman of Belfast Alfred A. Small >f Belfast was nominated for County Treasurer by acclamation.
For candidate for County Commissioner

..

foremost chemists in this country was interviewed in Bangor last week.
He said:
“The end of the gold-from-the-sea-waterswindle at Lubec adds another to the many
illustrations which history can give of the
‘gullibility' of mankind. It was certainly a
most ingenious fraud and one very hard to
talk agaiust convincingly. There was just
enough fact upon which the claims were
based to make them seem plausible.
“There unquestionably is gold in the
•cean. as there is in
most, it not all >J the
common rocks of New
England. Gold, in
is
one
of
the
most
fact,
widely distributed
"f the elements. There isn’t a
river of
Maiue but what contains it in its sands, and
I do not believe a rock of 10 pounds weight
could be takeu at random from a stone wall
anywhere in the State in which a skilful
assayer could not rind a trace of gold.
“I have myself made experiments which
show me that such a statement is no exagalso proved the pregeration. I have
sence of gold in seawater.
The fact is, the
elements in general are far more widely distributed
in
nature
thau is commonly

Frankfort, Charles F. Drake; Brooks, I.
S. Leathers; Winterport, Lewis Atwood;

uie

j

chemistry

Pearson.

of Jobu R. Hurd of Northport,
Samuel G. Norton of Belfast was nominated
for Sheriff by acclamation.
On motion of Arthur I. Brown of Belfast,
George D. MeCrillis of Belfast was nominated for Register of Deeds by acclamation.
On motion of J. H. Say ward of
Thorndike,
Tileston Wadlin of Belfast was nominated
for Clerk of Courts by acclamation.
For candidate for County Attorney, N. E.
Murray of Burnham presented the name of
Ellery Bowden of Winterport, and Wm. H.

Whole number of votes.115
Necessary for choice.
58
Ellery Bowden had. s'.i
Arthur Ritchie had. 2(j

dead loss.

Dodge; Burnham, Hiram McAlister;
Knox, S. G. Tilton.
Liberty, J. O. Johnson; Montville, C. N.
Allen; Freedom, P. W. Ayer; Palermo, P.
S. Worthing; Waldo and Montville, T. N.
T.

mous.

of Liberty presented the name of
Arthur Ritchie of Liberty. Charles E. Lane
spoke in behalf of Mr. Bowden and D. O.
Bowen in behalf of Mr. Ritchie.
W. D.
Thompson of Winterport, G. H. Cargill of
Liberty and Elmer B. Clark of Prospect
were made a committee to
receive, sort and
count votes for County Attorney.
The result was as follows:

|

a

Portland men who are
'•ing bonded a piece of land
‘list west of the Kennebec
se of starting a branch E.
Hi rail Picker A Sons have
!'Mirth annual catalogue of

a

appointed

receive, sort and count the votes for SenThe ballot resulted as follows: Whole
number of votes, 115; necessary for choice.
58.
Albert Peirce had 70: Frederick I..
Palmer had 12; Lucius C. Morse had
and
Mr. Peirce was declared the nominee of the
convention.
On motion of L. C. Morse the
nomination of Mr. Peirce was made unani-

hail already received £22,4,000. Some of this
must have been spent in securing “doctor- !
cd” gold for the plant, but the major portion j mittee to receive, sort and count votes for
af it is probably safe with Jernegan in the 1 county commissioner. Two ballots were reland of the tieur-de-lis.
quired, the result being as follows:
The assets of the company are thought to
Whole number of votes..ill
be
the neighborhood of £200,000, but the
Necessary for elioi?e. 5i>
liabilities will greatly reduce tins figure.
William A. Bragg had.
41 *
Prof. Franklin C. Robinson of the chair of ! Otis D. Wi sou had. 14
Abner W. Fletchehad.. 4ii
at B«>wdoiu
>f the !
one

■

e

all

were

Moody

The capture of Jernegan has been about
given up, as lie has not embezzled any of
the company’s funds, and the attorneys who
were
seeking extradition papers have
abandoned their efforts.
The last assignment
>f “gold from sea
water” reached New York Aug. id, and
represented a value of about S4,000 This !
will be available, as assets. Nearly >22 (XX) !
id bullion lias been assigned at the New
j
York office since the first shipment from
Lubec, March l(j.
From the sale of stock between >$00,00.1
and 'd <00,000 was realized, and Jernegau, j
who was entitled to 4."> per cent, of the sa!*,
j

po>r> and weeds which are
rapidly, will be demanded.
mi of the future, it believes,
larger measure be control'ii. and the weeds spreading
r field and hill, destructive
injurious to st^ck, must be
he voice <*i the State exenactment.”.The
iega;
wheelmen has voted to
'•
party giving information
conviction of parties
iiiu racks on the streets_
"i the Maine experiment
hat we already know, that
her.
The average temeral degrees higher than
the }>ast bO years, and on
i ‘.i degrees, the highest

generation.
people were not caught iu
mining scheme; but it is
b lbble burst just in sea*

are

Liberty

On motion

of the affairs of the concern.
The early estimate of a 40 per cent, dividend was based upon the supposition that
the funds takeu by Jernegan could be recovered.
It is now doubtful if more than 20
per cent, can be realized. The contracts of
the company are very heavy, and the expenditures at the plant for labor of the past four

legislature, says a
State from the myriad

station in

1

a
meeting of stock-holders of the
Electrolytic Marine Salt Co. in Boston Aug.
was decided to have the company’s
bills paid at once with a view to settlement

speak-

of

ator.

4th it

brought

Young

to

The <jold=from-Sea=\Vater Swindle.

State
..*

and S. P.

At

—

c

mostly ships.

composed
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In Bkiee.
The Hawaiian commisson
of Senator Culloin of Illinois,
Morgan of Alabama, and Representative Ilitt of Illinois met in Chicago
Aug. 4th and had informal talks with a
number of business men. All three united
in saying that the result of the war would
be the building of the Nicaragua canal.
The commission left in the evening for
San Francisco, whence they will sail for
Hawaii on the 10th iust.It is estimated
that the salmon pack for the season of
1808 on the Columbia river will be 100,000 cases below the average.
282,000
cases were canned up to
August. l....The
ship Susquehanna, which arrived in New
York a few days ago, from San Francisco,
whence she sailed on March 25, will go
to Newport News within two weeks to
take on a cargo of coal for Admiral Dewey’s
squadron at Manila.The London Statist
predicts a great wave of American prosperity after the war, and active European
business in American securities. “Cuba,”
it says, “will give employment to a vast
amount of capital; and the stimulus to
industry there will react upon the United
States. The investments in Cuba, Porto
Rico and the Philippines will particularly
benefit railways.

Prosperity
Paragraphs.
at

COUNTY CONVENTION.

The Republicans of Waldo County met in
county convention at the Court House in
Belfast, Thursday, Aug. 4th. The convention was called to order at 10.45
o’clock, by
Arthur I. Brown of Belfast, chairman of the
county committee. Hon. A. E. Nickerson
of Swanville was made temporary chairman
Newell White of Kuox, secretary, anti F. E.
Gushee of Lincolnville and F. N. Vose of
Thorndike, assistant secretaries. The temporary organization was then made permanent. The county committee was made
a
committee on credentials. They subsequently reported 1 lli delegates present, a full delegation representing every town.
Nomination of a candidate for Senator being in order, George C. Ward of Frankfort
presented the name of Albert Peirce of that,
town; A. C. Mosman of Belfast presented
the name of Frederick L. Palmer of Monroe
John C. Cary of Montville presented the
name of Lucius C. Morse of
Liberty. Mr.
Cary and D. 0. Bowen of Morrill spoke in
behalf of Mr. Morse, and C. E. Lane of
Brooks in behalf of Mr. Peirce. A. C. Kenney of Frankfort, H. M. Chase of Swanville

Journal Pub. Co.

PAGE

County Republicans.
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that while

others

are
are

many

fabulously rich
paying only day wages, while

some

claims

worthless.

are

He told of

one

new

spoke to some men of the difficulty
getting a claim and said he wanted
a chance to dig.
They pointed to a hillside
and suggested his digging there. He set to
work and at the end of six days began to

; comer

who

in

uuggets, and his .hiim is said to be
worth S*>00 000. The whole hill, clear to the
summit, was at once staked out, but most of
Mr. McDonald
the claims were worthless.
furnished us with a letter written to a Western paper which all his party endorse as a
true picture of the situation in Alaska.
It
was written at Big Salmon, Alaska, and is
as follows.
take out

As

gather

DUMBER 32.

Don t be afraid all the good claims will be
taken. There will be thousands of acres
here to be prospected 10,000 years after
Gabriel blows his trumpet. This is a laud
of great possibilities, when it comes to
producing ice; great expectation, and poor realization.
A thousand square miles to each
square
meal. I have met many men who say
they
never swore

in their lives until

they

discovery.”

Miss Carrie White
a short visit.

Wm. H. Nickerson
Friday on business.

Mrs. A. J. F.Ingraham
the White Mountains.

Boston last

to

Mrs. Emma Collins and son of Boston
visiting friends in Belfast.

trousers the same as
the men. You can walk along side of a
woman for an hour and never know it until
she speaks.
In the meantime you have
wear

Hon. R. W. Ellis of Embden
fast the past week on business.

Judge Fogler

was

Horace Chenery of Chicago is visiting his
Mrs. Ann M. Chenery.

Joel E. Dodge of Boston arrived Sunday
morning for a visit of two weeks.
Miss Hattie Maddoeks visited relatives at
a few days the past week

Temple Heights

va-

probably expressed your ideas of the country in language more forcible than elegant;
possibly told an interesting story. At

Carrie Spratt of Bangor was a guest
Maddoeks, Bridge street, last week.

Miss
of Mrs

William J. Colburn of Toledo, Ohio, arTuesday for a short v.sit to relatives.

rived

preside at the August
term of the S J. Court in Bath.
will

Mrs. A

Clara Betters of Orono arrived last I terday
land.
Thursday to visit Miss Isa Walton.

or

philosopher, they say, requires very
little gold. What he wants is contentment.
I imagine now that when I get back to the

Crosby went to Camden to assist
days in Ivnowlton Bros.’ foundry.

a

Mrs. A. V.

visiting

Lawrence White of Brighton, Mass., is
visiting friends in Belfast and vicinity.

States I will be very easiiy satisfied here-

Old

Mr. Herbert E. Brier of Malden, Mass., is
visiting relatives and friends in Belfast, and

and Mrs. George B. Madden went to
Town Saturday for a visit of two weeks.

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Burkmar of Everett,
Mass., are visiting relatives in Belfast and
North port.

Mills.
Mrs.

H.

Mansfield went to East
to visit her brother, W

M.

Capt.

Friday

Hon. C. E. Littlefield of Rockland
town

Friday

last

and

Saturday

was

in

are

Louise Thurston of Waltham, Mass.,
home Tuesday from a visit to relatives in Belfast.
Miss

lega;

on

Kneeland and wife of Bosiu Belfast and

W. G.

visiting relatives
Bucksport.

ton

R. Clark.

returned

business.

Gilbert R. Ellis and children of j
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Pitman arrived from
visited relatives in Belfast : Frankfort
Monday to visit relatives in Belfast and Appleton.
Mrs. Margaret Frost went to Rockland !
Miss Louise Ivnowlton left
to

Mrs.

Hingham, Mass.,
recently.
Saturday

to visit her

daughter,

Tuesday

Mrs. G.

uncle. Dr. William II. Winslow,
Cottage City, Mass.

visit her

Gilelirest.

|

j

vicinity.

Mrs. Annie Smith of Brighton, Mass., arrived last Thursday to visit friends at Poor's

Corinth last

Staples of Dorchester, Mass., is
husband's mother, Mrs. Geo. A.

her

Beckett.

Mr.

after.
I think the meanest man I ever
knew in my life lived in Cheyenne (all the
boys know him). They say misery loves
company, but I would not advise e' en that
man to come to Alaska.
It is very difficult
to get into the country and once here it is
more difficult to get out.
Poling up swift i
riyers is the hardest work in the world.
I !
hope to catch one of the first boats down the i
Yukon,but my feet are all blistered now from
wearing rubber boots, and we have several
hundred miles to travel.
W lien prospecting and traveling overland !
we cannot make an average of over four ;
miles a day. “The way of the transgressor
j
is hard.” Verily, verily, I say unto you, !
whosoever will may come, but I beg to be I
!
excused. All men are equally well off here,
with or without money or letters of credit. I
Every one must walk until his feet are so
sore he can’t stand up, and work until his I
bones ache so that he cannot lay down. Boys, !
it’s a snap.
All you have to do is to find the !
gold, pick it up and take it home with you.
The success one has makes all the difference !
in the world in his report on Alaska. The
j
lucky ones view their hardships with the
operaglass reversed at a distance, while
others magnify them from a parquet seat.
Every man starts from Seattle with a money
belt and chamois skin sacks to carry gold
and money.
You never need them long !
after you reach here.
I have been looking for some way to market
the great resources of this country, and have
finally developed the following scheme that
I consider worthy of the efforts of any ambitious broker. As soon as J can get on a
speaking footing with the devil, and that
point is surely near at hand, 1 hope to be
able to negotiate a deal to consolidate bell
with Alaska and receive a good commission
from both sides. They ought to neutralize
one another nicely, and both places will be;
mutually bene fitted. Eveu if I receive no
commission, 1 think it will be a go> d turn
for many of my friends, aud possibly at the
same time feather my own nest a little, so to
speak, later on. Each day adds a few lines
to my tale of woe, a few cuss words to
my
vocabulary, and a continuous story of dissatisfaction. As I despise all kinds of growlers
l therefore tell the facts with as much good
humor as possible under the circumstances.
My motto has always been to take your
medicine and
saw
wood."
Well, we
have all sawed and chopped a great deal of
all kinds of wood since coming to Alaska,
and paid 5 to ](> cents a pound for lots of it.
We have also taken a good deal of bad medicine, Imt it is hard to swallow “the whole
cheese,” without winking a little. If my
letters are too pessimistic you must send
another correspondent with a more esthetic
nature; one whose poetic soul might enjoy moments of ecstacy while raving over
the mountain scenery and the snow
“the
snow, the beautiful snow.”
Y. B. Richardson.

yes-

Rock-

and

week.

A. T.

true

Boothbay

in

Mrs. William Patterson of Bangor visited
Elmer O. Hall and children went to i
her cousin, Miss Hattie >laddo k.s, the past
M to visit relatives.

Mrs.

Northport Aug.
few

Carleton returned hoim

A.

from visits

Miss

home this would make you feet like a fool.
Here you feel that way all the time anyhow.
Doubtless there is lots of gold in Alaska,
but it is scattered over so many thousaud
miles of territory, mixed with so much dirt,
that it takes a magnifying glass as large as
a washtub to find it.
In one way the trip is
a grand success ami a good investmeut.
A

sum-

vacation in

mother,

Bel-

in

Hattie Clements is spending her
Rockland.

Miss
mer

visiting

is spending his
cation with Warren Jackson.

Fannie Richards of Boston is visiting
Mathews,

Mrs.

are

Boston

trip to

a

Mrs. Si.rah W.

Miss A. F. South worth went to Thornaston Saturday for a short visit.

Edgar DeWitt of

visiting

making

is

in

Flora Belle McMahan went to Searsport
for a few days.

Mrs. F. J. Blather of Boston is visiting her
mother, Mrs. M. E. Ha ugh. V

Chas. E. Hall of Rockland is
friends in Belfast and Brooks.

friends

Tuesday

William A. Fan nee left Saturday for his
home in Toledo, Ohio.

having

rule,

went

visited

Miss Mary Wight of Boston is
relatives in this city.

Turner of Bangor visited Wm. W.
Cates last week.

dinners. “What fools these mortals be.”
paddle your own cauoe and wait
on yourself, or
you are a long time waiting.
A voice: “Think of it, an
average expense
of $25 a day and no pie for breakfast.” Pie!
pie! The bill of fare reads: Beans for breakfast; beans for dinner; beans for supper;
beaus, beans, beaus! I hope no wife or
mother will have beans on the table “When
her Johnny comes marching home.” Women
a

Miss Sally Durham
Bucksport Tuesday.

B. F.

Here you

as

Bangor Tues-

to

Mrs. Helen A. Carter arrived last week
from Lowell, Mass.

came

ege to travel a year through Europe on
ocean steamers and Pullman
cars, dining at the finest hotels and
wine with

here,

went

day for

fine

our

PERSONAL.
Mrs. R. H. Moody is visiting relatives in
Oxford county.

Appleton.

Alaska. Well, they are adepts at it now.
The air is blue with curses anti invectives.
However, the winnings are generally spent
in good humor, and some of the
boys who
have a bump of hope larger than an
Alaska glacier still “have hopes.”
I came
to see the country, and got my
money’s
worth long ago.
You could not hire a
man to make the trip if he knew what he
was
doing. We have all made it for
nothing and paid enough for tht privilto

around our camp tires in the
evening, after a weary day’s travel and hard
I sometimes read my diary to the
work,
Scattering. g
boys by way of entertainment. Here are a
There was no choice, and Mr. Wilson few extracts from the
pages for tlie last
withdrew. The second ballot was as fol- three mouths they all endorse the sentiment
expressed, and to those who have friends
lows :
and relatives in Alaska who went in this
Whole number of votes....110
year, I believe infill cases out of every 1<X)
Necessary for choice.. 50 our experience and ideas will be very much
William A. Bragg had..... 04
alike.
1 speak only of the country I have
Abner VV. Fletcher had.40 traveled over.
Alaska is a poor country for
And William A. Bragg was declared the
a business man, because there is no work to
be ha 1 and there are thousands of idle men
uominee.
On motion of Mr. Fletcher the
who would gladly work if they could get it.
nomination was made unanimous.
Concerning Local Industries.
Alaska is a poor country for a banker, beCharles R. Hill of Winterport, Silas Storer cause there is no security to loan money on.
for
is
a
men
to
settle
Alaska
in,
poor country
of Morrill anil W. H. Rolfe of Unity were
The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. cast
because there are no industries here to he
made a committee on resolutions. They
developed except mines and fisheries, and 2,500 pounds of small castings, such as winpresented the following, which were unan- no market for any product if it could be dow weights, plow points, etc.., last Saturraised. Alaska produces the biggest fish of day.
imously adopted by a rising vote;
all kinds and the largest crop (especially
Resolved, That the declaration of princi- suckers) of
The Swan & Sibley Co. started up their
any place, on earth ; the grandest
ples adopted by the Republican State on;n the world ; the iargest and deepest
scenery
new grist mill Tuesday morning. It is locatvention at Augusta, June 28, 1808, have the
rivers (without bridges;) the highest mouncordial approval of the Republicans of Waled in the large storehouse on their wharf and
tains without trails, and the longest stretches
do county.
of country without fire wood. It has nine ! is run by a 30 horse-power Wagner electric
That
the
administration
of
G
ovResolved,
months of the coldest winter and three i motor.
The corn is stored in the bins as forernor Llewellyn Powers is hereby endorsed.
months of the hottest summer. Icebergs and
and is run to the lower door, where
Resolved, That Hon. Edwin C- Burleigh,
merly
are
and
there
unexcelled
anywhere,
glaciers
our Representative in Cougress, has proved
an elevator takes it into the top of the buildis plenty f ice when you don’t want it, and
himself a fitting successor to the illustrious
not a pound when you are feverish and have
ing, 4(i feet up. From there it goes by a
men
who have hitherto represented the
a parched throat after a hard day’s march to
Third District in the Halls of Congress.
spiral conveyor to spouts which deliver it
need it. There is 22 hours of daylight out
Resolved, That The candidates presented of 24 in summer and no shade to cool off
to the mill. The mill is a 9x24 two-break
in;
for the suffrages of the voters of. Waldo
mill made by G. W. aud C. A. Lane of Exe22 hours of darkness a day in winter and no
county are entitled to, and should receive, a sun to
get warm in.
ter, X. K. Its capacity is about 50 bushels of
complete and hearty endorsement at the
it a long tune oetween meais ; a very long
polls.
| time between drinks; aud the longest of all meal per hour. The first break makes crackThe following County Committee was miles between stopping places. I have ed corn, and from this it goes by another
elected: John M. Fletcher, Belfast; Fred N. been on the trai: four months aud it seems elevator to the upper door, where the crackf
like
A mile is supposed to be 5280
ed corn is separated from the little meal that
Vose, Thorndike; Pembroke S. Worthing, feet. 14years.
Here on level country you think it
Palermo; James H. Knetland, Searsport; 10,000 feet; with a pack on your back 20,000 is in it and both are delivered to screens,
Lincoln N. Gilkey, Islesboro; Amos F.
feet; on an uphill pull, 40,000. You eat three by which either can be sent down to the
and one half pounds a day aud at the time
Carleton, Winterport.
bagging room of any fineness required. The
When you are
it seems like one pound.
The convention then adjourned.
cracked corn, that is not to be sold as such,
packing it appears to be 10 pounds.
I
And this is the so-called laud of gold.
again goes oack to the mill, where the second
would like to bang the man who gave it
break makes fine meal of it. The fineness
THE COUNTY COMMITTEE.
that name. Chorus, “so sayjwe all.’’ Believe
of the cracked corn, or meai, is not regulated
The newly elected County Committee will it nit, the whole country is a snare and a
delusion. A fool learns by experience; that by the breaks, but by screens, which can be
organize next January, and begin its labors is true. A fool and his money are soon
The
instantly changed without stopping.
that
from January 1st. The committee which parted ; that is true. “A fool for luck
cracked corn and meal are kept perfectly
is not true. I have triedit. All enterprises
will manage the present campaign was
here are referred to as “propositions; all
cool at every part of the process.
elected at the County Convention of 189(>, outfits and chattels as the whole cheese, 1
Thompson & Foster are increasing the
and is as follows: Arthur I. Brown, Belfast, have the remnants of a valuable outfit that
me
a
cost
dollars
and help and output of their factory constantly
good
many
chairman; George C. Ward, Prospect; I. G
months of the hardest work 1 ever did
Reynolds, Brooks; J. R. Hurd, Northport; in my life. I will sell “the whole cheese,” and are hardly able to keep up with their
A. A. Brown, Liberty; Reiiei M. Berry,
to-night for a dill pickle, a nice sour pigs orders. This week they have 50 hands, infoot sandwich and a big cool glass of Bercluding 8 meu, anil are adding new ones as
Unity.
liner Weriss beer; no offers!
fast as they can be taught to run the maK E P R E S E N T A XIV E NO MI N A T1 ON S.
At li ght when you are sick you dream of
chines. The output now exceeds 240 dozen
home,
cozy fire-place and a warm room.
The nominations for Representatives to
hen well you dream of a fiue home dinner
garments per week. Their line consists of
the Legislature in the various classes in with n ee
pastry aud strawberries anil overalls, working coats and pants, and they
Waldo county are as follows:
cream.
After a long walk in the rain or
have lately added what is known as long
sleet, an l wet through to the skin, you long
Belfast—Melville C. Hill.
for a lio" rum; and on a hot summer day
coats, 52 and 54 inches long. All the sewing
Class composed of Thorndike, Unity,
with a parched throat and nothing but
is done on'these with a two-needle machine,
Jackson, Troy, Burnham and Knox—Geo. warm, muddy water from the swamp to and the sleeves are
put in by a new and imE. Bryant of Knox.
quench i*, you have visions of an ice-cool
mint julep or a schooner of beer. All kinds
proved method, which allows a continuous
Class composed of Liberty, Montville, of
money goes here, Canadian, United States,
double seam from the cuff, up the inside of
Freedom, Palermo, Waldo and Morrill— {hugged, counterfeit; anything that looks
the sleeve and down the body to the bottom
like money goes, and awfully fast, too.
But
Fred E. Spratt of Palermo.
seam—the strongest possible way of putting
money is not much account,for there is nothClass composed of Searsport, Stockton
ing to buy that you want. I have lots of in a sleeve. The firm is now building a new
Springs, Prospect and SwTanville—Alfred E. provisions to sell, but the boys have no
white wood cutting table in the cutting
Nickerson of Swanville.
money to buy; result, a business paralysis
room, 90 feet long by 3 feet wide. On it an
and stagnation that would create a panic in
Class composed of Northport, Belmont,
Wall street if they should hear of it. If I
expert cutter can open and cut a whole case
Searsmont, Lincolnville and Islesboro— couhl
only get back to New York and cap- of goods at once—48 thicknesses of overall
atalize my experience at a fair valuation I
Emery N. Bunker of Islesboro.
drilling. Among the rush orders is one reClass composed of Frankfort, Brooks, would give all the boys on the exchange a
dinner at the Waldorf aud have enough left
ceived the past week by telegraph for 100
Winterport and Monroe—Henry R. Dawson to do the same with all the
weary pilgrims
dozen boys’ overalls, from 3 to 14 years.
of Monroe.
in Alaska. I still have a very {few valuable
Other orders of the same kind are expected
an
theories
I
would
out
to
that
close
CLASS COMMITTEES.
inining
The factory is
as soon as this is delivered.
With the exception of Belfast and Lincoln- English syndicate. Everything is a certain
“below or above discovery.” I think my num- located in the Dana Sarsaparilla building
ville class, the various classes have class ber is about 87,642 in line “behind the last
and occupies one floor. Electric power is
committees to look after the Representative
They say “virtue reaps its own reward;” used.
interests. They are as follows:
but that cuts no ice in Alaska. There is a
Mrs. J. P. Pitcher of Bangor is visiting
Thorndike, Benj. Ames; Unity, W. H. land that is fairer than this—at least we all
M.
J.
H.
Troy,
McKinley;
hope so. Oh, boys you will all like the job. relatives in Belfast.
Rolfe; Jackson,
we

PERSONAL.
Miss Lena Fernald is visiting relatives in

and Mrs. Charles E. Stevens went to
last Saturday fur a visit of a

Mr.

Mr. E. J. Cunningham of Tornpk:ns\: '•
Staten Island, N. Y., is visiting r.
in

Ellsworth
week

or more.

Chas.

this

and daughter Xita of
Winterport visited relatives in Belfast a few

days

R.

Hill

and

and Mrs. Edwin Giles and daughter
Colorado Springs are visiting friends in

vicinity.
Joseph Williamson, Jr., of Augusta was
admitted, Aug. 4rli, to practice in the C. S.
Partridge

and

daughter Ella

Thursday

for

Miss K

j

visit

a

three weeks.

May Berry of Rockland was a guest
Twombly two weeks She re-

ite

!’.

Lmwood

us

s.

tin-

mouth

spend

to

her vacati

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Russell of Lawrence,
Mass., visited Mrs. Russell's n »th«*r, .Mrs.
W. J. Gordon, the past week.

Lynn.

Fiuiay

Mass .arrived

his father, Mr h.u-h
lus brother. Dr. Elmer Small

to visit

Aug. 4th.

>n

city.

Sm

P. English and son Harold of!
,i
Henry W. Denton was it i,
City, Mo., arrived Saturday t- ’.wit the first of the week from Delhi
her sister, Mrs. Geo. E. Johnson.
he is
in a sT-nc shed.
Mrs.

at

Bickford arrived fr.-m Alls

J. B. Small of

»f Miss Ella

turned It-uue

and

urns

are

with relatives in this

weut to Rockland last

Miss

Harold

ton, Mass., Saturday,

courts in Portland.

or

vicinity.

Frank Dahl of Don lu ster. Mass
v siting his uneie, F. A. Gilkey, and Taking
short outing at Northport.

Belfast and

of two

and

John W. J

spending
Northport Camp Ground.

last week.

Mrs. E. J.

city

Mrs.

Mr.
of

n

,il, and

A.

!

Kansas

s

wd

.,

<

employed

left Friday fur a visit in
Boston and Westhoro, Mass. She has been
li ing m Bangor the past few months.
Mrs. R. S. Smart

Joseph Whittaker, wife and child of
Brockton, Mass., arrived Friday to visit Mr.
W.'s sister, Mrs. F. E. C ark of Citypoint.

Mrs

1

Mixer oi Boston called on his
George in Camden last week and
then went to Swan's Island to visit friends

Langill

of

Worcester.

Mass., is visiting friends in Belfast. He was a compositor in The Progressive Age ottiee prior to
Miss
she

Sophie

Staples

E.

the

was

returned last week

guest of Mr. and Mrs. Win.

Trim.

H. O. Archibald returned
Saturday from Boston, where Mrs. A. 'ms
been for surgical treatment. She is ver\
Mr.

much

and Mrs.

improved.

Han scorn and son Bertram are
at Booth bay ami his daughter Leo is with
her grand parents, Rev. and Mrs. S. L.
Hanseom, in Thomaston.
Rev. A. H.

Sadie May Nichols of Boston ami I

Misses

Campbell of Lawrence arrived last
Thursday to visit friends. They had been
in Bangor and Bar Harbor.
Abbie

George

Thomas of Portland visited j
the past week. He is em-

E.

in the sail making

department

Charlestown navy yard, but is out
leave.

at

on

the

sick

Monday

Among

M

f,i

.(

week.

l.Ht

to

visit

tin

recent

H>

tine's

t.n

it t

sts

gu

Ihith

.!;••

M

•.

W nder-

••

Park Hotel, Id.ity, were Misses Lu
Helen and Margaret
I
a,
Belfast.

mere

Littlefield,
Daniel
Auburn
the

O

Bowen

yesterday

of

Morrill

to attend

went,

to

meeting

J

of

committee

executive

a

the

State

<! range
Mrs. .1. C. Fisher of

Lawrenee, Mass and
daughter Alice of

L. Morrison ami

Mrs.

Portland, Me., are visiting tin-:r
Sherman of this .-ity.

Mrs.

s*

S. C.

(.’apt. Ralph Pattersball was at lu me a
days the past week, while his vessel,

few
the

sell. Pan!

Seavey, was loading at Roberts'
Harbor. Yinalhaveu for New York.
Mrs. E

A Robbins of Boston, ae oinpamGoodrich,
by her friend Mrs. Anna M
arrived last Friday to spend the month
ith
ed

Robbins'mother,

Mrs.
Mrs

friends in Belfast

ployed

Mrs
■

parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. IV 11

j

two weeks’ visit in Rock port, where

a

ami

ui

visited

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis P. i la/e It
arrived

1884.
from

(i:hs

L.

E J
Pitcher, wife and two J mg'e..is ,.j
South Weymouth Mass
are
Mr
Pitcher s brother, II. C Pitcher

Herbert

brother

W. F.

Helen

Thompson of Bangor
Judge R. W Rogers

Win

If.

yesterday aud
Wiley's at tin*

Mrs

II

II. Forbes

Roix arrived from
:s

stopping at M

corner

of

High

rs

and

Bo.Ht.mi

Chas

A

Commer-

cial streets, where she nil! be pleased

to

meet her friends.
Rev. and Mrs.

J.

M.

Leighton

left

last

Thursday

to spend a part of their vacation
Portland, Old Orchard and vicinity. Miss
Page, who has been visiting them, went
with them.
in

Portland arrived here last
relatives. He came all
the way on his wheel, via Augusta, a distance of 105 miles. He left Portland at .">
a. in., took dinner in Augusta, and arrived

Ralph Dyer
Thursday to

in Belfast,

at

of

5 p.

m.

Quirnby start to-day
wliat must prove a most delightful trip.
They leave Boston next Saturday by steamer for Norfolk, Old Point Comfort, Fortress
Monroe, and up Chesapeak*- Bay to Baltivia
more; then hv Baltimore & Ohio R. R
on

Harper’s Ferry, over the Alleghany mountains to Chicago; from Chicago by steamer
Manitou across Lake Michigan to Mackinac
island ; then to Sault Ste. Marie, passing tlu:
Government Lock and crossing Lake Superior to Duluth. Leaving Duluth in the steamship Northwest, which is about the size of

greyhound'’ City of Paris, and
finest fitted ships afloat, they
again cross lakes Superior, Huron, St.
Croix and Erie to Buffalo, touching at Detroit and Cleveland.
From Buffalo they go
via Niagara Falls to Lewiston, and by ferry
from there to Toronto.
Leaving Toronto
they cross Lake Ontario to Kingston and go
the “ocean

of the

down the St. Lawrence through the Thousand Islands ami La chine Rapids to Montreal.
the

From Montreal they go to Quebec, up
Saguenay River, and from Quebec return

home via the White Mountains.

It is

trip
three
weeks. Miss Barton of Newton, Mass., who
was with Mr. and Mrs. Quimby on their trip
to Florida and Cuba, will join them in Baltiof about

more.

5,000

Sylvester

sister-* returned home Tues-

from

Boston, where they have been
stopping three months past.
They were
accompanied by Mrs. Chas. Tewksbury of

Winthrop,
friends

Mass

who will visit her

many

here.

visit

Mr. and Mrs. J. H.

one

The

day

miles and

will

occupy

a

Miss

Ella Alwihla Wentworth, author of

the beautiful poem. At the Ball, which lias
been widely copied into many leading publications, is spending a short, time in East Orland, the guest of her uncle, Mr. Ki ink A.

Wentworth. Miss Wentworth is a young
lady of decided literary ability and her
poems have many admirers bot h m her nat i\ e town and abroad.
Hon. .John T. Rowe of Frank!'

o t, who
is
years of age. lias been daugeroiisiy ill.
At last report, he was improwug smimwhat

8.>

His son, Mr. Frank lb
New Hampshire

from

Mr. Rowe has been in

we.
mi

arrived

Thursday

home
last.

the

granite business
all his life, and for the past 40 years has
been a member of the Mf. Waldo Granite
company. He has been one of the most
prominent men in the political history of
county. He was the last Whig State
Senator, elected in

the

Among the superintendents, teachers and
others who are attending the Sunday School
Teachers’ meeting at
Northport Camp
Ground are Rev. Randall T. Capen, Mrs. J.
D.

Tucker, Mrs. Eli/.a Hunnewell, Miss
Matthews, Mrs. Willis B. Fletcher,
Miss Lillian Ryan, Mrs. M. S.
Whitmore,
Miss Mary Jackson, Miss L. A. McDowell
aud Miss Lucie E. Ryan of Belfast; Miss
Bertha A. Hatch, Morrill; Mrs. Wealtha
Grant, Mrs. Belle Barden, Mrs. Belle J.
Palmer, Miss Ellen A. Mosman, Monroe;
Mrs. G. Roberts, Waldo; M. A. Sargent.
Eunice M. Stevens, Searsport.
Maud E.

W ith Our Nova Scotia Cousins.

might think it kinder hard I didn’t give
him the otter.
Dear me. said Mrs. Flint,
1 should like to see it: where is it? It is
in a chist of mine over the way. at Tom
Tape’s store. I guess he can ship it on to
Eastport. That's a good man, said Mrs.
Flint, jist let’s look at it.
Mr. Slick, willing to oblige, yielded to
these entreaties, aud soon produced the
clock—a
gawdy.
varnished,
highly
He placed it on
trumpery looking affair.
the chimney-piece, where its beauties
were pointed out aud duly appreciated by
Mrs. Flint, wh<->e admiration was about
ending in a proposal, when Mr Flint returned from giving his directions about
the care of the horses.
The Deacon
praised the clock, he too thought it a
handsome one: but the Deacon was a prudent man, he had a watch—he was sorry,
but he had no occasion for a clock.
I
guess
you’re in the wrong furrow this
time. Deac u. it au't tor sale, said Mr.
Slick: aud it it was. 1 reckon neighbour
Steel’s wife would have it, for she gives
me no peace about it.
Mrs. Flint said,
that Mr. Steel had enough to do, poor
man. to pay his interest, without buying
clocks for his wife.
It’s no cousarn of
mine, said Mr. Slick, so long as he pays
me what lm has to do, but. I guess I don’t
want to sell it. aud besides it comes too
high; that clock oan’t be made at Rhode
Island undei 40 dollars.
Why it an’t
possible, said the ( lockmaker, in apparent suiprise, looking" at his watch,
why as I’m alive, it is 4 o'clock, and if
1 hav’nt been two blessed hours here—
how .m etuth shall 1 leach River Philip
to-night". I'll tell you what, Mrs. Flint,
I’ll leave the clock iu youtf care till I return on my way to the States—I’ll set it a
goin. and put it to the right time.
As s M *n as this operation was performed,
he dcliveit d the key i.* the Deacon with a
*mic injunction to wind up
sort ot seri
the ri-M'k c\ei\ Saturday night. which
Mrs. Flint said she would take care should
he hiine. and promised to remind her
;
ha-miMi'i
in cast he should chance
to fortrt t it.
saii; the < mekmaker, as soon as
wt we;i
mounted, that I call •*huiu ni
Now that clock is sold foi 40
<;<
liars—it < ost me jist *'• dollars and 50
• Mi’-.
Mrs
Flint will never let Mrs.
Met I
have the refusal— noi will the
iHac.m lain, until 1 call for the clock,
i: ;t having once indulged in the use of a
supeiiimiv. how difficult it is t" give it
\\e can do without any article of
.p.
Luxury we never had, but when once obtained*. ;t isn't in
to surlemiei it v.n .iitaiily.
Of fifteen thoitsand
pa rtn< s in t
in« t-. twelve thousand were letr in this
ler,
1I5 ten cl< < ks were v er
ei
ca ed for them, they
invariably buimht them. We trust to
:
i" gei them into the house,
,;kand to
that they never come
out of it.

*

In 1M*7 Windsor had

‘M>.000 lire,

a

and in g< inn from the station to the house
f tlie f: end> who. because of a blunder
tl.e tele: hone office,

in

to

ing

see

passed through

we

us,

humid district.

expect-

not

were

Imagine

a

the

fire >weepiug

Bellas! fiom the top of Primrose Hill to
v*i. ii. an*: from CVugress street
>a!n :

ing standing,
idea of

only the

leaving

to t.i1 watei.

and

will

you

I>ana buildhave

some

amity which befell WindThe Dana building would represent

soi.

;i c

<

Hotel DutYeiin. the

hotel in Windsor

only

The actfial area
escape the flames.
burned ovei was g reate-i than that above
to

indicated, and

destroyed.

w;m

i>

going

i.ow

is,

sor

The work of

rebuilding

hut it is doubtful if Wind-

on.

pretty

as

ever

the entire town

practically

before the fire.

as

shrubbery were
destroyed, anti while the new buildings
aie more modern in style they seem to b*i
shade

The

and

trees

closei U gether, as in a city.
the pe- pie of Windsor the
building in
■u

large

brick

of erection which is to

dati all the schools of the town,
sadly needs, and ought to

n:tm

,.

c-urse

We envied

Belfast

foi

have, a similar structure.
Windsor is the seat of King’s
the oMim institution of its kind

iting
vi>it

in

now ex-

anada. and after breakfast

<

paid

was

College,

to

it> tree shaded

a

grounds.

Hme many v ears ago we were invited to
witness a t:sfo ei;i.oiinur between two of
■•ieii'-.v. ho bad selected this

'i

...

settling

oi

diitfienees.

C hi

An

open
selected

spot .- :: ounded by tall tiees was
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it.
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mentioned below; and although unimportant iu themselves, they maybe, in a
events

small

degree,

I

ill do it. Take it a few days
and then put your finger on
tour puise
again. You can
feel the difference.
It is
stronger and your circulation
better. Send for our book on
Impure Blood.
if you are bilious, take
Ayer’s Pills.
They greatly
aid the Sarsaparilla,
They
cure constipation also.

of Windsor
we rejoined the press party on th
]•. m.
train for Halifax.
There is little that is
the line until Richmond is

pleasing along

Write to

Doctors.

our

freely all the particulars
i-: your case.
You v;ll receive u
prompt replv. without jost.
Adores?, DR. J. C. AYKP.
Lowell. Mass.
Write th<

1

genera!

The Farmer and the Laws.
To

Ei>itoi;

tiik

There is

The

01-

Joeenai

:

citizen who believes in
las- legislation, i. e., legislation that benefits the men in any given

good

no

what is called

mental appearance, but as it was not copied strictly from regulations some of its

I

well

am

that

aware

some

farmers

features

quite unique.

were

in

not

are

just what the needs of the

PiinceLs

ents. it

Nothoi more ago.
the princely residence but
tund. stand, a ijuaint semi-

of

the band
classi

Queen

-tincture

overhanging the railway

This lias long been
cutting.
resort for picnic parties.

a

mand.

ought

are

interest

to

questions that
politics which

some

field of
all

men

wlio follow any

they can only be made to believe
the wisdom and justice of those intei
est^. I wish to call the attention of my
readers to a few ant;-politic" measures
in

that need the strong support of the farmers of the State.
For

favorite
in

thing,

one

there is the great defect

law which gives the farmer
redress when deer enter his fields and

our

no

the

There

game

was

blue field for the stars to rest upon,
and the star- were red aud blue, placed

left olehester.
i>ii*i:j enieit-i tLieiiouse, before
the <’l
k! lake: pointed to the view from
the wind w. and addressing himself to
me, said, if I was to tell them in Connect.! ut there was such a farm as this
away down east here in Nova Scotia, they
wouldn’t believe me—why there aint such
a location in all New England.
The Deacon lias a nindrea acres of
dyke.—Seventy,
said the Deacon only seventy.
Well
seventy; out then there is your fine deep
bottom, why 1 could run a ramrod into
it.—Interval, we call it, said the Deacon,
who, though evidently pleased at this
tulogium, seemed to wish the experiment
of the lamrod to be tried in the light
place.—Well, interval, if you please,
(though Professor Eleazor ( umstick. in
his work on Ohio, calls them bottoms,) is
Then there is that
just as good as dyke.
water
-livilege, worth :),000 oi 4,000
dollars, twice as good as what Governor
Cass pa.d 15,000 dollars /or.
I wonder.
Deacon, you don’t put up a carding machine mi it: the same works would carry
»>

•'

■

spec cd electric

1

Halifax Hotel.

ject of

our

I hen there

Halifax will be the sub-

next

letter.

Navy

Vindicated.

The othei side of our exhibition, the
navy, has also convinced the world of our
It was a by word that
power.
navy, and nearly all Europe had

unsuspected

is

the

fecting partridges,

defect

way of

in

which

As the law

amended.
Our

now

the law af-

needs to

be

stands, 1 have

protecting

my interests even
though a dock of a dozen should live
upon the fruit buds of my best Baldwin
no

all winter.

trees

It is

a

settled fact that

damage is sometimes done by these
we had no
birds budding apple trees. As long as we
believed that we were such a nation of are taxed to protect
partridges for the
purchasable politicians that corruption to pleasure of a few city gunners and country
the point of putrefaction pervaded our loafers, who had rather tramp the field
political life. The constant yawping of with a gun than work, it is only right for
our mugwump press against the
integrity
of our public men and political machinery us to demand the privilege of self-protec-

was such that political pestilence was assumed to pervade every department of our
public life. Our ships were thought to
have been built by corrupt contracts, and
hence were only shoddy structures and it
was charged that jobbery so pervades the
navy yards, and especially building contracts that our warships were little more
a
tinning lathe, a shingle machine, a than imposing structures of papier mache.
circulai saw. grind bark, and-. Too Any European power which had a navy
old, said the Deacon, too old for all was supposed to be able to march up and
those speculations.—Old. repeated the either frighten or demolish the American
( lockmaker, not you, why you are worth navy in short order.
half a < » zen of the young men we see,
All this lias disappeared.
The world
now a-< ays,
you are young enough to has been disabused of this whole line of
have—here be said something in a lower flippant assumption regarding American
tone of voice which I did not distinctly
public life and the integrity of its official
hear: bi t whatever it was, the Deacon was conduct.
Instead of this effete and imhe
and
said
he
did
not
smiled,
pleased,
potent exhibition our navy has shown a
think of such things now.
scientific perfection, our ships a structure
llut your beasts, dear me, your beasts and endurance and efficiency equalled in
must be put in and have a feed; saying no other country.
The Oregon, which
which he went out to order them to be was built on honor by the United States
taken to the stable.
government, lias shown an endurance and
As the old gentleman closed the door perfection and efficiency that no battleafter him, Mr. Slick drew near to me and ship in the world ever before revealed.
It
said in an under tone, Now that is what I is not in the history of naval achievements
call k'softsawder.” An Englishman would that a ship of anything like her dimensions
pass that man as a sheep passes a hog in should steam at a high rate of speed
a
pastur, without looking at him; or, thirteen thousand miles without an accisaid he, looking rather archly, if he was dent, without a stoppage for any sort for
mounted on a pretty smart horse, I guess repairs or adjustment of
'machinery, and
he’d trot away, it he could. Now I find— land home ready for battle the moment
Here his lecture on ‘‘soft sawder” was her bunkers were refilled with coal, in this
cut short by tlie entrance of Mrs. Flint. war our navy has performed feats such as
Jist come to say good bye, Mrs. Flint.— no country can boast of. The engageWhat, have you sold all your clocks?— ment at Manila, in which the entire
Yes, and very low, too, for money is Spanish fleet was destroyed and not a
scarce, and I wished to close the concarn; single man in the American fleet killed,
no, 1 am wrong in saying all, for I have has no equal in the history of naval warNor was this an accident.
All
jist one left. Neighbour Steel’s wife asked fare.
to have the refusal of it, but I guess I
investigation has shown that it was the
won’t sell it; I had but two of them, this result of sheer superiority.
The engageone and the feller of it that I sold Govment of our fleet with the cream of the
ernor Lincoln.
General Green, the Secre- Spanish navy in Santiago was practically
tary of State for Maine, said he’d give me a repetition of the same superior skill and
50 dollars for this here one—it has com- naval efficiency. Another entire Spanish
position wheels and patent axles, it is a fleet was destroyed, only one man killed
beautiful article—a real first chop—no on the American side, and no American
mistake, genuine superfine, but I guess ship disabled.
[Gunton’s Magazine for
I’ll take it back; and beside, Squire Hawk August.

NATIONAL
FAMILY

much

tion.

If

a

orchard,

thief steals my apples in the
any other place, the law

or

redress; but

if partridges steal a
by budding trees, I can not
interfere, but must stand by and see them
do the same thing over again.

gives

me

dozen barrels

We know by experience what the caterpillar can do when he gets his warpaint
on.

After

fighting

w

ith remorseless

en-

ergy for six weeks, very many of us “apple tree fellers” have subdued the pest
only to make room for a larger army that

an

strictly

as

flag

summer

of the

come

Brother

farmers,

help us.
Monroe, Me.

now

we

have

helped

I»y

Spreinl
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furnish

Pe-rn-na for Malaria.
taken sick with malaria
two years
writes
ago,
Jacob Griffin, of Elmar,
Mich., and since then I
have been unable to work.
Became nervous and sufered greatly with my head.
The least exertion would
cover me with perspiration. Before 1 had taken
half a bottle of Pe-ru-na I felt better.
Four bottles entirely cured me.” All
druggists sell Pe-ru-na. Dr. S. B. Hartman, of Columbus, O., will advise you
free. Write him.
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BOTH OWE YEAR FOR S2.C0.
all

on
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WE REPAIR
WATCHES,

WE SELL

clocks,
JEWELRY,

\t\::;...
nited

t<>

states

ll\

would he drawn later by commissioners
be appointed for this purpose.
I nder the terms of the President's note
the Spanish government is bound to evacuate Cuba and Porto Rico immediately.
’ii cue wuoie it is a rather tortunate circumstance that this evacuation cannot
take place eu masse, and
immediately, for
it has been determined that the
Spanish
troops withdrawal must be replaced by
L nited States troops. This is deemed to be
absolutely necessary to guard against anarchy and secure the establishment of a
stable form of government in Cuba under
proper constitutional guarantees, but in
all probability not many of them will
have to go there before the present
rainy
season has nearly ended.
In other words, having deprived
Spain
of the means of resisting the
onslaughts
ot the insurgents it has been
urged that
the United States would be bound to
prevent the latter from
continuing their warfare.
to

(iranite State Provident.
In the ease of Fremont E.
bank examiner, in equity,

Timberlake,
vs

(iranite

Provident Association, now pendthe Supreme Judicial court, a
ing
hearing was had Aug. :>d; and the Master’s

State

in

CLEANSE

THE

SPECTACL £S.

,,,
********

Insm-^euts.
\\ asuixrtox A i"i• i’st ,i.
Au interesting question and one of vital importance to
the administration is the attitude to he
assumed by the United States towards the
Philippine insurgents in the event that we
reach au agreement for the suspension
of hostilities with Spain,
it is stipulated
in our peace terms that the United Slates
military form of govermeut prevail over
the city of Manila and bay with the surrounding territory. Tliis*involves an immediate surrender of the Spanish forces,
not to Aguinaldo. but to Hen.
Merritt,
and there is some apprehension that the
insurgents will resent this very bitterly
and that it will be necessary to
expel
them from the territory described.
Beit
is
this,
said
in
sonic
yond
quarters that
the
decision
of
the
commispending
peace
sioners as to the future of the Philppiues,
the l nited States will be morally bound
to maintain the status quo in the islands

SYSTEM

Effectually yet gently, when costive or bilious, to permanently overcome habitual constipation, to awaken the kidneys aud liver

♦

♦ ♦♦

Belfast

You
Can
Cook
anything

on a

than you

T
Never mind if everything
else failed to cure you. Try Doan’s Ointment. No failure there. 50 cent, at any

Itching piles?
store.

The best mediciue you cau take is that
which builds a solid foundation for health
in pure, rich blood—Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

.TTMTV

D, B. SOUTHWOKTH & SON.
PROPRIETORS,

Vapor Stove bet-

cook it on any
stove—Roast, Toast, Stew, Fry,
Bake or Broil. The lire is always under perfect control.
Never too hot or too cold. The
meals are always right on time
—right in every way. There ie
less labor with a
ter

Co..

Livery

BELFAST, MAINE.

w

can

*TEAIS mi TURNOUTS EVERY DESCRIPT;
FURMISHED TO ORDER. \I(TH i OR

Coaches, Hacks, Barges
ORDERS

Vapor

BY

or

TELEPHONE PROMPTLY

Stove

Buck boards.

Representing

M

Over

Twenty Million Assets.

lySTEAM BOILER INSl RANCH AND INSPECTION. J=J Securin Boml-torCa>ors. Administrators and Trutsees. ! Correspondence solicited.
Real estar hau.;

POOR & SON
II \ \ I

Notice of Foreclosure.
M.
St... ktwii
B
ROBERTS
UMIKKEAS,
M
Stale
Springs, in the C ounty <>! Wal.ip a
«T Maine, by Ins uiort gage deed da to I t :»* *e\cnl h
W
day..! .May. A. I>. l.ST.'i. and n •I'mcti i:
d.. Registry "I Deeds. Book is... r.
nvey*-d to tin* Belfast Savings Bank, a c<>rp.n;.t but
established by law at l'.(*llast, in tin* State ■•!
Maine, a certain parcel "1 land situated in said
Stockton Springs, ( formerh st..ckton
in the
County of Waldo and State ot Maine, bounded
and described as follows, to wit
Beginning in
west line of Church street, at the southeast corner of land ol Paul H. Crockett; thence westerly
by land of said Crockett and the Blanchard u»t to
the road leading by the house ot Mrs. Cheney;
thence southerly by said road to W. I Gridin'*
house-lot; thence easterly by said Gridin's houselot and land said to be owned by Henry MrGilvery, to the west line of said Church street ; thence
northerly by said street to the place of beginning,
together with the buildings standing thereon, being the same premises then occupied by said B.
M. Roberts as a homestead ; and whereas, the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now
therefore, said Belfast Savings Bank, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, claims a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Date\l this eighteenth dav of Julv, A. I>. ISPS.
BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
3w2‘J
By Jonx H. Quimhy, Treasurer.
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Clough

FOR SUMMER DISCOMFORTS,

Will

....

HIGHLY PERFUMED.

III

III.I

FRIDAY, AUC

LADIES,

floor nun

“A I l

\l l!Y.”

1'•-.'!<'

Oration,
brook. Watervilh

FOR GENTLEMEN,

A.

m.

Hoi

W

12 00
l’ifuif (linnet.
2.00 r. m. Camp-tire, with

COMFORT AFTER SHAVING.”

(.’ommatider, Rev. < a s uthi
iugs, lion. \Y C I'hiihrook and
1 11 1
r.KOOhs CORN I 1 1

FOR THE BABY,
“A

Vetera

WINDERMERE PARK

Anti-Wii Toils! Powder,

“A

ni\

n

Charitable Associ.

OLD ENGLISH

FOR

\

!>

V

A

attendance.
The whole

to dose with a
Ounce tickets An cem
Let all Craud Army men come
resort on this day
Reduced Rules on the Al.iim

NECESSITY.”

evening.

by physicians for s<>r»‘
and tender feet, prickly heat, excessive perspiration, etc.
Recommended

f

Price 15c.

BUCKSPORT, MAINE,

A.

H.,

PRESIDENT,

TRY THE NEW
(FORMERLY MRS.

29.

TO LET.
The store in Johnson Block

by H. H. Johnson & Co.

Winterport.

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS. TORNADO INSl R

If your dealer doe* not sell Vapor
Stoves and Stove Gasoline. write to the
Standard uil Company, New York City.

FALL TE11 ML OPENS AUGUST
Send for Catalogue.
Gw20

,

INSURANCE and REAL ESTAT1

because it makes no dirt. There
is less expense with a vapor
stove because there is no waste.
Stove gasoline is the cheapest,
most efficient fuel science has
ever discovered. Over 2.000,000
women are using it to-day with
perfect comfort. Why don’t you?

Rev. J. Frank Haley,

\>

I'll 1.1 U.

FRED ATWOOD

healthy activity, without irritating or
weakening them, to dispel headaches, colds,
or fevers, use Syrup of Figs, made by the
California Fig Syrup Co.
CASTOHIA.
Bears the
-A^ Kin() V“U Ba,e Alwa>s Bou£llt

H. J. LOCKE & SON

■“SHT

♦

a

drug

Now-\..rk

Philippine Question.

Surrender of
.'Manila
Would lie Resented

TO

Tho

h.

the

_

L

design-

if

a.

let the other fellow
Enoch C. Dow.

»tia. An

a

p,1':

East Thorndike.

to

•*

Furnished

t Me

accord ini: to regulations.

next

other fellow,

M. (». DkWoi.kk.
Ketr.ville. Nova S

rebellion,

report was accepted, allowing the claims
year from our neighbor’s of the various Maine creditors aud shareorchard.
We have learned to quarantine i holders who are to share in a dividend.
of the court to order a divUpon
contagious diseases for public protection; idend petition
to the Maiue shareholders, the lion.
can we not also compel men to use reasonB.
Ilenry
Cleaves, Receiver in Maine,
able diligence to prevent the spread of suggested that 20 per cent, could now be
paid. Upou the application of the assignee
destructive insects?
in New Hampshire, Mr.
a delay
Every argument that could be brought was granted until the Taggart,
September Rules,
forth to bear upon this pest would apply when action will be taken upon the
pronoxious weeds. posed dividend.
with equal force to
[Portland Press.
will

NEWSPAPER

v

^

space alternately.
continued to float

railway station in Halifax a
ca
trample down his growing crops. The
was awaiting the party
cl apt* r <f “The ( 1< * kmaker” will ina mount of damage done is greater than
we wen- givei n ride about the
city,
at large.
il »• icadei to "am Slick, an*, give
to d:
the unite t akin a u- through the business many believe, and it is only just that
Hostilities will terminate within a very
d
a
uf Judge II libui ton's style:
a lid lesideiM-e s<
lions, past the new drill the man who is taxed to protect the lew days after Spain has notiiied the U.
; «• g-.'
At
of a urn••-mfortab *• lo-.-k- j
massi\a .-tone building in course deer should in turn be protected from S. government of her acceptance of the
ire fa: us-house stood Deacon Flint, a ■sheds,
terms laid down in the President's note
of
in
tai
id
iiian.
wloha<
erection,
affording views of the Citadel, their ravages. A repeal of the game laws, of last Saturday. It is expected here tlnr:
understood
lesj-n*
: lad;c of fiire belt*! than most of his etc.,
if
even
would
not
be
desirable,
possible the Spanish pledge to accept the broad
stopping a short time at the Public
i- :g 1:1 >*
is
!
ue n
gk: iudge from the Gardens, said to be tlie finst of the kind with the sentiment of the State so strong- conditions laid down by the United States
appeaiahcc o: every thing about him.
will take the form of a written agreement,
on this continent, then on to
Freshwater, ly in their favor. Hence, we only ask for
V11*•: the usual sahita ion, an invitation
something in the nature of a protocol.
that
will
furnish
the
at
means
to
the
was a<
entnnee to Point Pleasant Park, legislation
tei11
*-pu-(i by Mr. Slick,
The protocol would not take the place in
v>
o sa «1 !
wished to lake leave of Mrs.
and then to our head-iiuarters at the protect ns from their ravages.
any manner of the treaty of peace which
<
Fbut ’."•foie he
At

IN THE GREAT

white

upon flo
However, the

are

and the welfare of the State de-

There

sincerely.

no

prone to blame the laws for what is plainly due to their own neglect, yet it must
be conceded that there are some things
that

everything.

Reliable War News

main,
\ ours

I

as

WAR™ SPAIN

L.

of the varied lines of farming.
As a general thing our law makers are willing to
legislate in the interests oft lie T constitu-

centurv

j

east.

Bi

tages. and others are seen at intervals as
the train speeds on toward
Halifax.
Then is one historic spot, known as

dwelling a
ing is left

tell him our Province has plenty
of such mills as that, and if he wants to
see civilization and culture
equal to any.
he need only come via the Annapolis and
me

i

in

lie outside tlie

Prince Edward,
Victoria, had his

car

c

R'vill
,li-j>a
E- lo-p.milonoo

Narrows with Halifax'll arbor. At Bedford there are a number of hotels and cot-

when

Let

of Isbl, a few miles dis- to-day is the new blood drawn from Nova
from the above mentioned church, Scot hi.
It is too often the case that visitors
the ladies living in the vicinity <*f a store !
draw conclusions from their surroundings
wishing to give expression to their j
and do not take into consideration that a
patriotism, agreeable to prior arrangefishing jaunt docs not give one much 1
ments. met with the merchant's wife and
chance to get a knowledge of a countv\
proceeded t<» make a flag of liberal
or its people.
dimensions from material contributed !
If Mr. Gilmore will visit Kent villi-. 1
from the
o*p
cotton
goods for a
shall he pleased to show him iviliz.uion :
foundation.
The following morning the
that would be a credit even to the “Hub," 1
flag was thrown to the breeze on a line
I
and Nova Scotia as a whole has more cul
extending floni an upper window in the
A
tine than any stranger is aware of.
I
bouse to a eorresp uiding window in the
leave The Journal editor to decide as to
It was pronounced a
store.
“thing of
whether my statements
are
correct.
beauty,” and it is presumed that there
Thanking you for valuable space. I rewas a
lureement as to its orna-

people

Lodge,

mill, Maine, with its 00

helpful

so

I

the Ashland
loads a week.

tant

reached, at the head <>f Bedford Basin, a
beautiful sheet of water connected by the

the father of

speaks of

spring

air

town

|

few of the old fashioned

a

and

flag."

the

In

ed

hospitable

He also

!

rule, the American citizen believes
equality and justice under the law.

tive and still

j

j

ferin.
restful and pleasant morning with
friends in what is left of once attrac-

and because lie met single oxteams and female drivers he concludes
that Nova Scotians are behind the times.
saw

i

■

Washing Powder 7^. J

PeFt for clean in

considerable effort of the citizens I can also refer him to the editors of the
had been procured for the occasion, was ! Maine Press Association, who recently
floating majestically over the church. The visited Nova Scotia. Harvard. Yale.
writer, then a boy, remembers vividly ; Cornell, in fact nearly all the Uni’.ersities
with what awe ami veneration the gaze of the U. .v A., have Nova Scotians as
professors, and at present our country i
was turned toward the National emblem
one of the smartest professors :
as it
and
unfolded
in
folded
the
| provides
gracefully
Harvard has.
gentle breeze of that delightful June
It is the young people of our Province 1
day. and the remark of an old citizen
that are to be found in the positions that !
at
of
the
the doer
church, acting
standing
need persons of reliable civilization, and
as usher, to another citizen: “We don't
tile hack-bone of the New England States
often see the

with

a

nothing

40 miles in the

woods,

*

cap or
The v

who studies to save 1:
labor
and
expense—
strives to have her 1
look best at all tiun- :

through

the first

made, and built

in Nova xoohe had a good

ring address by the Rev. Mr. Weaver of
Bangor on the subject of temperance, a
question then agitating the
public j
throughout the country. A flag, which Cornwallis valley and then continue

through

was

he admits,

as

j saw-mills,

her of people had gathered at the church
iu Troy to listeu to au eloquent and stir-

may at times lead us all to wish for special laws in our 'own interests but. as a

excavation

!

contrast

day

“Fishing
pleased to see

thinking
working cap?

during

Province,

illustrative of the “then” in

with the “now.”
On a certain
in the summer of 1S52 a large mini-

was

of

POWER

your

The whole civilization of the Province
is plainly behind that of the United
States.
We noted the ol '-fashioned
up J
aud down" saw mill and compared it in
our minds with the new mill at Ashland,
Maine, which we visited recently, and
which turns out from its double handsaws 00 car loads of lumber per week.
i
Mr. Gilmore visits a section of our

It

ed then with as much enthusiasm as at tire
There may be readers of The
present.
Journal who will recall the little local

a

f

flfig

realized

But what kind of blood?
That is the question.
Is it pure blood or impure
blood ?
If the blood is impure then
you are weak and languid;
your appetite is poor and your
digestion is weak. Y'ou cannot sleep well and the morning finds you unprepared for
the work of the day. Your
cheeks are pale and vour comj
plexion Is sallow. You are l
troubled with pimples, boils, J
or some eruption of the skin.'
Why not purify your blood?

huge hotel, originally named tlie Clifton
House, but which is new tlie Hofei DufAftei

is41;

particularly

WASHING

tia.

rare

on

DUST

his outing, but I take exceptions to the following as far o'- it relates
to the "whole civilization" of N -va seo-

country towns,

in

heading

tia," and
time

occasions; a fact not easily
by the younger generation, j
though probably its appearance was greet- ]

only

industry without conferring any benefit
upon the people at large. Selfish greed

j dee]'

of tbe supreme Court in 1841: resignt'i judgeship and took up his resitdent
n Jeng;and in D'D received honord* -greo ol D. C. L. at Oxford. In'*';
a;\
M. 1‘. f*>i I.aunceton 1 Mb-lsd-D died at
(r ;
IT* us* Isieswortb, on the Thames,
Vug -7. Do:.“ He was twice married.
“The 1 ooks which na rale the sayings
;>i..i *'' ii gs of the eelebiated Sam Slick of
>’:< kvil'u are, in thei
ehronologicai order.
“Tie Clockmaker"
“The
At"Wise Saws:" read “Nature and
tache.
Hunan Nature.”
Two others. “The
Leuei Bag of the Great Western" and
“Tin Bubbles of Canada," are also attiib .!ed t Mi. ‘-lick s tHeir author, as
n.ay be galhen-d from the last letter in the
the !••■. mer, ai d fr* n tin dedication of
• f
the lattei woik.
But Sam Slick does
not j-eis*.rally figure in tifher."
T1 e following extract from the opening
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GOLD

To the Editor of The Joirxai.; lu
the last Journal I noticed a letter from
Frank A. Gilmore of Haverhill, Mass.,
under

the
after
the destruction of
Maine that since that event ten million
flags had beeu manufactured, forcibly reminded the writer that time was, and

Your Pulse

a

authen-

(‘handler Ilalibuiton. son of
Thom;
s’:W. 11. (
Hrd.il.u;ton. was born at
\\ii.b>oi. X s.. I»c-c. 17. not,; educated
<t Wimi'i (riai'inai Sr hi»ol and subsewhere he mauat u:i\ at Kii _'s College,
ni. dinted in 1-slO and graduated (B. A.)
in DID
abed to the bai in LnM: membo
the House <>f Assembly for Annapv.
eabe had. been practicing law)
olis
D u riiBel Justice of the Inferior
Du1 u
-:
<:
(
Common l’b-as for the Middle

Judge

hin»n, was bought by
Mi. I'eLew, a native <<t tlie Province
who had made his mom \ "in the Mates**

The
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he death of

tiie

weeks

■’

lbake
study) by
by The Ilalibuiton
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finger or
You feel the blood

1

Editok of The Jouhnal:
gathering in which the hall was
profusely decorated with flags, coupled
with a published statement seen several

■

>

:he leading incidents of Judge
s
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In Defense of Nova Scotia.

The Flag in Early Days.
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Apply to
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Siriaa Face Powder
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Hair Gooit«

For Beautifying the Complexion,

Only

\\

Manufacturer of and dealer in

25c.

Mail orders receive prompt attent
Office 400 Main St., (up stairs)
P. O. liox 13!).
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SCOLDING WIFE.

Ml

and with God’s help redeem the
past if it
can be redeemed.”
Freda continued teaching while
her
mother lived, bnt after her death she became a professional nurse.
The soldier
boys in the hospitals have found that her
tender hand was soothing to the
feverish
brow.

you have got home at
Led for you nearly an hour,
aid bring me some catnip;

•s.

1 make

some

she

There

coughing
bed snoring

was

and you in

to

ever

6ome-

saw.

that there

me

from

i

..

1

men

.>

a

to

Mr.

get

a

that
went

on

an

few choice bits

Barton was

especially

<r.

Many people burn

the candle of life at
both ends.
Some
men who never go
into vicious dissipation use up their energies just as much
by overwork or late
hours; and nearlv all
women are compel lea
dv circumstances
to use up their vital powers beyond all reason
It may be in housework : or social
demands ; or the bearing and rearing of
children
At any rate the candle of life is
too rapidly consumed.
Some people need to have their natural
vigor constantly reinforced in the same
proportion that it is used up. They need
the fortifying help of Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Medical Discovery. It is a powerful alterative and invigorant of the digestive functions and liver; it cleanses the blood, and
makes fresh blood and healthy flesh. Nervous. debilitated women should take it in
conjunction with Dr Pierce’s Favorite Prescription which is specially designed for
female weakness and nervous troubles.
Mrs sa’.lie Kauffman, of Virgil City. Cedar Co.,
M
I had -n lie red from
writes
displacement
of internal organs and female weakness for one
Had a bearing down sensation and verv
year
disagreeable feeling after my second child was
born: I could be on my feet only a few minutes
until lie w.i- -:x week.- old, tlun I commenced
Golden Medical Discovery
taking Dr. l’icrc
and Favorite Prescription.’ 1 took seven bottle- ;;i all
After taking the rlr-t bottle T felt
much better. 1 think I am entirely cured of all
m\ tr» '.ib.es.
I can do all my work and am on mv
feet ill day
1 am iy much better health now
than I have been in lour years: am fleshy and
gaining strength very fast/’
By writing to Dr. Pierce who is chief
consulting physician of the Invalids’ Hotel
and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo. X. V
careful professional advice will be obtained
free of cost and specially adapted to the
individual case.
Dr. Pierce’s great iooopage Medical Adviser will be sent free
for 2i cents ; the cost of postage.

never

battle-ship

i suppose you
i.
and seated yourself
:ug

a

when

very
his

lie did not interrupt

■or.

she got through, he would
eiend himself.
Mrs. White

as

nip, 1 thought
the store,
die re.
There
a

did not
1

perhaps

as

they keep

were a

nuiu-

seemed quite excited
see what it was about.

•"

die widow Loud went up
mg to call Freda she was
Mrs. Loud soon discov:

I:e stand saying:
1
.t

am

to

be

going away with
married.

1 feel

but somehow there is
that 1 can’t resist.
>u

a

After

shall hear from me.”

says that Wm. Warren
■hildren in New Hamp-

ut

I

•>.

should

think

that

tamilies to the mercy
and going after other

.oil

>:

It is a great comfort to Mr. and
Mrs.
Barton to have their children and
grandchildren near by.
Their hair is silvered
on their brows.
They are gently passing
down the western side of the hill of life.
Julia C. Mudgett.
Stockton Springs.

everything around you.

:o
..i

for poor

tea

to

be

much

too

almost
so

an

to cause

every
much

Prosperity

at

Our Doors.

Its Coming only Deferred by tile
Approach
of War. Enterprise and
Money Wait for
I he Opport unity.

Three thousand people attended the
meeting in Alfred Aug. 3d which
opened the Kepublican campaign in Tortmass

county. Congressman Reed and Governor
Powers, were the speakers.
Mr. Reed
said, in part: It was my pleasure, two
ago, to address you in these
I predicted to you ou that occasion that if the right course was taken
by the voters of Maine, and followed by
other States, the result would be advantageous to this country. Some people
have been attempting in the last
day or
two to say that the prediction was
untrue.
I say to you it is very easy for a
person to
get sick, but a great deal harder to get
well.
It takes time to recover from the
mistakes of nations, as well as from mistakes of individuals.
You can bear me
witness in what I said to you two
years
years

grounds.

ago.

I did not mean to be severe on our
opI did not undertake t.» charge
ponents.
them with responsibility for ail the misfortunes in this world.
I said their conduct had aggravated the causes that had
the
into
plunged
country
greater distress
than would nave been experienced without their help.
When the Republican
party, by the will of the people, came
into power, it did not assume entire control of affairs.
It had but the President
and the House of
Representatives, but
tiie .Senate was so divided that no man
could tell what would come of its action.

loving and kind lie has been, and how
would not be surprising if unhappy 1 have made him feel at
times,
out and leave your family.
the thought almost breaks my heart.
'' airen. 1 could never bear
The next morning when the doctor call.m
1 have wondered that ed he found that Mr. Barton’s fever had
The House of Representatives did its
i-ued her doors to him.
developed alarming symptoms through
iia 1 am very sorry for her.
the night.
Mrs. Barton watched the doc- duty by the country and the .Senate did
better than at that time there had seemed
a
widow years ago when tor.
She saw he looked very grave.
She
It did so because back
little child.
What a noble exclaimed, “Oh! doctor, have you no reason to hope,
been. After her husband’s hope of James?’’ lie replied, “Mrs. Bar- of it stood the people who were determined
that something should be done.
Gov.
>ettied, there was but little ton, we will do all we cau and hope for the
a
But she has made a good best and try to say in our hearts
distinguished citizen of your
thy will, Dingley,
was
a leader in the effort
State,
by which
pared Freda for a teacher. oh God, be done.”
the decisive action were
as a teacher aud commandbrought about.
The doctor left no means untried to re- I said to
two
as
you
years ago that
-ts,
It is said Mrs. Loud’s store his
surely
patient to health and Mrs. Bar- as the suu came,
prosperity would again
unbalanced.
Laura, my ton nursed him with
care.
For return to the United
loving
the
like
of
her.
States,
But I am powerless
days and weeks he lingered between life which we had enjoyed in the
I
>i••* has left nothing undone
past.
and death.
One morning as Mrs. Barton ‘-shall
say the same thing to you today.
d<> for her daughter. She entered the sick-roou she noticed
that
W
is
liy it we have not come into a full
u the best of mothers.”
Mr. Barton was sweetly sleeping. Direct- measure
of
The reason is
ad a heart for others woe.
ly the doctor came in and exclaimed: plain. The prosperity?
Republican party had done
dd uot see a friend in Thank God the crisis has
our
passed;
paits
full
to
the
tirst
duty
up
t feeling it very sensibly.
part of April
tient is better.
Soon Mr. Barton opened to start a revival
of industrial prosperity.
■i he was noted for his his
eyes and said: “Laura, where have Then came the
preparation for war.
heart.
He was ever ready
you been that l could not see you? Doc- Prosperity was
■> of kindness.
waiting for us and its
He and bis
tor, how long have 1 been iu bed? Where coming was
only postponed. Yon and I
tied in the same district and are little Lida and Bobbie?”
know that when a nation sees fit to go to
one schools.
In the winter
The doctor remarked to his patient w ar that war
must be attended to promptly
dd nften be seen hauling that he had been ill for
quite a while and and at once. The government's wants in
‘>u his little sled.
Thus must not talk much as he was
weak,
very
this case were attended to promptly, and
nether. He was a promis- lie told him his wife had beeu
by his bed- at once, and everything had to be laid
inly \ outli. In early man- side most of the time, and the little ones aside.
■a isdom’s
ways were ways were all right. Mrs. Barton was filled with
ue history <•! the last few months siiows
and all liei paths were
gratitude to God for sparing her hus- clearly that tlie war was attended to
'i’iie best of all books band’s life.
It seemed to her that the
The valor of our soldiers and
] romptly.
feet and a light to liis doctor, with (rod’s
help, had almost the splendid ability *>f our naval forces
omits could not do what
wrought a miracle iu Mr. Barton's case. have permitted us to rise above our
oppobeen glad to do tor him.
The doctor found that his patient gained nents in a
a
good common school slowly at first, but it was not loug before The war lias measure almost miraculous.
enriched our history by great
that with a large share of he could leave his room. The little ones
events which may repay for what we have
and well rooted and
thought it a great treat to be with papa undergone.
This country was ou the
iples, prepared him to go again.
verge of returning to the very great prosand light life's battles.
Mr. Barton noticed a great change in
perity which for bO years had marked liewas united in marriage
his wife.
.She seemed kind and loving
publican rule when the war began. Did
unite.
lie could not re- and tried to make all around her
happy. it ever occur to you that the Republican
i.
that he did not love As the
years came and went there was no party remained in almost
:
i in after years that bis
perpetual conhappier family than Mr. Barton’s. They trol of this nation for bO years or more?
-e hide a
v
multitude of spared no
in educating their chil- A o
pains
of
the
wisdom
of its begreater
> lad
i.>ng after their marri- | dreu for usefulness. The mother in- havior couldproof
be needed.
iarton noticed that his structed her
in
all
kinds
of
daughter
What grounds have we for believing that
ti develop a habit of seold- '■vork.
Hie was an adept in housework
prosperity is at our doors? It is a fact
: bouse-keeping weighed
and delighted in assisting her mother in that
we have plenty of
energy, an abunMrs. lkuton might
whatevei there was to be done. The son dance of
capital, many great, interests are
woman if she had been
and daughter were always ready to lend a
out for men to promote them.
reaching
in childhood and youth.
helping hand in doing all the good they Enterprises and money are waiting and
a woman who had more
could.
Their parents had inspired their
for opportunity.
Some figures
gatherings than for the minds with the conviction that God has a longing
that have been published in the newspae
seemed to think that
blessing for those who can claim the “In- pers and magazines the last month show
ing her daughter to work asmuch." The sou learned a trade that that we have a
tremendous country to den
Then again, she was honored
away.
dearly 15)00 years ago. The velop. England’s bo,000,000 or more peosoft white hands,
she son and
settled quite early in ple could be
daughter
placed in our one State of
u _ii is
ought to have just 1 life and reared interesting families.
Illinois.
You can realize from this what
•>
possible while under the
are our tremendous possibilities of tievelthey would have plenty
A few weeks after Mrs. Loud heard meut.
'u s of
heir own.
She did from Freda.
As she was sitting in the
necessary it might be for evening twilight, she heard a carriage
At the time when war seemed immikn^w how to do any kind come
She soon heard a
up to the door.
nent, we were ai ranging to export many
r
over-indulyea.s.
By
Before she was hardly millions of tons of steel from ore d
step in the hall.
ig
ei helped to cultivate selaware of it Freda was weeping iu her from the bowels of
the earth and manuand ti e most her daugh- arms. Mrs. Loud
dear factured by the skill and
exclaimed,
“My
of
our
industry
at was their own ease and
Freda, how pleased l am to see you.” As people. The years of adversity were not
Mrs. Barton was settled
soon as Freda could speak she said, “Dear 1 lost ou
us.
When we were unable to
ncs to look after, her cares
mother, cau you let me have a home with manufacture pig iron and dispose of it at
cue to her.
It was with
you again after causing you so much sor-1 sib we determined to make it for >v>.
Barton noticed from day row?”
Mrs. Loud said, “My dear child, j With
every industry it was the same.
wife's habit of scolding 1 am more than
pleased that you have What we used to make for a dollar we
w as
getting the mastery come to me. After you get rested I want make now for half a dollar. In the Dex
that the only way he
you to tell me how it has been with vou.”
period of prosperity we shall make fob
overcome the habit was
“I might us well tell you now as any I our
people many things which the outlie often thought of his time. Mr. Warren has not been unkind !
side world furnished us bO years ago, be••
among the New7 Harap- to me, but somehow 1 could not feel hap- fore
Republican rule,
thought of his angel py in his company. I thought much,
Some critics complain that our reve•■sided in his early h me.
about
the
sorrow I had caused
mother,
nues are not now what should be
expectu to him that such a home
1 thought if 1 had only told you all ed.
you.
Why is it that less revenue is being
ace to heaven.
Although about Mr. Warren trying to induce me to !
produced than before? Because reve! passed since his
parents elope with him you would have told me 1 nues come
only from imports; no imports,
oed around the Jasper
that no honorable man would no tariff revenues.
very
quickly
You and I are mak:
>eemed to him that he take such a course as that. Dear
mother,
ing
things now which England used to
c‘ther's tender hands on 1 was
of you almost all the time. make and sell to us.
thinking
That is one probsed to, when he knelt by It seemed to me if 1 could
only be with lem we have got to meet n the future.
iu
our
home
how
reyou
pleasant
Our very prosperity will have to deal with
again
*■
after Free a Loud left
joiced 1 should be. Well, it was only different conditions than ever obtained
received a letter from two
days
ago that I had prepared dinner before.
1 am confident we will go for>i mother. William and 1
at the usual hour.
Mr. Warren had come ward in the same rule founded on the in:iy after we left home,
from his work and we were seating ourtelligence of the people. Did it ever ocmployment and we are selves at the table. 1 heard a knock at cur to
you that no other nation spends so
i »ear mother, I cannot be the door. I
it
and
found
a
opened
much for taxes?
quite
"w you have
forgiven me young nice-looking woman, who wished
oome may say tuat we should not boast
i have caused one of the
to know
if Mr. Wm. Warren resided of the
greatness of the nation’s taxes, for
Mrs. Loud answered there.
1 told her that he did and invited taxes are
something we hate to pay. That
without delay, saying, her in.
1 noticed when she entered the j was
right in times past, when taxes mean:
have forgiven you and
room he turned very
She ! palaces for
dinning
pale.
kings and hunger for the pool•'•ion.”
addressed him by his name.
He replied, er class.
Then taxes were a burden; but
must
do
he
as
1
“Madam, you
now they mean
mistaken,
something else—a happiwas
trying in the not know you.” She said, “Is it possi- ness for
The people spend their own
all.
ways to have a hap- ble Wm. W.irreu you have forgotten live
See
our
money.
streets, how they are
'■ that
he had much to
years ago last September when 1 st« od by lighted. Look at the houses. I have been
His little son and
your side, and Mr. Brown, our aged pas- surprised in going about over this district
promising children
tor, pronounced us man and wife? Have to see the comforts enjoyed there now as
his heart. At times !
you forgotten the morning that you left compared with years ago. Why, your cat! to appreciate her hushome saying you should return in the ! tle are in warmer
places t >-day than you
'mess and think he was
evening; that little Willie and Annie call- aud I used to be in when we were boys.
men.
One afternoon ed after
It was So, while we never
you, ‘good bye, papa.’
ought to expect to be
Mi. Barton told his wife not
long before God took little Willie and able to live without work, yet. with inil; lie would lie down Annie
While stop- creased
up among the angels.
wages come increased comforts.
i. s lie would be all
right ping in this place a short time I heard all And another
thing, the more learned
Mrs. Barton found that about
‘second
i
your
marriage.’
suppose! people become, the more they improve
ry restless through the this is the
woman
took
young
away their minds by study, and conversation,
you
■idled their family doctor from her widowed mother.
1 am told and eduction, which is the
uplifting of
Hu* next
morning. The that the widow and her daughter are high- us all. Therefore, reasonable
hours of
d his illness a case of
ly respectable people. 1 came liere on work must be had.
He told Mrs. Barton he
purpose to tell the young woman not to
We look after our wants aud are requir‘:i! in the afternoon.
The remain with you another
day, for she is ed to pay for what we demand. What
11 the afternoon and found
uot your lawful wife.”
we want is to see to it
that we shall not
'•» v sick
man; he was grow“After Mrs. Warren’s last remark I falter at this time in our work.
Keep up
hour. Mrs. Barton felt told her she would have
the
scale
of
everlasting
civil
my
virtue
and
show that you
1
her husband from the
gratitude for the favor she did me. I told appreciate what has been done by yourWhen the doctor left her 1 had been
votes
deceived, but should re- selves in the past, and show by
!in,! *>ut and
said, “Doctor, main there no longer. After my last re- that you are determined to haveyour
the same
“
there is a chance for Mr. mark Mr.
Warren
took
his
hat
and
left
take place in the future, which
d**
replied, “As long as there the house. After he left Mrs. Warren things
have improved your past.
ope.” We will do all we told me she was moved
to come and
At
the
upon
conclusion of his address; Mr.
:i,In*
Such a man as he is tell me the whole
story. She said it was Reed was given a hearty round of cheers.
•>o*d
very well. Ever since 1 solely on my account that she exposed
1
'intance, I have thought him. Mother, after Mrs. Warren left I
Gov. Powers’ address related largely to
"i him.
How often I have
to pack my trunk.
I had it sent to State issues, though he devoted some atthe sick I have treated, began
a friend’s house, where I stopped until
tention to the tariff and the currency. He
-r"od he could in his unostenthe next morning, and then started for informed his constituents that during his
home, where I have safely arrived without two years as Governor, there has not been
"" '■•'i
left Mrs. Barton asked
any mishap whatever. Mother, I can’t an overdraft in any state department, and
Muestion, How can I live if tell you bow thankful 1 am to be at home that about
fel1
$25,000 of unexpended balances
away? When I think how w ith you. 1 shall try to do the best I can have been turned
into the state treasury.
..
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Nevis’ Trick.

Mate
How

Pittsfield Paragraphs.

Jack Took Several Spanish Prisoners.

a

Fla., Aug. 3—9.4 a. m.
Another “Jackie” has achieved the repuKey West,

tation of

Nevis,

He is Boatswain’s Mate
Bancroft, and the

hero.

a

of the

gunboat

tale of bis valor is not unmixed with humor.
One day last week, the Bancroft,
accompanied by the converted yacht
Eagle, which had been covering the
blockading station around the Isle of
Pines, sighted a small Spanish schoonerin Singuna bay.
The Bancroft's steam
launch, in charge of Nevis and one seaman, each armed with a rifle, was sent in
This was only a
to take the schooner.
task of minutes aud the launch returned
with the prize, which proved to be one
schooner Nito—little more than a smack
—and with no cargo.
Her captain was an American and with
him were his Cuban wife and seven children, vowing loyalty to the Cuban cause.
They pleaded poverty and that the Nito
was their only means of livelihood. Commander Glover of the Bancroft promised
to return her at the proper time.
Meanwhile lie sent Nevis in with her to anchor
near the w reck of the Spanish transatlantic
liner Santo Domingo, sunk by the Eagle a
few- weeks ago.
Then the Bancroft and
Eagle cruised oil' to Mangle Point, where
they happened to be put in communication with the insurgent camp. Two hours
later they returned. For a time nothing
could be seen of the launch or the prize.
Suddenly Commander Glover, who was
scanning the w aters with ms glass, snouted to Captain Sutherland of the Eagle:
“Bv heavens, they have re-captured my

prize.”

The little schooner lay near the wrecked steamer, but the Spanish flag was flying from her mast and instead of only
Nevis and his companion, she was apparently tilled with men.
Meanwhile the gunboat Maple had drawn
up and commander Glover was ordered
into the work of rescue. With guns ready
she steam d toward the schooner, but the
sight tha greeted her was not what was
expected. Nevis and his companion sat
at one end of the boat attempting to navigate her -out of the harbor. Each had his
rifle across his knees and was keeping a
wary eye on a party of half a dozen
cowering Spaniards huddled in the other
end of the boat.
The Maple asked for information aud offered Nevis a tow, but he
with
a
replied
joke and declined the
preferred assistance. Then it developed
that in going into anchor he had observed
two other small Spanish boats near the
wreck of the Santo Domingo and had resolved to capture them, too.
He knew it
was hazardous work, but “bluff” carried
him through. He took the Spanish colors
of the schooner, ran them up and boldly
sailed in.
There were six men on the
oilier boats and they watched the approach
of their supposed compatriots with calmness that
speedily changed to consternation, when Nevis and the other “Jackie”
suddenly whipped their rifles to their
shoulders and demanded an immediate
surrender.
The scared Spanish seamen lost no time
in complying and had the unique experience of surrending to their own
flag.
Then, scorning all aid, Nevis took them
out to his ship and in the most matter-offact manner reported his adventure to his
astonished commander. The capture was
no mean one, for those six men
gave important information to the American ship.
were
residents of the little town
They
of Cortes, province of Pinar del Rio,
situated about two miles from the Santo
Domingo wreck, ->n what is called Pirates’
Lagoon, because in ancient days it was a
favorite resort of tae brethren of ('apt.
Kidd.
The town has a population of 1,000, and
the only reason for its existence is that it
serves as a depot for the Vuelta
Abajo
tobacco district aud coutains a number of
large .tobacco warehouses.
The Bancroft aud Eagle would have
taken the town which is defended only by
a hundred soldiers, but
they could not
spare a permanent force to protect the
non-combatant men, women and children.
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Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose

_Small Price._
TRY GRAIN-0 ! TRY GRAIN-0 !
Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a package
GRAIN-O, the new food drink that takes th
place of coffee. The children may drink it without

furlough with friends

short

Mocha
ami the

delicate stomach receives it without
1-f the price of coffee and 25 cents pe
Sold by all grocers.

most

distress.
package.

makes

you

h^ve

not

fact.

yet become quite

Tlie

i

Electric lights are for the present taking
the places of our kerosene lights on the
streets, but

plates

and

glass

I

how much

;

—

town.

established

the

time it saves every day. Then, too, condor tl>e splendid cake of White
Glycerine
Toilet Soap in everv packer of 1\ 'nriru* Vrm
only pay for the Ivorine
the Toilet Soap costs

in

nothing.

J. E. Williams’ Co., Glastonbury, Conn., Makers of Williams’
Famous Shavinc Soaps.

au

Powers

Amos

of California arrived in
ago and went directly to his
mother’s residence on the old farm in West
Pittsfield. He will remain in this vicinity
several weeks.
town

week

a

On the Bias.

Rev. and Mrs. L. W. Coons of the Univerchurch are visiting Mrs. Coons’ old
home in Canton, New York.
They went by
the way of the White Mountains aud Montreal and intend to return to Pittsfield about
Aug. 10th.
salist

Mrs.

W. D.

That's the secret of the 5/A Bias Girth Horse
Blankets. The yirths are on tht hia* tint' means
they are crossed. They work automat ra!!v. The
blanket can't slip. If you pull one ale tim other
side keeps the-blanket from sliding. and vet it
doesn’t bind the horse. He.-ant rub it loose. He
couldn't displace it if he rolled in it.

Merrow,

Mrs. Amos Meloeli
Merrow, Edith Gardner,
Laura Morrill, Nellie Leighton, Myrtie Hausou, Tina Melvin, Mabel Burton aud Leila
aud Minnie Patten have gone to Temple
aud

Misses

Lilia

,
I

There are four electric clocks in this town,
one each in Maine Central
depot, Farrington’s jewelry store, Harlow’s store aud the
Pioneer woolen mill. They
were
put
in by the Western Union Telegraph Com-

On and after June 27, 1898, trains connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Bos
ton

A.

run as

..AND..

BELFAST.
A >1

Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

p M

Unity.

l 2"
25
35
45
1 58
2 05
2 13
2 3<>

U
1
1

15
20
38
45
53
8 15
8 35
8 45
7
7
7
7
7

..

..

Burnham, arrive...
Clinton..
Benton.

who

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

follows:

Belfast, depart. 7 U"
Citypoint. 17 "5

vestry.

as a

will

FROM

Lara,
formerly lived iu
Detroit aud carried on the business of lumber manufacturing there, and who went to
California last fall, is visiting frieuds in this
section.
He intends to spend the reraaimled of the summer in Baltimore with a
brother who resides there.
C.

Biggest Offer Yet!

time-table.

The Uuiversalist church, which has been
a prominent land mark for so many years,
has been robbed of its steeple aud basement
aud removed several feet to make room for
the new church which is in process of construction, and to which the old church will

Waterville

4 25
4 50
5 15
5 82

C, on
‘5 25
0 50

The Best

‘7 08

8 52

3 15

7 15

M

5 3"

AM
14"

4 ""

0 no

5 57

4 02

0 15

s 4"

,,

Believing that every
have

journal,

AM

Oh, the Pain

D

of

Rheumatism!
Rheumatism often causes the m'-st in-

Benton
Clinton.
Burnham, dejiarr.

Bangor

suffering. Many have for years
vainly sought relief from this disabling
disease, and are to-day worse cff than
ever.
Rheumatism is a blood disease,
and Swift’s Speed;:* is the only cure, because it is the only remedy which can
reach such deep-seated diseases.
I

prominent-

1

-o.

-i

hyst-

ui

s

o 55
0 4"
A M

430

57
"3

'I5n
12 15
2
12 5"
1 <

18
* 2"
*04"
0 45

P M
4 3d

the latest

Furnishing,

Hats, Caps,
Gloves,

5 "5
5 22
.>32
53"
5 52

3

the

ioi,

pi d

-•

annum

n
a

on*

0.1
its

thus

prooi of its popularity ran
eireiiiation. which
State and territory in the

;! •'■od

heinc read

than

no less

the. r**

c\t«

enormous

y

ni<u

1

■•■•

million readers.

a

700

SI \

TRIPS

I

H

I

pages

am.

Id1:1',it

1,000

"V c:

Kncyelopedia. which has
1 .«•(), is misur'passed. .1contains
ot.nd of

I K.

no

1

ios iItan

lu-proa test

.1 1

Me. ••r
a

.••

>rk

«■!

| nest ions that const mtl\
1 dates, places, persons
n
No one at all interested si..* 1

sands

oi

••

:•

20.000 articles,
use in an-werin

<

■.

-•*

1<

1

the th..uin
d

re. a.--. I

1:

:
his
tan to talc
Do not delay
remarkably liberal ••■ler. w 1 -h '• make !•■: a
limited time only, by spc.ua! arrauuement with
the publishers
both papers
Remember,
a lull year, including book,
\c>
wpi'-e

Commencing .Tune 24, 3S‘.»S, steamers l’♦ *11• >l»City of Bangor will lease Belfast, alternately
k
For Boston, via N'orthport, ( an dei. a.i d !.
land. Mondays at 3.1K*
m., other <!ay> e\ pt
•<> p. m.
Sundays at
i.s
For Bueksport. Winterport and Bana"i,
except Monday, at about 7 4f> a. m.
For Searsport and Hampden, Tuesdays, T! ur~
days and Sundays at about 7.4."* a. m.

,<2.1-h
Address

of

scot and

a

11

>rdei

to

BELFAST, MAINE.

■«

I

s

REPUBLICAN JOl RNAL PI 15. CO.,

REMEMBER

THE

returnin'*;
From Boston, dai'y exct pt Sunday at f».o c. m.
From Rockland, via Camden and N'orthport.
daily exeept Monday at f>.oo a. m.
From Bangor, via Winterport and Bueksport,
Mondays at 12 00 noon, other days, except Sundays, at 2.00 p. m.
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN AI STIN, (ien'l. Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, (ien’l Manager, Boston.
»

.\\ai\i:

BUT DON’T FORGET

Section Ki of chapter IS of the ordinances of
the city is hereby amended by adding after the
word “shrub" in the twelfth line the following
words: “No person shall construct or maintain a
board orother device for advert ising purposes
I bill
on or around any shade or ornamental tree within
the
city limits," so that the section as amended
j
shall read as follows.
j Section Id. No person slfall wantonly or maI liriously break the glass in any building not his
; own, whether inhabited or not. within the limits
of the city; nor shall any person by throwing
stones, daubing with paint or otherwise injure,
mar or deface any such building, nor sha.il he
j break down, destroy, injure, mar or delaee, by
making indecent ligurc'. or by writing indecent
fence
or ohsrene words, or in any other way, any
or fences, or buildings; oi cut down and destroy,
or by tapping, girdling *r othcnvBc; in jure any
I fruit tree, or other tree or slnub, standing or
take away oi
I growing i<• ornament or use,
1 break down any stakes, posts or other protection
I lor tin* preservation oi sum; mr m -iimii. .\i*
person shall construct or maintain a loll :>*■.*! 1
other device foradver'ising piirposeson .iraround
'any shade or ornamental tree ui'lun tin- «• it>
shall he guilty "I a
limits. And any person \vl
| violation ol any of the pn>\ isions of I n is <(•■•’ n.n,
j shall he I ia Ido not only to the penal tit hcreina I ter
provided therefor, but shall he responsible also at
1
common law to the owner of such pioports for
the actual damage done theieto.
| 1 hereby certify that the totegoing is a true copy
at a
j <»f an ordin nice which was finally passed
; regular meeting of tlit* City Council of Belfast
owi’.l
held
18l>8.
August.
1,
j
Attest
L H. .Ml KCH, City Clerk.

[
I

j
j
j

■

j

THE

|
ADMIRAL DEWEY
is al!

rig hi.

fur the BIG FAIR.

Reduced rates on Railroads and Steamboats. Excursions from all parts of New

England.
For further details,

see

local columns.

| Bl’MM.SS SlwRlIUN'O-

"E
PLEASE YOU.

Dwight P. Palmer,
Temple, Belfast,

luuUUli 10
1::.

DIQPnilMTO
tT—

cal Books.
Free.

Rescript

u:>

u
u

—

White and Colored

Masonic

riial,
■

\. b..»

hold Features, etc.
-h d semi-monthly,
Fakm am* IIomk. ;s pul
uiviim \on 21 numbers a year,
a
volume
«»f
over
501)
pagos, tec eim
making
intorm.i'i n
with all ;lie latest, and :u—;
that experionee and .science .vu sun;-';.. V- i» tter

"‘-13

Neckwear,

Shirts
13,

i'v
*bv

the Farm
and harden. Market Reports, fruit Oil (tire. Flans
with
a
The
Taiks
and Inventions
Lawyer,
Vplary,
Around the (.lobe. Live stock and Dairy. The Foul
try lard, ({tiesllon Box, The Veterinary, Flints
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, House-

4 47

Be it ordained by tlie Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council of the City of Belfast in City
Council assembled, as follows:

Women notice a man’s way
of dressing, and arc quick to
appreciate good taste. That’s
what makes so many of our
customers successful wooers.

*01111

Faum

at-:

:::

w

■

\n

I1-*'IK, u, !, .1
l’roniiuent
for variety and 1 xotdV.
many lepart meets may he rent mued
tents of

CITY OF BELFAST.

I III SICE IP.

i;.

full year lor only $2d»0.
Lark of space forbids a

13"

in 45
112"
11 35

Tin. Kir

u
v

n.-;

■.

imlilieation,

Summer Season of 1898,

will curs perfectly anil permanently,
ft is guaranteed purely vegetable, and
contains no potash, mercury, or other
mineral. Books mailed free by Swift
Specific Co.. Atlanta, Ga.

Men’s

7 00

send that praet tea'and
•: 111«-.
anp llov !•;. in

10 1 nils
Immediately tnd -on
mailing expenses, making $2.10 In all,
semi ( hainbcr’s Foptilar Kncy clopedla,

Don’t suffer longer with Rheumatism.
Throw aside your oils and liniments, ns
they can not reach your trouble. Don’t
experiment with doctors—their potash
and mercury will add to your disability and completely destroy your digestion.

seen

P M

1 2"

>

n

A 700 PAGE BOOK FREE.

ly

Look Here,
Young Man!

A M

’""2
1>> 12

0

Fa km

00
sac

0

*•

•S. S. S. Before allowing me to take it, however, my guardian, who was a ciuundt. analyzed the remedy, and pn mounr-,1 it free of
potash or mercury, i U it so much l etter afo r
taking two bottles, that I continued the remedy, and in two months I was curedcomp'e-tdy.
The cure was perm a netit. for I have neve since
etch of Rheumatism thomrh many
had a
times exposed to damp and cold weather.
El.HANOI* M. TlI’PELL,
3711 Powelton Avenue, Philadelphia.

S.S.S.rThe Blood

8

A M

PM
"O

0 2"
Belfast, arrive.
Flag station.
Limited tickets foi Boston are n. w sold at $5.00
from Bellas* and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West not \ortuV 'Ii .-m
west, via all routes, f.n sah- hv 1
Old*. F. I'.VAN'S.
Agent, Belfast.
\ iPresident and (iem-rai Manager.
F. K. Bo«mi p.v. (o-n'l Pass, and Ticket Audit.
Portland, ..lime Id, 1808.

eria ns and :• .ok th hr treatment faithfully, but- was
unable to ir.-t the slightest relief. In fact, r.y condition seemed to -row
worse, the di-- nmo spread
over my entire !•. >.;y. and
from November to March
I suffered a-.my.
I tried
many patent medicines,
but none reli« ved me.
bpon the a d v ie e of a
1

..

Citypoint..

was

several

—

Unity..

tory Rheumatism, which became
was

A M
d on
7 0"
A M
d 15
d 55
s
8 48

Thorndike.
Knox..
Brooks.
w aldo....

taken with inflammaso in:.-use
for weeks unable to walk. I tried
atro

..

..

tense

A few years

7

Portland...,. ll oo
Waterville—.

that I

7 oo

one "t

least one p.. auneu.tui d
we have perfeeted arrai._u m*

at

we ran
E.

in

States, Both One Year

FOR ONLY S2.00.

TO BELFAST.

,,
Boston,!
WD.

Family Paper

ami

Farm

the United

1150

P

Portland.
| E. D.
Boston, w L,..
(

P M
4 no

k4 "7

4 30

Bangor.

»

(

SOMS, Philadelphia.

Maine Central R. R,

Robinson, who had been visiting relatives in Hartland, and who is well and favorably known here, having formerly been
an assistant to H. F. Libby in bis
drug store,
has returned to Lewiston, where he is employed in a dentist’s office.
Will

Mr.

Will. AYRES &

—

pany.

be added

® BIAS GIRTH

Horse Blankets

are made in all
styles—to fit any borse-to
r suit
any purse. Ask your dealer fur 5/A B as drib Blankets
and look for the trade-mark. A tv>. >k on the
subject s«u.t free.

Heights, Nortbport.

Me.

injury

as well as the adult. All who try it
GRAIN-O has that rich seal brown of
or Java, but it is made from pure grains

■

Albert Merrow anti Bert Ryan of Battery
C, stationed at Camp Powers, Augusta, are
a

quickly it dissolves in the
howcasily it removes every partide of greasy matter; how bright it

^ water,

Ralph Davis and Harry Finson returned
to their battery at
Camp Powers a week ago
after a two days’ visit to friends in town.

ot

like it.

Try

See how

C. M. Barbour has returned from his vacation trip to Swan’s Island and resumed
his duties at the post office.

enjoying

POWDER

1*—------^
It for Your Dishes.

Dorcas Shepley of Bangor is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Ruth M. Haskell, and other
friends in town.

Come in and
thing in

SICK HEADAGHE

WASHING

Mrs.

If you want to make a good
impression WHEN YOU GO
TO SEE HER.

office.

from this

IVORINE

Lovejoy and her daughter,
Celia Harrie, are visiting Mrs. L.’s
mother,
Mrs. J. S. Davis.

agriculture, Farm and Home, in
with tins paper.
Everywhere

throughout the country Farm

been visiting

Alice A.

Mrs.

We desire to cal! the personal and immediate attention of each and every one of our
readers to the exceptional terms upon which
we are prepared to offer the representative
connection

has

Rev. G. L. White and family are at Old
Orchard for their summer outing.

An Important Announcement,

>

■

Miss Bessie Kimball
friends in Lincoln.

_

“afMS

S Mi ;!vst I’Kilc 'S1iu;tifl>.;
liks.'ll’iilion.

r.c'i compr^J n-i’ins'-^ank.!

The Nose and Throat.
INo. !J4!>

BOSTON,

III'!

liiiJ.w'Vfl. I
j

Ulli’IM-pJlol (JlJloj;.

Newbury Street,

(Near Corner of Fairfield

3 m 31

Street)
MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Others hours
by appointment only.
October, 181)7— ly45

SUBSCRIBE

Mechanical. Indus-

trial ami Techniand Discount Sheet
WILLIAM T. COMSTOCK
2a Warren St., New York.

Catalogue

GEO. F. EAMES, M.D.,D.D.S,

Inc.iish.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

HAS RETURNED FROT BOSTON.
Feet

by a special method.
plasters used.
Gentlemen treuted .Mondays,
mplements disinfected after each patron,
35 HIGH STREET. BELFAST.
m^l
No

treated

the abuses
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BELFAST.

PUBLISHED.EYERV TBURSI'AY MORNING BY THE

Republican
CHARLES A.

<

} BusineS'^ager |

PILSBURV,

which it

others, it has been

Oo.!

Journal Pub,

at

aimed the

was

ex-

pense it entails would not have been considered; but in this direction, and iu
worse

than

failure. It

a

The Republican

1

j
1

County

Ticket.

never

possess special qualifications for
positions to which they will doubtless

campaign for the
opening
election of county officers it is both interesting and profitable to review the finana

of the county under the management
of the Republican and Democratic parties.
ces

Prior t<> 1879 the county had been iu Republican hands for many years and the
finances

managed

that but little

said iu the papers or
The taxes
the subject.

by speakers on
were kept at a

were so

was

reasonable figure, enough to pay the
penses of the county, economically
and create neither

pended,

debt

a

ex
ex-

nor

a

From 1879 to 1885 the management was in Democratic or Fusion hands,
and as a result the fust day of January,

surplus.
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS.

1885, found the county 89,54s 11

FOR GOVERNOR.

1884 the

At the election in

LLEWELLYN POWEES
OF HOULTON.

sheriff, and

Republican

except the
each succeeding election

ticket

county

debt.

iu

elected

was

as

more <»f the offices back to Re-

changed
publican control, the result was noticeable
iu the improved financial condition of the

FOR MEMBER of CONGRESS,

BURLEIGH

EDWIN C,

Iu Is'2 the county’s resources
exceeded the liabilities 83,272.23, but the

county.

AUGUSTA.

OF

next

U.liO (UI NTY

W

1

>

years tne tramp Business was
worked for all it was worth by a Democratic
In 1>'C the exsheriff and his deputies.

-NOMINATION-

Y. N A

1

1

K,

AI.BLRl PEIRCE.Frank!

rt.

F- 'll sii KHIIK.

SAMUEL

NURT* »N.

< i.

F'K KKGIS1 FK

(JEuRGE D. M<

■

Belfast.

F»K F'

U

RILL1S

(

Fnh

deputies. Republicans, co-operated
with the County ( ummissioners to reduce
the expenses.
The prisoners were set at

M;in>

«..i

TJI.LSTf.N WADI.IN ..Belfast
"H

NI V A

'I

<

>KN} V,

ELLERY BoWDEN
1

I.

WILLIAM

Winterport.

COMMi-'lO.N-EH.
BRAGG.Linoolnville
nl'.VlV

A

ALFRED A. SMALI.Belfast.
F-:

1

I

N

'••»•>

A

fiK! K‘.I«1.A I

HI'.

MELVILLE

HII.I. Belfast
G1 (>RGI L. BR\ ANT.
I-RED I.
EMERY
HEN

.-PRATT..Palermo.
P.I NKER.Islesboro.

^ 1

L

H

N

(

iiiif.se

i:e

'.

denrai

other-wise distincuish
i i!*11 l*f ;i: it
a presi-

<>r
w

No efforts

ed of.

They si..j■ .• lots skecg and Bunts.”
his is
line from the Rhyme

put forth

to

iays, caused the tramps

uueoio

1

clear

-a

W;dd*> county.

thv 1:

11f

induce

drunkenness anil
!..»mi

wo;.'

bi im.

others
table

not

cde

-u

feigned

or

10

ovei

local

ot

!2

drunks,

a

the

Tim

following

ement

undei Re-

tramps.

s

publican

keep

sentenced for that

were

*ab:\

Ti

offense

to

order to avoid

In

got drunk

some

lls

iiididate.

<

were

travel this way, and the wood
tramp?
shed and gulden ditches, with hard work
to

ear

Swuiiville.

si .,uir. h (•'ten to the front

iii

......*i.

l'•

l.ud labor, and no persons were arrested
u> tramps who eoiild be otheiwise dispos-

DAWSnN.M-.nr

NICKERSON

A. L

ami

of resources fell to $2,020. fco, and iu
lS'4 there was an excess of liabilities of
'i
In 1 ■>*.•."* Sheriff Norton and

cess

a.s

Belfast.

i.LiiK or

two

—

—

t7

34

£

of

entirely

industry,

different

and the line

should have read

“They ship

off lots of shoes

Thomas B.

heed: The

the
will

after

be the most troublesome and

wiil

wai

ami hoots.”

problems

den.and the most earnest efforts of

Koi my part I hope that all these
i job t-ms li.iiN be woiktd out consistently
with
in time-honored and dearly-bought
is

W

1

aoPov ■:*!.
••

Mid no, by T. <
Porter. published in last
week’s .Journal.
While perhaps literally
conect. Mi. Porter really referred to an

is..
Is.*:-;

Lilt,el.*

1C1
1893

l

c3

1,7

H

3*?.-

>4
40
11

47'.

Nort'.i:

78

?

.v77:-.51

8,155.55
8.272

23

2,020.85
>1,273.2'.*

-i.5”0.83

S3
23
15459.17
In live years Democratic management
changed a surplus of nearly $10,000 to a

lsy7

$1,2(ni. Three years of Republican management paid the debt and
debt of

gave
000.

over

an

excess

of

resources

of over $10,

The difference of the two kinds of

...

in.'ti: s;ti.

and with the traditions of

ls

our

business

management represents $27,the tax payers of Waldo county.
Voters who have the interests of the
7>to

county at heart will find little difficulty iu
deciding which is the better ticket to vote.

wist forefathers.
ili;am .Maxim, tlie American inveutor
of one oJ tJit* most deadly weapons known
to modem warfare—a C onnecticut Van
ktc. wlmse fame is greater in Europe than
in Jiis native land—has written an interesting letter to the London newspapers:
about the splend’d marksmanship of the

Ameiican bluejaeke's.
[Boston Journal.
We have been under the impression

Yachts and

Boats.

Hatch is at Islesboro with ids
sloop Nautilus, and i* engaged there for the
Geo.

<>.

season.

The

yacht
siooj
Marjorie, Roberts
Brothers, has been given additional ballast
Maine

down this way boat Maxim is a
Yankee, born in the town of Wayne.

and

The dai’y papers have cried “Peace,
peace: when there is no peace.” The
still goes on.
We were told some
that S lain had accepted oui
;u<

war

day.'

teims

v.

.neservedl

accept* d

to

answei

oui

satisfactory.
though the

\ :

then

that

they

were

and non, that Spain's
pea e conditions prove unIt Y-oks very much as

generally

war

:

be

must

hitter end before Spain

fought

can

be

to

the

brought

to

hook.
1 believe if the silvei men of the United
Stater should succeed in placing a law on
the statute books of the country to coin
silvei free at the ratio of sixteen to one,
it would be the greatest curse that ever
happened to the people. [Hon. Luther
E. McKinney, United States minister to
Colombia, in 389b.

Now,

the Democratic candidate for

as

Corgress in the first district,
Kinney is committed to the

Mr.

Mc-

support
of ibis “greatest curse,” the &tate platform of his party reafliming the Chicago
ratio of lb to 1.
But, after all, it makes
very little difference what Mr. McKinney
says or thinks, as lie will be left at home

by a large majority.
Failures were in number fewer in July
than in either of four preceding years,
and in amount of 1 abilities smaller than
in auy year excepting the last, when July
failmes were the smallest in any month
or. reconl.
Trading failures were both
fewer and in amount smaller than in auy
previous year. [Dun's Review.
Statistics

previously published

in The

Journal show that the past fiscal year was
the most prosperous in the history of this
The war has

count]y.

temporarily stay-

tide of prosperity, but with
the return of peace it must sweep on like
ed

the

rising

the tidal flow of the Ray of Fuudy. Millions of American money will be diverted
into

new

enterprises

in

where fresh fields for skill and
will be
has not

Indies,
industry

the West

opened to our people. The war
only advanced our prestige as a

nation, but it promises

to

usher in

a sea-

this country has

looks better with less freeboard.

Next week, by courtesy of Tlie Rudder
Publishing Co we shall publish, with many
iiue illustrations, a yachting article of local

yacht Gleam, owned by Mr.
Savage of New York, was in port a few days
last week. She left Friday noon for Boothbay Harbor.
The steam

sloop yacht. Sigdrifa,

1st

suc-

next.

Albert Peirce of Frankfort, the nominee
Senator, is well known in the business world and has a large following of the
for State

working

men

of eastern Waldo.

He has for

been identified with the granite
industries on the Penobscot river, and has
many years

employment

given

to

large

a

number

of

cool, clear headed business man, and would look as closely after
the interests of his constituents, and the best
interests of the State, as he does after his
own private affairs.
Tileston Wadlin, our nominee for Clerk of
Courts, needs no introduction to the voters
He is a native of Northof Waldo county.
port, but since his election to the office of
Clerk has changed his residence to Belfast.
A practical farmer, he managed his large
fcirm in Northport very successfully and in
the winter taught in the various high schools
He has been Clerk of
in this vicinity.
Courts twelve years and has all the details
of that complex business thoroughly in
workmen.

He is

a

hand.
Norton,

tv

nuiuiuaieu

u>

.succeed

mm-

self as Sheriff, Las made a record in that
office which places the tax payers of the
county under lasting obligations to him.
When he took charge of the office, Jan. 1,
1S95, the county was rapidly running behind
financially, chiefly <m account of the work*
ug jf the tramp business. The county then
had >1,27J excess of liabilities over resources.
Last January, when he bad been in charge
three

years,

the

of

ex< ess

resources

over

was f l‘». 4.a gain of more than
Lender his Democratic predecessor
th- average number >f tramps, vagrants and
drunks in the jail was 4»»S per year: Mr.
Norton’s average was 101. When it is considered t!;at the Sheriff receives a large per
rentage • f his income from the board of

liabilities
>13,700,

prisoners, and that be
paid wholly by fees,

and bis

deputies

are

record speaks
iun.es < u behalf >f c-ur Sheriff.
The party made no mistake iff re-riomiuating for Register of Deeds that life-long Rethis

official, George D MoGrill;-'.
With this important o;:V,- in his
hands thosewho have real estate transactions
may rest assured that m> harm will come to
nubm

an

old faithful

through errors or inattention.
Everything he lias to do is done promptly
and accurately, two items of great importance in his position.
The renominate n -f County Attoruev
Ellery Bowden after four years of service is
a

new

craft

were

given

ified for the position in all respects, and the
Board as it will without doubt be c onstituted next year will continue in the same line
of conscientious adherence to duty that has
characterized it in the past few years.
NOMINEES Foil THE

With

Mr. Pierce

in

L EG I.SLAT

the

HE

Senate aud the

Republican nominees elected to the House,
Waldo County will be ably represented in
the next

Legislature.
Melville 0. Hill of Belfast is a young man
of good business abilities. He has held

thoroughly
the agricultural

understands the needs of
aud, having the courage of his convictions, will look well to the interests of
lus constituents.
Fred E. Spratt of Palermo is one of the

interests

most successful farmers aud stock raisers in

Western Waldo, a section uoted for its fine
cattle and other stock. He possesses a stirring business nature, is a man of strict in-

aud capable of looking
trips tegrity
pretty terests of any business or public

their trial

last Saturday afternoon. One was a
little boat of the knockabout build aud rig,
built by M. F. Stearns and named the
White Star. Although tried under unsatisfactory conditions she behaved very well,
showing good speed and coming around like

good.

parilla

HnnH’c
1
IUUU £>

Pi
lie
Kills

act
and

NORTHPOR1

easlly- promptly
effectively. >5c.

Frank Reed of New York is the guest of
his brother. F. P. Reed.

Miss Marie Sullivan of Cambridge, Mass.,
visiting friends here.

Miss Julia Pendleton of Boston is enjoyannual vacation at her old home at
the south end.

ing her
I>r.

nuerwood <»f New York

ing here for

city is visit-

time, and is stopping at
Mrs. Annie Bateheider’s.
the first

Mrs. Fred Mitchell, Miss Madge
Barnett, Miss Smith and Mr. Tedford of
Boston are rusticating at James Mitchell's.
Mr. and

of such

prosperity

as

|

last week.

Gritiiu street.
Miles Luce. Dr. P. E. Luce and Mrs.
daughters, are at Maple Shade cottage on Main street.
Mrs.

L.’s two

Mary J. Beals of East Corinth, daughthe late Hon. Charles Beals, is spendfew weeks here.

Miss
ter of

ing

a

Charles

after the in-

matter. He
has served as Selectman with liouor to himself and benefit to the town. The voters of
his class cannot do better than to send him
to

We

guson

on

in his restaurant and ice

season

Haney

over

Fred L

&

a

cream

busy
parlor

Hill's store.

CHASE & DOAK,

Palmer and wife of

Monroe and
Mosmau, mother of Mrs. Palmer, are
their cottage on Gridin street.

Mrs.
i

at

Steamer M. & M. brought down a large
party Saturday night. Sunday she took a
party out on a dshiug trip
Two hundred
tish were caught—cod, hake and haddock,

including

some

The steamer

very

large

GOAL!. GOAL!

ones.

Laurena is withdrawn from

Belfast route and is in the excursion
business. Monday she took a party to Two
Bush Island lisbiug. They got a good catch
of cod, haddock aud silver hake.

Now is the Time to

Late arrivals at the hotel from outside the
State include Stephen R. Turner aud E. P.
Carver of Boston: O. H. Gre.-m aud E. W.
Woodbury of Haverhill; H. T. McClure and
A. J. Mitchell of Schenectady, N. Y.
Wm.
Lennox and wife of New York city.

The yachts

in

The
every day.
thj sloop Glide

public

use

are

all

First

has been in operation
months has been of
great benefit to the public. The receipts
i.e

that

vrt

two

cester

and

perhaps

the generous
they had gone far

captain thinking

enough put about
satisfaction of his friends and
headed up the bay. Sometime during the
night they struck upon a bar, but owing to
the extensive heaviness of the fog it was
some little time before the
captain could get
much to the

m. gib tii ■■
Price* .it
Whart.

(.’apt. Trueworthy keeps the Hattie C.
Meehan underway most of the time. There
are also more private yachts, both sail and

Chestnut Coal.
«*
Stove

steam, than usual here this

Furnace

season.

a*

a

prompt oeliverv,

a

summer

33, 33 &

go ahead

we are

aud

near as

view

the

landscape o’er“That’s what I'm going to
do," answered Charles with a,smile; so turn
all bauds ami tie up the sails."
All
cheerfully did the best they could, ami it
was not long before they were in the boat
making for the shore. A few minutes row
brought them in view of a light, and soon
the boat was made fast aud they proceeded
to

light. “ILiere, boys.’ I kuew 1 was
not mistaken when we dropped our inu,i
hook. I knew we were hard by Benner’s
Bar, and here we are,” explained the cap.tain. Here he paused upon the bank to rest a
moment from his exertions. So it was, and
they all went in. and after refreshments
were served and all became more satisfied
with their surroundings, especially the men
from Worcester, in due time they repaired
aboard the pinkey to enjoy a good night’s rest
morning they started for the Gove
where they arrived amid a gentle rain, not
the least rutiled over the failure of their
trip or the fish they didn't catoh, but intensely gratified with the good time they
had after all, and strong is their intention
to come again next year and enjoy the
warm hospitality of their genial host,
Capt.
Rhodes.
and in the

NORTHPORT CAMP

GROUND.

Price has his bean-hole in operation
bakes every day.

Will
and

Hon. F. S. Walls and wife of Vinalliaven
occupying their cottage.

are

Miss Alice Black of Bangor arrived Tuesday to visit Miss Gleora Haney.
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in

on.
Since the war he has worked at his
trade whenever able, and for a few years
was

inmate

an

About

Togas.

Belfast,

to

|

;

Scott'S

:

i
i
i

|

two

Soldiers'

\ears

n

lived.

>-

H.s

fellow workmen spe ak of lam as of a ret’.r
ing disposition, making few a. qu o. v tarn es.
but loyally trim t-- his friends, and pm-

feetly

honest.

He

married

never

H<-

brother, John of IT.ngham,
Mass.,and one sister, Mrs. Mary Bayard. ; !
Lynn. The fuxiera: was h.eld
Tuesday !
afternoon. Tne tioral offerings included a \
bouquet from the Sons of Yet -rails, wreath I
leaves

from
1

one

Mr.

and

W

F

Mrs

n•.w
\v
i, i\
ot Kookpon and
M sf < 'am.ien w «-,
iton
riage at th»* j|, hod st pai
port hy llev N. l: !
ing, Aug -J Mr Thnrst •.
port's most high 1\ este. 11 •'.!
M 1 S Thurso .11
0 C
ing young i elms.
best v\ i.>

ton

Colo

o,

j

("i::,• ira:xl

death of Hiram O. Alden. dum- -orb,
his home in Pueblo, after an Miners
f

at

some two

and

ami thence

in business

on

daughter

later

of Ins

removed

Broadway

for

some

years
s

He marrmd M ary y. ingpartm-i. Mr. Sun.:, uni
where he

was

en-

gaged for
ing

many years m the dour and nullbusiness. At tin* time of the sbvex e\

eitement lie removed to Pueblo, where h.e
conducted the ih>ur and feed business and
entered into

He

mining.

of

was

generous nature, and
friends in tile West who

genial,

close
his departure.
ation left

There

a

sunny,

made

many

deeply

mourn

few of his gemmBelfast who will recall lnm as

m

1

ins

!

early age went t
New York, win-!.- he

Illinois,

to

(

at an
tc-

s

are a

\
M rs Si byd B
Fn
liS Visile.
IV all' es a*
week
Mr 11 II (i: 'O
severe

city

or

deceased.

are

and two

daughters

wife, two

His

sons

him.

survive

months, aged 70
of

Bangor,

had

She

years

the

was

daugh-

late John and Thankful Sawver

ter of the

was

endeared

very estimable lady, and
herself t>> a large circle of

She

leaves

Mrs.

to

1

■

j
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lias caused
i.Oolis.

H-.\hury.

Martha Child <»f
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a
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A 01.0151:
nearly twenty

tetidm

was

them

in Monroe

was

Bobbin*

few years

in Deer Isle.

eenie-

(11.

1

suddenly

Every si/.e, style and

...i

a

^

r

ie

A I <)>1 l/KKs

!

and

recent

1\

He. lias been

laborer.

He

when
a

has

he

lived

sailor, fisherbeen

married

three

times, and his third wife survives him.
Beniamin,
eight children:
Andrew, William and Don Orman, Allen,

He

sharp ad* anwo

OLD PRICES

.ui-i

IMIin

Bright's Disease at the home of i; s son
William on Washington street -\i,g. iith.
He has been a resident of Belfast, all his life

man

a

''it

S\ KIM. I s.

William

\\

make
or am

e

can

t hem

n

a- u

pair
>■

>1

a

va

in

■

new

lining

POOR & SON.

»'

leaves

Willard and Lillian of
of Deer Isle.

The

Be

fuuerai

lfast, and Abigail
was

held

at

Monday after-noon, Bov. S.
Wales of the Peoples’ Mission officiating.

late home

Brick house, known as the Th urlow hou
MA a$a HA
WM.C.
Congress street.
Belfast, June 1,1898.-22tf

*

-•

mourn

tery.

FOR REST.

\v.

ist

It
mg him mi his hand
I»r. Clair Who mo lias n o
Thomas h<-use and .s wed
for j aotme.
\\ e w:s!
and Mrs. Fre>. Ymkeiy of B
M rs
1 m
guests if M r. an
week
M rs. Ch iri.*s T i\
1 ist Week, e l! led t Met
by
her mother.
M r. md M rs
to PiPstield Sat nrd ix
M rs
of Belfast Spent has! w .-.-I;
1’ark..
F y Knights ! ;r
hadly last week and has
; sling.
Tin*!*' is n. m
;jij.
mere Park at tin* present Timfore... .The (> rangers held a
\\ ednesd iv
*\ eiimg
Frank Bart i• 11.
I
ivan.
Mrs.
served....
Mary Whitn*Jessie spent list week in F
I
Clias Wellington of Alhioti, w
were burned i ist week, has
Ins daughter, Mrs. i;,..,
M
Benjamin Bartlett of Kansas
has been visit.ng Mrs. T. B
Bangor Saturd iv f r a short

a

The interment

years.

j

i.

1

1

Miss Julia A. Sawyer passed away July
27th after a lingering
illness of many

to whose family she
having resided with

of cod liver oil with hypophosphites will certainly
j help you. Almost everyone
| can take it, and it will not
disturb the weakest stom: ach.
It changes the light color of
!
! poor blood to a healthy and rich j
[ red. It nourishes the brain; gives
It brings
;
power to the nerves.
j back your old weight and strength, j
All Prusrgists. 60c. and 811

m u*

joyous, great-hearted boy, but nearly all of j
bis contemporaries have moved from the

Belief Sheldon, Belfast. The
were held at the home
of
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Dyer of Winterport,

:

<

this.-ity

He spent

brother Walter and \\ u'.mm

of New Kochelle.
est

P' -i.

luuv

1

t!:<• se.-eml

was

Alden of

<»

here in

Belfast, but

m

Boston

late Hiram
horn

was

youth

Mr. Alden

years.

of the

son

1

Wedding Bells
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We learn from the Pixel-

1

termelit.

Thirst. i\ K

flowers from many neighbors

of the

j

Mrs. K:
«.
B
!
hoim it 1Murray t !,••■* An
,v< years
tad .* '11• •:ith■*
widow of the .ate 11.•
W
preacher w ii.. a is wei I kn a
N« XX ling, -a.,
It tie Vi eS |
She had resided m
ViigUsi
Four daughters survive hr;
'•
M
Jennys of Swauv.ih*. M.
of
M.s,
>
Sawyer
Jonesport,
Miss Caroline S (; o ,.,
\
funeral x\ as held at A tig
the remains xx ere taken to d •:

1

Pivs,ott, am!

Mass. and. Mrs.

|

■

aged

he returned

am-

has sim

Home

funeral services

j Emulsion

Chemists, New York,

the

where he

lield, Me.,

are

Scott A Bowne,

of

their loss
Mrs. Augusta Stoddard of
four sisters:
Lowell, Mass., Mrs. Elvira Dorman of Mew-

weight?

symptoms of
anemia or poor blood,
They are just as frequent
in the summer as in the
winter. And you can be
cured at one time just as
well as another.
These

e

■

friends.

W

v-

c

Bangor boats going up the bay and river
every morning, the M. & M. making daily
round trips, and the transient excursions,
the facilities for reaching the grounds will
be first-class.

Arc your cheeks
hollow and your
hps white?
Is your appetite
poor and your digestion weak? Is
your flesh soft
and have you lost

,,,,,

J

connection with the Maine Central
railroad from Belfast. With the Boston and

Are

St., Belfast.

1

in

for the

Front

1

I'M kktinc.
The annua! campiueeting
fair to be one of the mos; largely attended and interesting of recent years. The
subjects for the different days of the week—

P. Freeman, Camden; laud in Belfast.
Peter Hardy, Winterport, to Eliza V. and
Tlios. J. Hardy. d«>.s land in Winterport.
(2 deeds). Sally C. Hardy, Winterport et
als., to Geo. W. Hardy, do., land aud buildings m Winterport. Marcia E. Weir, by
guardian, Montville, to J. T. Sprowl, do.;
land in Montville. A. M. Plummer, by executor, Montville, to J. T. Sprowl; land in
Montville.

1

.■,

Cam

P.

37

■'

was

we

CAREFUL I>I I

Mrs Marx -I
Pres.-r w
1*. Pres.•oft, xvln
>:
ed last xve.-k, was a lady w
Ans.a T Trussed died it the home >>f
of many years a this
San. i.-’ B. Il«dt, where hr hoarded, last
’* ''s}1
t and e*t»
of
r,
Saturday .ght m the 7~>rh y.-i: >f his age. he kindly reiin -:11 *>(• rtM 1 s
of Sxvaiix'jii.
;i.i daugiite:
Mr. Truss,was horn in B
fast and learnl.d W i~
Betsey N kel’s*
ed the- m.-aider's t-ra-le ::i the foundry of
He;- hlishand i:as h.M
;•
d
'Ur
best
Whin-vV K: in hall on the Fast Side.
kle
-wu
h'i,
m*ss
About
-n. v!\ mg meii.iM rs of t c.- fa
1-S47 he went to Iowa w th T-olford Durham
; l..-ir hensy mpathy of a.
and engaged m farming, hut when the g.-hi i leaves a daught,
r. M rs. 1[ ,r?
excitement of lS4d came on they sold out I
sons
Mess
St
u
Washington F
Ch
and wmt ovt-rland to California.
After a
this
\\
:Ty. in 1 M;
sl--.rt time in the West Mr. Trusse
tv* truThe fo:
Potistoxvn, Pa
,.
t he family resnleii.
ed to Belfast and worked at his trade ant 1
m in m
Fev
F
1
Friday afterm
the war broke out.
He enlisted as privat
dueled tlie ser\
Tie*
in C
A 4th Maine Infantry ; was wounded
Action! t'tllet •*!' V.
I:..--).'
and was a prisoner for awhile in I ild.y Prisdth.

with his

“Well," said Sam, “if

0.80
5 *!•■
3,^3

en

his

that suppose

correct weight,

11

SB

So

Obituarv

resort.

bearings sufficiently to feel assured of
Transfers in Keal Estate.
position.
Finally his practiced eye
a
familiar
caught
The following transfers in real estate were
object througl the
gloom and to his squirmish frieuds recorded in Waldo County Registry »f
he said, “Boys," we are all right, al- Deeds for the week ending
Aug. 10, ISOs:
though I say it myself, we made as beautiful Mary E. Wingate, et al., Monroe, to Joseph
a laud fall as I ever experienced.
“Is that Pattee, do.; land in Monroe. Geo. W. Moulso, do you think we are safe from all
peril ton, Boston, to M. E. Colcord, Stocktou
now?” faintly asked the brave Knight from
Springs ; land in Stockton Springs. Geo. H.
Worcester. “Oil yes!" replied the captain,
Mitchell, Brooks, to L. C. Cilley, do.; laud
“no danger now." “You don’t think we are
in Brooks.
Emily L. Smith, Cambridge,
far from shore do you?" asked the physician
Mass., to M. W. Swett, Knox, land and
as he applied his smelling salts for the last
buildings in Knox. Alexis C. Gross, Beltime to his nose, and the captain assured him
fast, to Geo. L. Bean, do.; land and buildprobably the shore was within ten miles or ings in Belfast. Francis Jones, Belfast, to

I*.iu;

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY

bids

run

Deliver***.

So 80
5.80
5.40
5.40

Ka*

his

so.

Buy Your Winter's Coal

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared Coal

pi

busy

Decrows take parties in
and steam launch Orca,

and

Sunday was

makin

n
way
prju.‘
on all our
watcht
Just drop in an
look at them

Loud, wife and sou of Newport
a few days with Prof.
FerGridin street.

M. Stevens of Belfast is having

H.

are

dow

stopping for

are

f'.'ont

m.

p.

Acquainted.

Henry B. Whalen, wif<- and son of Bangor
are stopping at Summer Rest
Cottage on

lively day here, and reminded
Mr. aud Mr*. F. T. Barker, F. W. Fletcher
one of the old campiueeting days.
It is
and Mrs. Annie Brown of Rockland were the
estimated that there were 5,000 people on
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Brown last the grounds. The best- of order
prevailed
Sunday.
and everybody was apparently happy.
The
William Pendleton of Franklin Park, largest excursion party was from up river on
Mass., arrived last Saturday aud received a the steamer Salacia, which was load.-d to
most cordial greeting from his old frieuds,
her full capacity.
She brought the Belfast
who are always gtad lo meet the genial
and Old Town bands,which gave concert* at
William.
the Park under the leadership of hire.‘or
Mr. George Whitney of Boston returned
Bigby of Belfast. The Castine made two
ro ind trips from Belfast and on»- from S»-*arson his second visit Sunday morning, accompanied by Mr. Norton, who will enjoy the I pert, loaded every time. The Annie P
Co.;ms brought a large party from lWk1-.. u bay from the quarter
beauties of P*
deck of Mr. WVs beautiful yacht.
iand.
Steamers, sail and steam yachts, etc.,
were very much in evidence in the
There will be a baptism of six candidates
bay ab
at Saturday Cove next Sunday at v :;o a. in : day, and the groves back of the grounds
preaching by Rev George E. Tufts at lo.:>0 "ere tilled with teams as in days of yore
a. in., and by Rev. W. IT
T. Bock at 7 bo Truly Northport is rapidly coming to the

Augusta this winter.
Capt. Emery N. Bunker of Isiesboro, who
never before known.
A. W. Knowltou, Esq. of Newburg is stopis the candidate of his class, is a retired seaa top.
The other craft was a centreboard
on the grounds for a few days.
ping
middle
the
and
one
Farmer
Austrawho
has
Maine
The
captain, past
age,
opposes
skiff owned by Herbert Bucklen aud named
lian ballot law, first because of the “enor- the
Gapt. Joel Hopkins and wife will occupy
Microbe. With W. A. Macoinber at the been in all quarters of the globe as master
mous expense” it imposes upon the State;
of large vessels.
He thoroughly under- their cottage ou Broadway for a few weeks.
second, because “through its exacting helm, and in proper trim, she did very well. stands and is in sympathy with the mariS. C. Adams and son Frank and Frank L.
time interests and his voice aud vote may
and cumbersome details, so large a per
Halldale. Wm. W. Thompson died quite be counted on in their behalf.
Phillips of New' Haven, Ct., arrived last
It also
cent, of voters is disfranchised.”
In Henry K. Dawson of Monroe will be week.
He had
maintains the law' is a “farce” because it suddenly last Monday morning.
found an able exponent of the best interests
has “utterly failed to correct abuses, and been sick but one week.J. H. Kershaw
Frank Borden and wife of Monroe are
of the community. He is an all-round praca ‘failure’ because it has lowered public
of Lowell, Mass., is visiting his sister,
Mrs. tical man aud a good farmer. He has had stopping at the Monroe Society Home for a
estimation of the worth of the ballot.” It Charles Rowell-It is
expected Rev. T. R. large experience in town business and is a few day8.
fluent and
may be noted that the views of the Pentecost will preach here
speaker. He will ably
Aug. 21st.Mrs. represent hislogical
Hon. F. M. Simpson, State Treasurer, is
class.
Farmer are exactly those always held by
W.
E.
of Auburn is visiting her husPerry
the Chronicle and expressed whenever the
stopping with his father. F. A. Simpson, on
band’s
Mr.
and
Mrs.
parents,
Ferdinand
Joseph
Perry.
Harriman of Prospect has ship- Maple street.
law has been under discussion.
[Farm....Geo. Miles is the guest of Mr. and'Mrs. ped as mate of the Manhattan S. S. Co.’s
ington Chronicle.
John B. Loud, wife and daughter of
steamer that is to leave New York for BanW.
M.
Vose-Rev.
J.
Washburn
preached
The Bridgton News and The Republion Aug. 11, and the second mate is also
Chelsea, Mass., arrived Aug 4th and are at
at the church here last Sunday and will gor
from Prospect. Mr. Harriman has had excan Journal have from the first held and
the Waquoit.
preach there again next Sunday_Daniel perience in coast steamboating and is also
expressed like views; and so far as The D. Stevenson of Boston is
Mrs. E. C. Herring and family from Fairrelatives a deep-water man, having served as mate
visiting
and pilot of the old steamship Katahdin
Journal is concerned it has seen no reason and friends here—Mr.
field are stopping at the Brown cottage on
C. L. Joy of Lowell, of the
B. & B. line, and as mate of the
Had the law corrected Mass is
I Bay View Park.
to change them.
visiting at Elias B- Hall’s.
ship Brown Brothers. [Bangor News.
son

|
j

the

NEWS.

The Temple Heights camp-meeting begins
Saturday, August loth.

is

Let Us Get

Miss Leonice Foster of Ellsworth, who has
I been visiting frieuds| here, returned home

proved very satisfactory, and
to Aug. •_’!!, inclusive, were announcvoters of ai.y county, and the nomination as it becomes more
generally known to the Aug.
for a third term speaks well for the ability
public the demand for its use will be greater, | ed in last week's Journal. The daily order
and faithfulness of the incumbent.
and in all probability by the close of the of service will be as follows:
a. m. Sunrise Meeting.
The office of County Commissioner calls season the
7 \.
manager will have the pleasure m. Morning.—5
Family Worship in cottages. * a m.
for men >f good business ability, sound
of presenting to the company an account of Bible
a. m. Meeting of PreachBeading.
judgment, and the moral courage to stand the result of the experiment that will be ers in First Church, Bangor Chapel. 10 a.
firm for whatever they believe to be for the
m
Preaching.
very pleasing to all concerned; so much so
Afternoon.
1 i\ m. Children’s Service.
best interests of the public. They not only that it will become a
permanent institution 1 v. m. Open Air Service in Buggies’ Paik,
audit the books aud accounts and lay out of the Cove.
2 r. m. Preaching. 4 p. m Epworth League
hour.
highways, but they are often called upon to
The party comprising Mr. Charles Knight,
Evening —0 r. m. Chapel Services. 7 p. m.
settle questions in dispute between large
Dr. Wm. Lee aud Mr. Sam Rhodes, all of Preaching. P v. m. Family
Worship (recomand powerful factions and corporations. It
Worcester, Mass., theguestsof Capt. Charles mended) in cottages.
is the good fortune of Waldo county to have
All meetings not otherwise specified will
Rhodes, started from the Cove last Thursa
board composed of men possessing the
day afternoon on a fishing trip in the good be held in the auditorium Half fare rates
of
educanecessary qualifications
practical
piukey William Lear, but the dense and pro- are given on all railroad and steamboat lines.
tion, sound judgment ami tlie courage of
longed foggy weather and the rather remark- The Sedgwick will run excursions daily
their convictions. The new nominee, Wilable bubbly condition of the water rather from Bangor, Hampden, Winterport, Bucksliam A.Bragg of Lincolnvilie, is amply qualdampened ardor of the landsmen fron Wor- port and Sandypoint, and tin* Castine will

place implicit

Two

any

best—In fact the Oue True Blood Purifier.

thus far has

Coombs, j numerous offices of trust in his native town
arrived Sunday afternoon from Vinalhaven.
of Northport, and has been collector of
Monday afternoon she went to North port taxes of Belfast. In every public position
Cam]) Ground and sailed from there for a in which he has been placed he has proved
cruise east as far as Bur Harbor.
faithful and trustworthy. He owus aud has
Sloop Pastime was in port last week a for several years carried on successfully a
short time. She had on board her owner, large farm in Northport, and is an active
David H. Andrews, his son, H. M. Andrews, worker in the Grange. His connection with
and Mr H. Currier, all of Boston. They the Northport Campmeeting Association
had been East and were cruising homeward. has brought him into a variety of occupaMrs. P. C. Pierce has sold the steam yacht tions at the Camp Ground, including landLeola t^ Capt. Arey of the steamer Laurena, lord of the hotel, a partner in the store,
who will take her to Brewer for repairs. managing the putting in of water works and
The yacht has been hauled up in Goose other local improvements. His varied occuRiver the past two or three years and will pations. in each of which he has proved to
be the right man in the right place, peculiarrequire an extensive overhauling.
ly tit him for the duties of Representative.
The Knockabout sold in Castine by L. A.
Hon. Alfred Emery Nickerson of SwanCoombs is said to be sailing like a witch and
ville will carry into the Legislature an exher
stern
to
over
showing
everything
there,
in public life equaled by few'. He
big and little. If Mr. Coombs decides to perience
has served in both branches of the Legislasturt in the boat-building business here he
aud in all the more important offices
will no doubt have a number of orders for ture,
of his town. He is a successful farmer aud
that class of 1- >ats.
manufacturer and stands so well before his
The yacht Klondike of Brewer, briefly defellow citizens that the Democrats thought
scribed by our Northport Camp Ground corit useless to nominate a candidate against
respondent last week, came to Belfast last him.
Thursday. She is a roomy aud comfortable
George E Bryant of Knox is a prosperous
looking (‘raft, with nothing in the line of farmer and dealer in
agricultural impleornament. Everything on board is as simments. He is a man in whom his townsmen
and
as
ple
plain
possible.
confidence. He
The sloop yacht Empress arrived here
from Rockland. The party on
board consisted of Capt. F. S. Lord aud wife,
Prof. F. S. Call and Miss L G. Riggins, all
of Ellsworth. This craft was originally a
cat boat and was built by J. A. Webster of
Castine, father of O. R. Webster of this city,
aud proved both fast and able. She retains
her name and good qualities in the new rig.

Is the

liquor business. It is probably the
trying office to fill in the gift of the

of the
most

me

Hood’s

The teleph
here a little

L. A.

Aug. od,

1

not do

did

No one could tell what ailed me. I had a
dreadful feeling in my stomach and a
constant pain under my shoulder blades.
Many times I was compelled to lie down
flat on my back to press my shoulders
against something for relief. After doctoring for months and feeling no better I
decided to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla, it
having been taken by some of my acquaintances with benefit. Before I had
finished the first bottle I began to improve, and it was wonderful to see what
a change there was in my feelings.
When
I had taken six bottles I was cured, and,
best of all, I have never had any return of
those sufferings.” Mbs. E. E. Philbrook,
Remember
Frankfort, Maine.

endorsement of his management of
office which has to do with prosecution

strong

an

interest.

The

January

on

their interests

*

1

i

ceed

prescriptions

the

and

of

At the

and is

This Grand Cure by Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is Permanent-Dreadful
Suffering Completely Relieved.
I was suffering with my stomach, and

have been fastened upon the |
State had the party leaders possessed the j
given faithful service in the positions to
courage of their convictions.
which they are again nominated. Others
are men of well known business ability,
Waldo County Finances.
who hold the respect of their fellow citizens
would

The merry-go-round came to town Friday
running on the Belfast road just outside the gate.

Best of All

The candidates for county officers placed
in nomination by the Republican County
Convention last week are all representative
men and well qualified for the positions for
which they were nominated. Several have

his
M.

Mary, wife of Hon. Frederick A. Cummings of Bangor, died at J a. m. Aug. 7th
in Islesboro, where she hail been, with members of her family, for tlie benefit of her
health, at the age of "»;> years and 5 months.
Mrs. Cummings was the daughter of Joshua
and Margarette Lancaster and was born in
China, Me. She married Mr. Cummings on
May b, 18(11. Mrs. Cummings leaves, besides her husband, three children, Clarence
L. of
Vaueeboro, George H. and Miss
Florence L. of Bangor, and one brother,
Deputy Sheriff Hartwell Lancaster of Old
Town and a sister, Mrs. Betsey Hatch of 111
Lincoln street, Bangor.
Mrs. Cummings
suffered an attack of the grip a number of
years ago, and never recovered from the
effects of it. She bad been in ill health for
a number of years.
The remains, accompanied by the grief stricken family, were
taken to Bangor iu the steamer Cimbria on
Sunday morning and the funeral services
were held in the family residence, 99 Lincoln street, Tuesday afternoou at 2 o’clock.

At 1KM north High street, 1
and stable connected: cwteii:
water; 12"* fruit trees, also

houses;
Belfast,

minutes

July

walk t.>

p.>«.
A 1*1*1 \
2H. 18‘JS,—4\v2<»*

A complete stock of everyth!!
work, including some very tin>
will he on sale at the Whitnev
L’amp (ironml, August 2il to s.n
Mrs. M. I- BURBANK ot \Y,.i.
will conduct tDis sale, has been
York the past year and will oilc
latest methods ot embroidery.

The building and land, N ». Ill
known as the Andrews store, in Be
(iEO. E. JOHNSON
Dr JULIUS AN

DREWS,

*
1

The mines hare been removed from Bucksport Narrows, and the Penobscot is once
more unobstructed

NEWS OF BELFAST.
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often proved and
ant offering I bring,
bate e'er was laid
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of kmg.

jr tve

robed

as

>A

The venires for grand and traverse jurors
for the September term of Supreme Judicial
Court have been sent to the various towns
in the county.

of earlier years,

i

guise!

fairer
falling tears

w

in

V-mied eyes.

uds of earth.

flammation of the

what laud of rest
veet spirit lives again,
hast the best,
and pain.

of ocean's wave,
wild birds their

c:.t

anthems

bring.

Helen N. Packard.
l'.r's.

Morrill

reports

Last fall

of potatoes.
two

used

one

a

very
Swift

Michigan potatoes
and a half bushels,
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L.West received
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by
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fail

while
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on
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n

there will be

at

year and

a

W. Burgess lost another horse !
C-apt.
Portland, Tuesday ?■; -ruing. Last week one of his
team horses died, and Tuesday morn- j
Frankfort, large

more

ago

the wharf

mg lie found his black carriage horse in the
stali with her nigh hind ieg broken in two

while

Bangor. The
It has been be-

<i Waldo county
Judge Symunds for a derii k H. Anpletou, Esq., ..f
Mrs Pierce’s attorney.
.urt

f-.!

ro

Thompson of
v
received from Archie Simplb, F:rst Maine Volunteers,
stationed at Chickamauga
Chas.

h

dug up

on

F.

clothing,

Lookout Muun-

Littlefield
hand loom

Rebellion. In
the camp and all around the
found a large number of
'her material, relics of the
raged in that vicinity a third

•f the

|
{

j

of the

war

]

h

Fast, who

I

-i.jy
1.

comes

B.

to

and

her

daughter
at

all occupied and there are
(hough building."
M. T. Dodge of Tr >y were in
The doctor called" on and

A lvertiser with an immense
1"'Sed entirely of blossoms of
I)
Dodge has growing in his
n
u j.cvards of twenty new varie•.iu11■'u 1 tiower, about a dozen of
r- jirfSHiited
among those preT1
New Countess, Stella
►-

Venus, Stanley,
America, Her Majesty,
Captain of the Blues were
most striking ami handsome
Dr. Dodge is au admirer of
D mua,

pee,
m«l

enthusiast in their cultiva-

in

Id

Advertiser.
The Populists of the
evidently not in the camCongressional candidate is

Not In ii.
t are
as a

Their district convention

was

held at the court house in

Bel-

\

August 5th. but delegates failed
bell

The

5

sounded

at

II

and after waiting ha f au hour
legates present decided to do
Those iu attendance were John
v
Albans, A E. Clark, Geo. W
n:d Seth Merchant of Belfast,

|

]

ty Commissioners met Aug. 5th
Heir semi-annual examination of

j
;

Treasurer’s books. They found
They also took action in regard
walk around the court house.
to be relaid in concrete by P.

j

j.

N

The centre tree on the
front has been cut down, as
getting large and are somewhat

i

C’o.

"•‘et

The

regular August session of
will open next Tuesday,
Commissioners request that

"Tiers

The

I

The

J

iviug hills against the county
tine on or before Friday, Aug.

J

j

to 11.

Concrete

New

relaying

of I

the hotel.

ire

!

her

This was a “rubber
a tie. The clubs bad a dance
the Odd Fellows Hall in the evening.

at

F.

guest to leave,
receive the newcomers.

irinou

|

of

A.

sale in the store.

by a score of 18
game” to break
August

when the Park

among the guests

j

S.

of 22 to 11... .The Frankforts came to
Belfast Saturday and played the Beifast
Juniors. The home team was victorious,

h and is the hast

j>

on

drapery, etc. Mrs.
place the products

score

in any previous year.
for the crowd.
Mr.

on

■

j

Dirigos went to Searsport Aug. :;d, and paid hack the old score by
defeating the local team of that town by a

-rrespoudent J the Pittsfield
ivh.
"There has been a greater
pie at Windermere thus far in

I

rugs,
will

Ball.

Base

y ago.

|

Jacobs, bow

lookout

the

on

close to. an' blowed, an'
I do believe lie’s the same

thing

same

two years

wet

all

Walks.

The

work of

repairing the walks in concrete
has been extended beyond the limits at first
proposed. Walks are now laid on Main
and

Waldo

Church street;
on Church street in front of Hayford block,
The Journal building, Memorial Hall, the
Court House, and Savings Bank ; and on
Market street from church to High. Nelligau
N Co., who do the work are also laying an
asphalt floor in the fire department rooms.
street from

avenue

to

Frank W. Limeburner and Walter
Coombs have made and put up a large
sign for the Belfast Farms Creamery... .Joel
1’. Wood sold at Swift & Paul’s the first
cauliflower of the season, Aug. 4th... Mrs.
C. A. Wiley is building an addition to her
house at the corner of High ami CommerChat.

H.

the

ton

took

over.

cuss

as

done the

ago.”
X■

>twithstanding

in

charge.

Knowlton bad

a

Several

years ago Mr.
restaurant in this city, but

of late lias been on a farm in Lincoluville.
Mr. Patterson will remain in Belfast, but has
not decided on his future business. He i s
to reside in the Harrimau house on Cross
street.

lockouts in business, but
hardware clerk in this city got
locked in a few day's ago. He went into the
store of a friend who is in the clothing business and while engaged in the back room
the proprietor went out and locked up.
When the aforesaid proprietor returned he
found his prisoner behind the eouuter, arrayed ill one of the best suits in the stock
We often read of

a

certain

aud

offering

to sell

anything

in the store at

knock-down prices.
Midsummer Clearance Sale. Wells &
Co., 10b \ 105 Main street, bad g( od success
last week with t leir clearance sale, due, no
doubt, to the fact that the goods were as
represented and the prices low. The sale is
still on, and new prices are quoted for this
week.
Wells & Co. say: “Favor us with a
rail and we will explain how it is we lead
in

quality, quantity, style
price. Next
we will quote uew prices, for we mean
make business during what is considered
and

week
to

■

al will

1

complete tbe family cirs living descendants.

^rs. Fletcher
I

^

iiJ
[■.

1

Notes. The Bangor agent of
htau S. S. Co. received on WedtHl«gram from New York, saying
st steamer would leave that
port

August 11, arriving there,
The delay in beginning trips on
not been due to the company’s
on

4

|
jj.,
^

get

steamers, but to the disturb-

'Impression in tbe coastwise freight
,r*enfcer traffic, caused by the war_
*

\i,
L

^Hlner Salacia

has obtained

a

license

5b0 passengers, which places
Bead of excursion steamers in
*ater8— The Laurena was taken
"g

Belfast and Camp Ground route
^
and is now engaged in the
*euHatUr<*ay»
0Q Business.

4-per
Boston yesterday

issue
to

The Castine made two round
tween Belfast
and Northport

from

Searsport

on

that

trips
and

be-

one

day_The blueber-

ry excursion advertised for Monday by
steamer Castine to Isle au Haul was given

of the weather_William McTaggarLand William Russell of the Belfast
and Waterville freight train are getting up
an excursion from Waterville to Belfast by
rail and thence to Northport and Castine by
steamer Castine, for Sunday, Aug. 21st....
The Methodist Sunday school went on its
annual excursion yesterday on steamer Castine.
They left at 8.45 with about 75 on
hoard. The intention was to go down the
bay to Mark Island and up the eastern bay
and river to Bucksport, a sail of about 60
miles. A stop of a few hours was to be made
at Bucksport and return late in the afterup

on

noon.

accout

stable and

was

well

Everything

seen.

under way when first
the house and L

in

saved, but in a more or less damaged
condition. Wheip the fire was first discovered word was sent to the pumping
station and Mr.
Bird telephoned by his
private line to his residence, from which notice was sent out and an alarm sounded. He
called for a hand engine or a long line of
hose as the nearest hydrant is some 900 feet
was

away.

By

some

mistake

only

500

and before more could
tained the fire was beyond control.
hose

was

sent

SMALL WARES.

3”c.

**

Black Brush

4 in.

*•

Binding Braid,

than any firm in this
county. What there
left you can buy now at almost
your
own price, for instance: all waists that
Sold for $1.00, $7c., 75c. and 07c., we
sell now for..

feet of
be

ob-

Mrs.

Brown, who owns the premises, is quite
aged and had lived there fifty-five years. Mr.
and Mrs. JohnD. Walker and Miss Ida B.
Carter were inmates of the house. There
was an insurance of $800 on the buildings
and $500 on the contents. The house will
be rebuilt at once.

New

I-ast Black. Seamless, 4 patterns,
per pair.
Fast colored black, spliced heels and toes.
double feet..
..
10 dcz. Hermsdorf Black, high
spined heel
ami toe. double sole, extra I
mg. very
heavy and durable, an exeellent Hose for
autumn and the late fall, never s id less
than 5Ue„ our sale price.
Here's a surprise. A fine 42c. Black Lisle

50

.12 All waists that were sold for
long, per doz
$1.50. $1.37.
per yard.05
$1.25 and $1.15, we sell now for.75
This week

we

ed then

propose

to

sell the waists otter-

75c., for.#9

at

And the waists offered then at 50c.. fo.r.
We won't be able to make another reduction
for the

..

.42

quantity is already limited.

we

UNDERVESTS.

steam drib

.05

with great favor and sold so
readily that we were tempted to cut this
item from our adv., but we have about 5*
doz. s we ask you to choose soon in order to enjoy this bargain,

j
|

met

broidered
2 for 25c.

Mention

The sale on these goods was very large, but we
traveling agent 1
have a good variety left and prices on them are
is in this city:
even lower than they were last week.
1808-00.
The
Two new varieties in 25c. goods for.15
pages more of
These lots include some extra large sizes.
t* »wi: statistics than any preceding one, and
33c. quality, a very neat pattern, now .10
the new mat' has been carefully revised, Regular 25.
Vests. <iik trimmed, three
sh' v :ng tlie route of the Washington county
shades of trimming
pink, blue and
white- -for this sale 15c.. 2 f..r..25
railroad, eb
The work is almost indispensWhite
silk
Lisle,
a
ah';e. Ti.'i ..lily to
trimmed,
usincss and professional
bargain at. and
never -mid less than 50c.. our
men. hut t.
price for
every person who desires to
this month...39
keep posted eii ou: industrial, political, edu- The
handsomest thing seen this season in a
••ati.'La’ and. reiigi us ?-.regress. The price,
Corset Cover at..
f,0
Granville M. Donham,
?■—•paid, is P i"i.
lv.
Maid
>:iv
Id rtlaml. Me., is the

large, each.

very

Donham, the
the Marne State Register,
with the new Register for
present editmu contains 20

was made

last week

dren's Hose, but there is

samples Ladies EmHdkfs., 25c. quality, now

.**

:> »

(

grade

one

wv

speak ot every week :ro:n n
until school begins. It is the lest It
want

.15

! 10 doz. Children's Handkerchiefs, per doz...
1 y doz. Gent's White Hemstitched Hdkfs,

Mr. Janies N.

is
o-

Anyi'ue. Hose, plain, fancy, -tripod, plaid,
cotton, lisle or silk plaited, n the line
over our Hosiery dept
t
this sale

lot drummers'

1 more

••

■

Fancy Embroidere l Handkerchief
are selling for...

has

lars. all colors.25

••

y.~

...

The lt'i

*•

Regular 10c. Belt Holders.<if>
100 doz. 75c. and 50c. Leather Belts, choice,
.30
75c., 37c. and 25c.
.17

.2,">

....

1 lot Black Ingrain Lisle H.*v?, white heels
and toes, high spliced and double feet,
never offered less than 5<>c. now
Fast Black dropped stitched, t
rV.i
Maeo yarn, double feet. alwa\s
.ran2 pairs for..

Handkerchiefs.

••

o.'»

Hose, fast colors. Hermsdorf dye. high.
spliced heels and toes..22
5 l*air lor.
$1.00

'*

local hel”
The crew is now at work on
Cedar street between Park and Elm About
5,dm f^et (,f pipe will be laid, completing the
Miller street section westerly from Church
street, with The exception of a short run on
Court street where it will be necessary to

specials aud continuation? of bouafide
bargaius.

are

25c. Dressing Combs, each.10
15c. Linen Collars.09
25c. Linen Cuffs, per pair.15
5oc. Shirt Waists Sets.33
75c. and 50c. Metal Belt Buckles. (
.2o
.25
loc. best quality Lawn Ties.05
15 doz. regular 25c. String Ties, all colors..
.1"
.3 for 25c.;
10 doz. regular 25c. Fancy B >w Ties.
.15
J2 for 25c.
o doz.
regular pOc. Roman Striped Fringed
Ties, all colors.37
Regular 50c. White F. K. Full's. .25
50c. Silk, Lace Trimmed Stock Col-

Mayor
this

HOSIERY.

Here's what we said last week about our waists
At the season's opening we had more waists

32c.. 15c., 17c., 20c. and 25c. Side Combs...
.10
10c. Horn Hair Pins, per doz.05
30c.
17

Thk Sewer Work
Richard P. Stiekney
begau work ou the sewer extension under
his
ntract with the city Monday morning.
He has a crew of 27 men under charge of F.
E
Cottrell, who is employed as foreman.
The rock work will be by band drilling by

use a

SHIRT-WAISTS.

3c. Wire Hair Pins. 2 bunches for..$ .01
Hump Hooks and Eyes.04
10c. Side Combs.
03
25c.
silver tops..10

on

to

a
is

and iiiris* Hose e\vr made, and it p.q s
to buy that kind, we have three
styles
ai 'l the prices were a.'V
-jd.
am: 2.V

.2'

..05

pair, now they are
pairs l->r.... sl.oo

per

for

o

MILLINERY.
NEW STOCK

<
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us

DRESS HA I S,.

HUMMED
trnuiued
are now

by

us

especially for the vacation

offered

at

with

o.\;

in Ql ALI I N

season,

about ONK-Fot'KTH the

a call ami
lain how it is

of materials. There are about twenty :n the lot.
and if you are in need of a hat of any kind we
can save volt dollars bv purchasing fr cn this as-

situ
a

sortment

wo

to

moan

vhat is

s

ciull mouth.

lean

QL AN I I

TV, STNLEand PRICE. Next
will quote now pviees. for wo

cost

wiil

wc
we

«—■

publisher.

Meetings wiil he held it the Peoples' Mission every Tuesday, Thursday. Saturday
and Sunday evening a: 7 o'clock.
All are
welcome.
The regular prayer meeting will be held
at the North diurch this, Thursday, eventopic, “T!ie sin of neglecting
ing. at 7
the health," K m:
.12-1'.
1 Cor. 1»:10-20; !•:
24-27. “Mission w rk in Maine" will be the
topic <*f the meeting next Sunday evening
at 7 Id.
An interesting program will be presented. A collection for missions will be

103 cfc
A

song, Epworth League and prayer service
at 7 15.
Prayer service Tuesday evening at
7.50. Class meeting Thursdav evening at

7.50.

There

was
a
large attendance at the
Baptist church Sunday morning to hear
Mr. E. C. Herrick, Colby '08, who preached
at that service.
Mr. Herrick’s subject was
“The Cross of Christ," which he handled in
a
most satisfactory manner.
During the
time 1m was in Colby, Mr. Herrick was considered one of the best speakers in the college and was one of the men who helped win
the intercollegiate debate.
In the pulpit lie
presents positive statements and has a most
pleasing delivery. He intends to study at
The Newton Theological Seminary the coming year. fWaterville Mail.

The New

ment

time

A

of its news,

complete

local items and

showing improvements

articles

aud

advancement in

the east appear, and the
State of Maine is noted for the tine appearance of its cities and towns, l am
greatly

surprised

following

at the

item in

u

recent

issue of your paper:
The artists who paint advertisements upon rocks aud fences have of late done so in
some instances without consulting the owners of the premises.
One resident in clearing up his lawn left a large rock is a part of
he landscape. He rauie home from down
town one day recently just in time to prevent a man from painting a medicine advt.
on the rock.

Such \ andalism is
this
that

England Fair.

Suggestion from the West.

general make-up can in any way compare
with The Journal.
While from time to

|

section
it

is

and

not

the

longer

no

allowed

penalty is

attempted

even

m

severe

so

any

more.

Owners of

Although there

arc

many fairs iu this

sec-

country every year, there is one
which stands pre eminently above all others
ami this is the New England Fair.
It is
only natural that this should be so, for

tion of tiie

Like every sensible farmer Mr. Allen
subscribes for papers, and one evening as he was
looking over his Skowhegan weekly his eye
chanced to catch a reading notice which proved a
L. Allen.

bonanza for him and brightened his* flagging
spirits over the low price of grain and farm produce, and the high price of commodities which
are necessary for a farmer’s existence. A farmer
reasons in his own peculiar way and he .calls a
spade a spade, s » Mr. Allen says quietly to himself: “I want just such a remedy as Doan’s Kidney Pills. If it carries out faithfully half what
it claims, it will cure my lame back. However
much good may result from one box, little or no
harm can ensue.” The next time Mr. Allen visited

Skowhegan

he made

some

inquiries

at a

drug

store

about the preparation, and was informed that
scores of people in Skowhegan and the surround-

ing country had thoroughly tested Doan’s KidneyPills and published their experience in SkowheThis was enough for Mr. Alien. He
purchased a supply, and what follows is his experience: “Mv kidneys had troubled me a great
deal for a long time. At night I could not lie in
bed on account of pain through the small of my
back. It was difficult for me to stoop over or do
any lifting. I found great relief in the use of
Doan’s Kidney Pills. I am not annoyed at night,
since using them, and I sleep well. My wife was
troubled with backache and other symptoms of
kidney complaint. After using Doan’s Kidney
Pills, she agrees with me iu believing them to be
a reliable kidney medicine.”
Just such emphatic endorsement can be had
right here in Belfast. Call at Kilgore & Wilson’s
drug store aud ask what customers report.
Doau’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents a box;
for sale by all dealers; sent by mail of receipt of
price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
gan papers.

ageuts for the United States.

Remember the
stitute.

name

DOAN’S and take

no

sub-

fancy dry goods,
and LADIES' FURNISHINGS,

105 Main St., Belfast.

To the Editor ok The Journal: I take
as much interest in
reading The Journal today as I used to twenty years ago, and do
not see a paper in the west that for
arrange-

taken.
The services at the Methodist Episcopal
church next Sunday will be as follows:
Lovefeast at '.‘ 50: sermon at 10.45 by Rev.
H. W. Norton of Searsport, followed by the
Holy Communion; Sunday school at 12.15
p. m.; meeting of Junior League at 4.50;

millinery,

WELLS
V¥LLLJ & ffl
lu,j

Churches.

1 he

a dull month.
streets-Augustus Clark had the tirst
while :he ordinary fairs are of necessity
home raised blackberries Aug. 6th....W.
Messrs. J. W. Dougau and Thos. E. Shea, I confined to limited fields, the New England
i warm personal friends of Col. H. E. Mc- has had during the past few years many
E Marsh has marketed this year’s
cabbages
exhibits from the western States and
that weighed 11 pounds apiece.
Donald, wishing to testify their gratification Canada. This
year the fair will be held
at his safe return home from the ptrilous at Portland for the fourth time and it will
A resident of East Belfast had a valuable
Alaska trip, engaged the Belfast Band for a umjestionably be a record breaker both so
young horse taken suddenly ill, and when
far as exhibits and attendance are concernlife appeared almost gone he gave the ani- serenade after the regular band conceit last ed. Tl.e premium list is the
largest ever
Mr. McDonald was offered, more and better attractions have
Thursday
evening.
mal to Z. S. Richards.
Mr. R. had her
been secured than ever before and the enhauled to his stable and treated her for taken completely by surprise, but extended
tries for the races far exceed in number
what he thought was the trouble. He now a warm greeting to the band, collectively those ol
any previous fair.
and
and
no
doubt
their
sweet
individually,
has a good carriage horse, secured at an exParties intending to enter articles of any
kind
iu
t
le New England Fair, Aug. 22 27,
music
tended
to
still
further strengthen his
pense of a trucking bill from the East Side,
should make application by mail to Secreand a week 's supply of medicine. The man opinion that “there is no place like home.”
tary of the Fair at Portland. Illustrated
who gave him the horse thought Mr. R. iu
Shipping Items. Scb. Senator arrived catalogue free.
offer
was
4th
from
accepting the
Winterport to load hay at the
assuming the bill of Aug.
F. G. White Co.’s for Bar Harbor-Sell.
burial expenses of the horse.
John M. Fiske sailed Aug 4th for Roekport
Maple Grove Camp Meeting.
The
to load lime for Boston... .Sell. Emma W
annual camp meeting of the Church of God
arrived Aug. 4th from Boston with
will be held on Maple Grove Camp Ground, Day
leatherboard stock for Sherman & Co. ami This information to Farmers Around
North Searsport, beginning Thursday evenloaded hay for Boston for A. M. Carter...
Belfast is Worth More than the
ing, Aug. 25th, ami continuing ten days.
Sell. Anna Peudleton arrived Aug. 6th, with
Present Value of a Bin Full of
The opening sermon will be by Rev. Perley
coal for the F. G. White Co. from New
Grain.
Andrew’s of Searsport Friday, at 10 30 a. m.
The meetings will he non-sectarian and York. She will be overhauled and reclassIn Somerset county, between Skowhegan and
ed at Carter & Co.’s-Sch. Isaac Orbetjn
all are invited.
The program will be as
arrived Aug. 6th from New York with ejal Pittsfield, near Canaan P. O., there lives a good,
usual—prayer meetings at 1) a. m. iu the
hard working tiller of the soil, named C.
fur Swan &
Co....Sell. Lester A. honest,

cial

Sibley
chapel; preaching, at 10 30 a. m. and 2 p. m. ;
Lewis arrived Aug. 7tli from Hoboken with
I H-ayer and praise meetings every evening
Mkl'Mo.n. A pleasant company ! at 7. Good order will be kept on the grounds coal for the F. G. White Co.Schooner Sea
Bird of Belfast, which stranded on Naushon
d the Farnham house, Stockton
No games of any kind
both night and day.
island while on a passage from Boston for
several weeks. They are tlie
will be allowed, or drinks of any kinds sold
Promised Land with a cargo of empty barrels,
■ I children
on or about the grounds.
and great grandThose wishing to
but was subsequently floated and towed to
Mrs.Edith Fletcher. Mrs. Samuel rent cottages or obtain board or lodging will
Vineyard Haven, has been condemned. Her
■•lighter,Addie Belle ;Bennie May apply to the president of the grounds, C. C.
cargo of oil barrels will be forwarded to the
1
--rry of Portland; Mrs. Albert Moody, Monroe.
destination by schooner Ada Herbert, and
Mrs. Larena Ishba of Melrose,
Excursions. Last Saturday the Castine the vessel will be stripped.
Joseph Field and two children, took an excursion from
Lincolnville and
Fire on Northport Avenue. The dwell-Merrill,of Charlestown, Mass.;
Camden to the dance at the Town Hall,
ing house of Mrs. Sarah W. Brown on
N. Black of Belfast and Mrs.
Hewes’ Point, Islesboro-Sunday the BelNorthport Avenue was burned last Tuesan and son Murray, recently
fast Band joined the Old Town Baud on the
day morning about 8 o'clock. The buildol, Eng., comprise the company
steamer Salacia’s excursion to Northport
ings consisted of a story and a half house
Mrs. Willard Berry is expected t\>
and down the bay. The bands gave con- and
stable, and all were totally destroyed.
ii a few days.
As Mr. Clifford
certs at the Camp Ground and on the trip.
The fire was discovered in the hay in the
family live in the village, Mrs.

j

new

cents

of

VXDERV^t“

HANDKERCHIEFS.

FAM d RIBBONS, and manv other items priced last week
It
8nd ^tessive store, so here's for
good business and a cleaning of sum-

b“*y

8

—

New Advertiseme.vts

advance

me

rubber goods Poor & Son are
seliirig at the old prices. See what they
plares between the gambrel and stirle. The say of water pad trusses... .Chase & Doak
animal was killed
It is supposed she
are making way down prices on watches.
kicked >. ver the stall and broke the leg in See advt. of
Searsport Savings bank_II
getting down.
A. Starmt Main street, adverties a clearS. A. Littlefield «N Co. have closed their ance sale of lawns, dimities shallies and
fruit store, recently opened on Phu-nix ! ginghams, and many other
bargains are ofLow, and have leased the st"re in the Wii- I fered.
damson block, opposite, formerly occupied
Xew Landlord.
George W. Patterson
by the American Express Co., where they retired yesterday as landlord of the Comw:! 1 carry a line of hoots, shoes, men’s
monwealth Hotel and Edward H. Knowl-

in

damages

!

Thompson.

William

the

FletcLer went
business.

a

T

steamer of the Boston A: Bano

who carries

f

Albert Pierce of
:*-d

salesman

by

F. F. Phillips. Gentlemen—Fred A. Condon, Mr. J. F. Knowlton, Mr. H. II. Wheeler,
Mr. T. B.

warranted.

heard in Ban-

Symouds

W.

advertised letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending
August b: Ladies—Mrs. Mary E. Butts, Miss
Grace E Field, Mrs. Edwin Lawrence, Mrs.
List of

company of Boston,
in town in the person

h'8

ab"e5 «OSIER'r-

r,'-vt
M NTINL,

-'I ALL \\

NEW PRICES THIS WEEK:

The Belfast b-per cents fall due Monday,
15th. and the refunding committee
have made the necessary arrangements to
retire these bonds, which will be replaced

Last Sunday was something like the old
campmeeting week on Northport
avenue.
From
3 30 to 6 o’clock
in the
afternoon W. H. Clifford counted 60
bicycles, 228 single teams, 5 double teams and
o buck boards going past his house toward
the city.

1

SM^lL wIres
Aht-s,

mergood”

auspices-of Aug

time

The latest

Kelley,

the

C. E.
She will be assisted by
Mr. F. W. Chase, Mrs. E. P. Frost, a male
quartette, and other local talent.
the Y. P. S.

advertised a clearence sale and offered manv articles
of our stock from 1-3 to 1
less tliau
Th,s week we give you an
entirely new array of , rices at the same ratio for the sale
every day this month.
Prices quoted in last week's adv. hold good as Ion- as
the merchandise
we

It
TOWELS
h-L^.

mens.

specially steamer City id Bangor, reports a novel extine line of fruit and ornamental shrubbery. |
perience while on a recent trip from Boston.
This is an old established company that has He
says that when about midway between
been doing business for more than a quarter
Mouhegan and Seguin a whale followed
of a ciitury and has a good reputation for
alongside the steamer, and, as William tells
square dealing.
Every article is thoroughly ! it. “He watched his chance and came up

suffering from a severe
left foot, sustained while at
k
the railroad yard.
J

a

of Mr. A. S.

Saturday

nadir last

has

Mass.,

a

Frank’.u O Greer jamcinte

day evening, Aug. 17, under

Whiting Nursery

The

a severe

kick

a

Bradbury, $5.

Condition of fruit, t‘>2 per cent.: grain, 9."
per rent.; hoed crops, ‘.Hi percent.
Property ms of hay harvested, 80 per cent.
Potato
beetles about the same as usual. New insecticides, Bug Death, with good results.
Slight indications of rust on potatoes. Some
Bordeaux mixture being used.

The

t

Miss Elizabeth K. Robbins will give a
violin recital in tbe Baptist vestry, Wednes-

county.

cucumbers are
d by the Boston M Bangor
rate of a dozen barrels or
f1

:

I

.ton,

Three full-blooded beagle hounds, five
old, owned by John Hil!, were at the
City Drug Store Monday night where they
were admired by mauy
Dogs of this breed
are not common ami these are fine speciweeks

this

pr,ces,n.a'ket
will be on

few year* ago

a

party of nineteen spent the afternoon
Tuesday at the Stapies-Knowlton-Shermau
cottage near the battery. A clam chowder
made by A. G. Gilmore and Henry Staples
was served

yesterday.

bulletin of the
State Board of Agriculture gives the following summary of crop reports from Waldo

spring

Sk

r

Miss Caroline

The Crops.

Chas. E. JohnFoote & Co. of
ted with a number of farmers
plant cucumbers for that
works
Thirty-seven acres
Last

:

The musical under the auspices of the
Cniversalist society, announced for this
evening, has been postponed until a later
date, of which due notice will be given.

:

Last week

*

I
1>I V/ 1 P
G.

the next two weeks.

A

Humor*, tree!

vated ones sold at 14: blueberries at 12 anj
cultivated blackberries at 15.

Pensious have been granted as follows.
Increase, Francis A. Gilbreth, Belfast, >10
to 512. Willard F. Kendall, Brooks, 58 to
512: Jas. H. Robinson, Castiue, -512 to 514:
James W. Grindle, North Penobscot, 510 to
517.

Jr., has a cotton plant at his
:l seed grown by himself in
which has three well develH- saved the cotton he raised
w:i. soou have two years’

Belfast

•

• •

_Sale

Boston.

Marshall left yesterday
The State Assesfor Ham ck < auty
iu session in Hancock and
are to be
C

Geo. Lambert, wife and daughter of Or-

Charles Palmer and wife of Boston visitfriends in Belfast and Montville tbe tirst
of tbe week They left for home

$5

now

npe

to

---—

riugton called -»u friend* in Belfast yesterday Mr Lambert is the inventor of the plow
coulters which were manufactured in East

ed

Among the recent acknowledgments of
Treasurer Higginson, Boston, of contributions for the Volunteer Aid were the following from Belfast; Mr. Albion Bradbury,

rs

family

with his

Win

Washington ounties

Raspberries hold on well this season.
raspberries were quite plentiful in the
market Tuesday, retailing at 12 cts. CultiWild

Hustus of Providence, R I.
E.
siting her mother, Mrs

noun
s

Sold thronehnnt the world. Potter Dptgawd rtr*w
Bostoa. How to Cure Baby

Cosp.. Prop*.,

Saturday, Aug. 27th.

eternal hope,
»weet Paradise

r

be held

remove

Hon.

SrtEDT Crp.B Treatmf-t for FvErT Babt HrMon
WITH Loss of Hair. —Warm hatha with
CrnccR*
soap, followed by gentle anointing* with Citiccr*
purest of emollient *£in cure*.

iu

incense rise:

right

.m

Waldo

Jackson with Geo. E. Brackett Lodge.
Full particulars will
be given later.

and droop,

will fad*

wers

A

session of

District

mound shall

-;..s

will

Chicago,

regular quarterly
Lodge, Good Templars, will

The

>t—this grassy grave—
g I

sale.

on

has

heart-breaking.

The young ladies of the Epworth League
will give a sociable Friday evening, Aug.
12th, on the lawn at No 7 Court street. During the evening ice cream and cake will be

from

been visitMrs. Mary H Smith, who
ing her brother, Clias. F Ginn, returned to
her home at Prospect Ferry yesterday.
Geo. A Beckett has sold his trucking
team and business to John A. Leightou, and

little toy broke out with an
itching rash.
I tried three doctors and medical college but
he kept getting worse.
There teas not one
square inch of ski non his tcholebody unafeeted.
He was one mass of sores, and the stench
was
frightful. In removing the bandages they
wo ;’. 1 take the skin with
them, and the poor
child's screams were
After
the second application of Cctictra
(ointI
saw
ment)
signs of improvement, and the
sores to dry up. Ilis skin peeled off
twenty
times, but now he is entirely cured.
ROB'T WATT AM. 4728 Cook st.,
Hi.

bowels.

Mass., returned home by boat yesterand vicinity.
a visit in Belfast

man,

day

M

A valuable team horse belonging to W. A.
Moody fell in the harness on the street here
Saturday and died iu a few minutes of in-

•liee, living yet
*weet immortal worth,
and grief, and fret,

>ss

SHEDSKIN
20 TIMES

Manager Cottrell of the Opera House an“The Nancy Hauks” Company, for
Monday night, Aug. 22nd.

tried,

Mrs. H P. Brown ana daughter Olga of
New York are guests of Miss Sarah R.
Gardner.
Mr and Mrs. A R Cobb of East Whit-

property cannot permit it being
done upon natural formation in this State.
The city of Denver has just passed an ordinance requiring removal aud prohibiting all
kinds of signs being tacked within the city
either upon public or private property and

requiring telegraph

and

telephone poles

to

be painted and kept sightly. Is it not time
Maine took to such improvements?
Yours truly,
F. W. Anuier.
Denver, Colo., Aug. 1, 1898.
A Grand

Army

Time at Windermere.

Friday, Aug. 12tl), at the Clough Memorial
build ng, Windermere, Park, Unity, t he Second annual anniversary of the dedication
of the building will be observed. An elaborate program has been arranged for the
day. In the morning there will be an oration by Hon. Warren C. Philbrookof Waterville, fol.owed by a picnic dinner. About 2
p. in. a grand camp tire will be held, with
addresses by Department Commander C. A.
Southard of Lewiston, Dr. A. J. Billiugs of
Freedo n, John Gordon of Brooks, Hon.
Warrei. C.ftPliilbrook of Waterviile, and
others more or less prominent in Grand
Army

circles.

matter in

Editor

thk

having

men

open to all

Pets.

Tuf ,J >ik\\.
The
when many are seeking I

of

come

ami

Established injl^do.
pleasure at tin* summer resorts and 1
we hope it may not be too
j CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
late, nor in vaiu, that we appeal to such
j1
people in behalf of a class of pets which SURPLUS,
$33,000
should have the sympathy, or at least the
rs SOI.K'I 1’KI)
OKl’OSI
care due them, from those to whom
they berest

long.
We mean the kittens which every year ;
Safe deposit boxes for rent at $d. >5. v>.5 > an
left uncared for at those places, to starve
ear.
S'' a
when the people have returned to their !
K.-vu Maine
our mav vault is um-<|uahMt
homes and even waste food ami garbage
and UNEXCELLED in security acainst tire
1
ire no
are

longer available. It may be that
sometimes the pet cannot be secured when
the time comes for departure, but more
often

fear it is

we

is certain
all the

to

be

one

gatherings

this

of

left,

ble

of

ment

ami

beuet.it from her needed

rest

m

season.

the exercises of the

who

All

are

day

are

come.

Resolutions of Respect.
The following resolutions were adopted by Geo.
G. Davis W. K. C. of Brooks, August 3, 1898:
Whereas, the angel of death has visited us and
severed another link in the fraternal ehain that,
binds us together, by removing from our midst
our beloved sister,Cemantlia Stimpson. Therefore
be it
Resolved, That by her death this Corps has lost
a faithful and esteemed member, one who was
ever ready and willing when duty called. Our
hearts go out in loving sympathy to the dear ones
she has left behind, wishing we might comfort
them in their sorrow and loneliness. But although
our hearts are sad at the thoughts of losing her,
we bow in submission to the will of Him who has
taken our sister away, for we know He Uoetli all
things well.
“Rest, sister, from thy labor, rest in God’s eternal
love.
He has called thee to thy mansion to dwell with
Him above.
Our hearts are sad without thee, yet the Ma>ter
hid thee come.
Submissively we yield thee, His will, not ours, be
done.”
Resolved, That our charter be draped in mourning for thirty daye. That a copy of these resolutions be placed on the records of our Corps, also a
copy be sent to the family of our sister, and to the
leading papers for publication.
Marv M. Hours,
1 Committee
Lelia M. Stimpson,
on
Rosa J. Hobbs,
) Resolutions.

j

Miss Edith Conner of Spring Prairie, Wisconsin, is a guest of her uncle, E. R. ConMr.
and Mrs.
Conner and Miss
ner.
Conner visited friends in Bangor yesterday
Miss C. is a teacher in the public schools of
Sheboygan, and a graduate of White Water
Normal school.

E. H.

short summer outings are seriously bin- j
dered by the neglect and ill usage sin- sees
of such pets at those places. One beautiful |
kitten was found by some boys at the sin re
one

of

campgrounds

and

was

were

caught

rescued.

in their

Another

cruelty

and the

left

pet
the

season

too

much to say iu their behalf.

was

late

tn

hoys were throwing stones
at it.
It was too frightened to be captured,
ami escaped, probably to starve or free/e.
Do not say "only a eat,” ami think tins
and

It

is

a

worthy of attention from the Humane
Society anil we thiuk it should he made an

cause

have the exclusive
t
.v b. from the

can

M. D.

DURam,

Fitting of Glasses
Hie

J
!

and

Eye and Ear

a

Diseases of

Specialty.

Office hours until !» a.
From 1 2.dO to d and 7

repeatedly

thrown off into the water by then., until

they

returns; boxes

privilege of taking theii b.-xes

1

her

of

burglary in the country.

Those
vaults.

not being thought worth the trouremembering. In that case they
should be humanely put out of the way. We
know of one lady, an invalid, whose enjoyare

m.

to S p.

SEARS POET.

m.

MAINE.

('"WKCnoN.
ill be in Iteltast every Tuesday
>tli tv I'vei'.k W. FerjrusiuuV

1 Kl.KPtlONK

fr mi 1
M r. u -:

>\

DR. W. L.

^Veterinary

WEST,
Surgeon.-*^

-f

governing all resorts that
should lie cared for or put
Office and Pharmacy at Belfast Livery «v.
out of the way wheu the season closes.
and Hospital 17 Congress street.
Do not, I eutreat you, keep a summer’s Residence
K>sii*u>v !' •. (*:
pet, perhaps for children, and tlieu leave it Office Telephone 8-2.
to suffer wheu you have had your
pleasure.
If the humane law of kinduess toward ail
rreatures

>

creatures
the

young

soon

t

(jraduate and .Medalist
Ontario Veterinary Jollege.

item in the laws

such

he

was
a

seen

>

2-L

regarded and taught to all
change for the better would
iu rising
generations, and the

heart softened toward the animal creation
would not so often be insensible to
sympathy and duties toward humanity itself.
I

Z. Oil a

August 1st.

daily, until further notice.
and from

A. m. to 12 m

( II As.

Family Reunions.

of the

Grand

ami

i

intention that they

from

The committee who have the

in Maine

welcome, and

our

campgrounds,

charge have been untiring in their

efforts, and this
most pleasant of
Army

To

season

Plea tor

The annual reunion of the
will be held at Mr. IV m.

II.

1 .B('to 4
tlK.I

s

Belfast, duly 28, is;is,

c

N I

1

rom

m

( oilortoi.

:;ott

Norton family

Grady’s, Palermo,
Saturday, Aug. 20, lx;i,s. All dcoendants are
cordially invited to attend. Picnic dinner.
[Eva N. Ripley, Ser’v.
The fifth annual reunion of the Herrick
family will he held Monday, Sept. 5 at tinhome of Joseph F. Herrick, Northport. All
the connections are
cordially invited to
attend. Should the weather
prove unfavorable >t will in held the first fair

day.

Skip this, if You Chews.
Kicliard Harding Davis says our
hoys
field would light much better if

the

iu

tbey

hail

plenty of tobacco. That is what ails
Spain, perhaps; she now has no navy to
back her. [Kennebec Jouruai.
How’s This!
We offer One Hundred Dollars reward for
any
of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by Hall’s
Catarrh Cure.
F. ,7. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
case

Cheney

for the past 15 years, and believe him
perfectly
honorable in all business transactions and finan

BOSTON, MASS.
K\t*rv
ami shrubs ol all kinds
article 'fully warranted, t »ur nurseries are in l»oJ
Chester and Belmont, five miles from Boston Our
salt sman is now in town solid mg orders.

Hardy

trees

Home (.
Bleak

row n

New

Slock for

l.ngland.

DR. JOHN STEVENS,
Opera

House Block.

Special attention given
yhroat.

to

diseases

of iinv

ami

Iy2

Flour, Hay aii straw.'"
I have in store 1»>«> barrels November, 18117.
ground Hour, Snow White, Albion. Hyperion and
l’illsbury’s Best. This is superior to winter or
spring made Hour. Also hay by the cargo, car or
bale. Straw by the lot or bale. I will make low
31 tf
prices. Call.
ALIfKltT M. CAItTKIC.
4

Front

St reef

anti

Sibley’s Wharf.

cially able

to carry out any obligations made
by
their firm.
West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
acting
direetlj upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. Testimonials sent free. Price 75c

per bottle.

Sold

by all Druggists.

4w2G

15. L. PITCH Kit’S black mare, weighs about
1400 lbs 7 years old, at a bargain ; also one carriage horse. Apply to
W. H. WALTON, Gurney’s Mills.
P. 0. address, Belfast, Me.

GOOD FRIENDS

AND TRUE.

rows

Mary Ann stood on the back porch,
churning. Her dress was neatly tucked
away from the contact of splashing but-

enough from flecks of sky, green leaves,
splashing buttermilk.
Inside the dim sitting-room her mother

or

nodded

to the musical rhythm of the
and the buzzing of two flies,
high
the window pane. The needle, stuck
hall way through the cross stitches in the
heel ol Mary Ann's
stocking, was held'
perilously close to the gray head bending
over it and
bobbing up again at regular
intervals. The warm, languorous June
day courted sleep, the churn dasher outside rose and fell
monotonously, and its
cadence mingled with Mrs. Smither’s
dreams.
Presently there came a rap of bony
knuckles at
the front
door.
Mrs.
Mil it her s head gave a final
jerk upward
ami liei eyes blinked open.
She rose and
hastened to the door, the stocking still in
her hand.
“Oh, it is you, Liza?” she said. Come
right in, l was half asleep when you
knocked—these long summer days makes
*

churn,
on

so

drowsy.

Liz gave her skirts a shake.
“It s awful hard for people to
keep
clean in Kansas," she complained, “with
the wind Mowin’ the dust all over creation.
she seated herself and glanced
smilingi\ about her.
“It’s uice in here,
though, she added, “and 1 am mighty
glad 1 found you at home, because l came
on special business.”
“I hope you didn't come
beggin* for
the church," said Mrs. Smithers. “There
ain t a red cent in the house, and won’t,
be until Mary Ann finishes the churnin’
and sells the butter.
“1 hat's her churnin’ now ain't it?”
asked Liza.
“Yes.
Why?”
Tve got somethin' to say 1 don’t
want her to hear, that’s ali.”
she took
oil her mittens anti smoothed them out
across her lap.
“Sarah,” she began solemnly, after an
awkard pause, “I've always beeu a good
friend to you haven't 1?”
“’Bout as good as any friend
I've
answered Mrs. Smithers, with a
got,
curious intonation which was lost on
Liza, so intent w as she upon the subject
in hand.
“Well, I’ve come to do you a friend’s
turn now.'’
Here she paused again, and
Mrs. Smithers,drawing her needle
through
held it suspended,
waiting to hear.
“Sometimes,” Liza went on, “people’s
own kinfolks is the
very last ones to hear
things that s going’ on—talk, 1 mean—
and that ain’t right.
If there’s talk
goin' on, the ones nearest of kin ought to
be the first to hear it.
Leastways, that’s
Ain't it yours. Sarah?”
my opinion.
saran

dryly.
Liza rolled the mittens
neatly together
uepenus.

sam

and turned the hem of one over both.
“Vov supposin’,” she said, at a slight
loss for words for once, “that 1 had a
girl
like Mary Ann-"
Mrs.
Smithers involuntarily started,
hoi a second she shook as if with a chill.
“And people was goin' round talkin’
about her.' Wouldn’t ft be
your duty to
come and tell me'?”
Mrs. Smithers did not reply.
Her
wrinkled face had turned a palish yellow
under the tan from the Kansas winds.
1 lie stocking had fallen iut.<> her
lap.
“Of course it would," continued
Liza,
•ai-(. >o I’m goin* to tell
you this, because
1 think you ought to know it.”
she coughed twice behind her hand before she began again.
"As near as 1 can make
out," Hie said.
it \v s this
way: Jake Saunders was
i(
aiong the road from Mulvane >atiii»i;i\ mght- j 111iqk it was:
yes, ]’m sure
it was .‘Saturday night- -and he saw two
young people dvivin’ towards him i:i a
bugg\ in the shadow of the trees. It was
blight moonlight, you know, and when
they come out from under the shadow the
young fellow threw his arms around tlie
gill's neck and kissed her! Kissed her
light tlieie in the moonlight wiieie Jake
Saunders con d
where anybody
see,
could er seen what had a mind to look!
u fbe name of common
sense, didn't
he kiss her when they were in the shadow
of the trees'?
That’s what I’d like to
know.
Sarah, that young fellow was
Charlie Sullivan, and the
girl—well, the
giii was—Mary Ann!"
Mrs. Smithers had
mechanically taken
up her w ork, an 1 was slowly running the
long needle through the heel of Mary Ann's
stocking. She pressed the threads down
with her tiiumn nail and
snipped off a
stray end with 1 er scissors. Her face was
as t liemotion*,) i as if carved in
stone, but
the lingers that held the scissors trembled
a little.
A

phlox

and sweet-williams

as

she

[Peterson's Magazine.
Uncle Sam’s

Cash.

Pwhat

Lydia

E. Pinkham's

Vegetable
Compound

has done for
I feel like
another woman.
I had such dreadful headaches

me.

through

my
temples and
on top of my
li" head, that I
y nearly went
l crazy: was a 1 so
1 troubled with
1 chills.was very
l weak: my left
H side from my
3 shoulders to
my waist pain-

4^

j
j

i could not

terribly,
sleep
Plasters would help for a
the pain.
while, but as soon as taken off, the pain
would be just as bad as ever.
Doctors
prescribed medicine, but it gave me no
relief.
".Now I feel so well and strong,
have no more headaches, and no
pain in side, and it is all owing to
I cannot praise it
your Compound.
enough. It is a wonderful medicine.
I recommend it to every woman I
know.”
eel me

lor

“To remove face blemishes, blackheads, pimples,
nurses recommend the use of

redness, etc., trained

Comfort <jp owder

Register

of

Deep

Water

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, M L Park, sailed from New
York July 30 for Hong I\ .ug.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from
New York May 29for San Francisco; spoken
July 0, lat 0 S, Ion 33 W.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from
Honolulu June 2 for Delaware Breakwater.

Bangalore,

A N

Blanchard,

cleared from

New York May 10 for Yokohama; spoken,
June 13, lat 7 S, Ion 28 \V.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Honolulu June 2(5 from Victoria, B. C.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from Shanghae July 29 for Hong Kong and
New York.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, arrived at Zanzibar June 4 from New York.
Gov Robie, B F Colcord, arrived at Hong
Kong Aug 1 from New York.
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, arrived at
New York July 17 from Honolulu.
Josephus, J. H. Park, sailed from New
York April In for Hong Kong; spoken April
27, lat nr, 25 N, loll 4»; 48 w.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived
at Hong Kong June 8 from New York; in
port June 25.
May Flint, ED P Nichols, atHiogo June 14
for New York.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R D Rice, Carver, sailed from San Fran-

tense

land*’

July 29 for Comux.
Reaper, O C Young, arrived at San Francjsco April 23 from l'hiiadelpliia.
R R Thomas, (' G Nichols, sailed from
Hong Kong May 25 for New York.
Sachem, Sew ail Nichols, arrived at Boston
July 18 from Singapore.

hunting

m

Easy
The
Easy

Food

Easy
Easy

Cook,
Eat,

Easy

Digest.

Buy,

uaker Oats

pkgs. onl>

SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Giikey, cleared from
Washington, D C, July 80 for Bangor.
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at New York

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.
THC CENTAUR

you remember
When we last, did meet,
How you told me that you loved
Kneeling at my feet?

heart,

And then

a

sad,

portentous refrain from

i
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Is a true expression where health
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Good Biood means good health.
Poor Biood means disease.
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SEEDS and

GROCERIES.
COLMNKI

IllKODuKK

HOMSKVKI.r

Ini|)orters of -Satlr.

been cheered from the “bleachers” for his
track athletics, we believe a large span
may be fetched; but the unanimity <»f spirit
and high patriotism prevailing throughout the troop has brought them together
This
shoulder to shoulder, man to man.
is rarely line, and preaches a whole reis
best
in
for
the
of
what
success
ligion
our republic.
When one inquires what
centralizing force lias been able to bring
this singleness of aim about, the answer
is unavoidable that it has been the convincing personality and charm of Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt.
Since Theodore Roosevelt graduated
from Harvard in 1880, he lias played many
parts. In political life lie has been a New
York State Assemblyman, United States
Civil Service Commissioner, Police Commissioner of New York City, and Assistant Secretary of the Navy,
in literature
he is well known as the author of several
historical works, and descriptions and
stories of Western frontier life.
£ST m
When Roosevelt organized his troop the
President offered to make him colonel, blit
be declined the commission.
“I am not
fitted to command a regiment,” he said,
have
had
no
“for 1
military training.
Later, after I have gained some experithat
It lias
ence, perhaps
may come.”
come now, and also recommendation for
the medal of honor for gallant conduct in
action.
Pictures of the Rough Riders and the
other forces that took part in the siege of
Santiago, from photographs taken during
the engagement, will he found in the Santiago (July JOth) number of Harper’s

monotonous,

—Hally, sweet Hally,
For the thought of her is one tliat. ne’er
dies.
She is sleeping in the valley,
And the mocking bird is singing where she
lies.
Then over the almost breathless silence,
trilled clear and sweet, came the halfhushed chorus:
Listen to the mocking bird,
The mocking bird still singing o’er her
grave;
Listen to the

mocking bird,
Still singing where the weeping willows
wave.

were made
bright with
thoughts of “When Johnny Comes March- Weekly.
ing Home,” and though many a one nev-

Weary hours

The refrain was caught up instantly by
the entire regiment, also the ThirtyThen
sixth Massachusetts, next in line.

*

Navigation

Commissioners' N

me

Freedom.

|

...thk...

over the battle“Just Before the Battle, Mother.”
It was echoed in Northern and Southern
hearts alike and was often their death
knell.
A song sung by both sides alike by simply changing the “blue” for the “gray”
—a cry that was in every soldier’s heart,
on every woman’s lips—was “When the
Cruel War Is Over.” Aud with the
thought of she who, grown weary of waiting, often as sweet as the mocking bird’s
trill, there floated up with the smoke of
the camp lire on the still night air the
dream of

cry of

NLW YORK CITY.

Bangor

fields,

Rally once again,
Shouting the battle

TT MURRAY STBttT.

the Red Letters before it
is wrapped <p. 35 cents.
Avoid imitations.

uo

came

COMPANY,

Maine Coast

EfgT* Ask for “L

dom of those whom nature endowed with
so rare a gift as Casting sunshine about
them and who gave us jesting songs,
minor key, “Many are
others wailed in
the hearts that are waiting to-night.” Or
there was a despairing appeal from somebody’s love:
Dearest

Always Bought

BEARS THE SIGNATURE OF

to them what
to the North.

j

•

“The Kind You Have

good

this old song
er came marching back,
July 18 from Bangor.
rang with mocking refrain through many
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at years.
a
long night worn with
Many
New York July 21 from Carrabelle, Fla,
has been ended by pleasant
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from waiting
dreams, as some belated watcher, strayBrunswick, Ga, July 20 for Boston.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from Ho- ; ing along the street, sang “When Johnny
Comes Marching Home.”
buken July 31 for Belfast.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Bangor j
More martial m air yet
fitting any |
June 18 for New York.
string of jingle was “Tramp, Tramp,
Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from ! Tramp, tlie Boys are Marching,” *and no \
Jacksonville July 27 for Boston.
of all the war seemed to so well fit I
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Phila- song
the roll of the drum as this.
Many a j
delphia July 28 from Bath.
R W Hopkins, Hichhorn, arrived at Balti- time have the flagging, depleted ranks
been sent merrily, hopefully, onward by
more June a from Port Tampa.
Sallie rOu, W H West, cleared from Car- the cry of “Cheer up, comrades, they
York.
31
for
New
will come.”
rabelle, Fla, July
Tufa, A S Wilson, sailed from Philadel“The Battle Cry of Freedom” was by
phia July 21 for Santiago.
far the most popular song of the war—
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
It was
the one the boys all rallied to.
Perth Amboy July 22 for Bostou.
written in 1801 and sung at a public
meeting in Union Square, New York. A
For Over Fifty Tears.
family of singers rendered it on that
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs. occasion, and it so electrified the masses
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for that they burst in upon the chorus after
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
the second verse, with wild enthusiasm.
their children while teething, with perfect A writer
says that “during the terrible
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
battle of the Wilderness, on the 0th of
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
when the enemy’s ranks had
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleas- May, 1804,
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every received a maddening onslaught and been
world.
cents
a
botbroken
Twenty-five
by the Ninth Corps, which bepart of the
tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and came exposed to a flank attack, and were
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and j driven back in disorder,
stumbling over
take no other kind.
their own dead comrades, they had retreated but a few yards when they again
formed and confronted the enemy. Just
CA.STORIA.
then some gallant fellow in the ranks of
j* The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
the Fifty-fifth Pennsylvania began to
sing—his voice rising above the din of
battle:
We’ll rally round the flag, boys,
Mothers lose their dread for "that terrible
summer” when they hare Dr.
second
Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry in the
Nature’s
house.
specific for summer complaints of every sort.

your child by ac
which
some
substitute
druggist may o ’,
cheap
makes
a
few
more
he
(because
pennies on ig), :
gredients of which even he does not know.

Maryland, my Maryland!
While it required all of the wit and wis-

i

endanger the life cf

not

a

Maryland, my Maryland!
I'll take the nearest ford and go,
I'll h-ave thee, darling, to the foe.
Bur do not let him kick me so,

1

Sarah, I

Do Not Be Deceived.
Do

“John Brown's
The popularBody”
of
both
was
ity
immediate, intense, and
as lasting as time.
No song of the South
so shared the glory of
“Dixie” as did
“Maryland, My Maryland.” Ouards \vli •
patrolled the city of Baltimore during die
war said that in many a threshold
supposed to be neutral, at midnight, and with
had
heard
the
mufsuppressed zeal, they
fled music of the song. Alter the insurgent forces failed to take and hold Maryland, some war-time wag set the welkin
ringing with;
All me! I’ve had enough of thee,
Maryland, my Maryland!
Dear land, thou art too dear for me,
was

cisco

from Phiiadelpiiia.
Olive Tburlow, J O Hayes, cleared from
Pensacola July 29 for Boston.
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Hong
Kong June 28 from Newcastle.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, cleared from
Bridgewater, N S, July 25 for Buenos Ayres.
Rose Iuuis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
New York Aug 2 for Rio Janeiro.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, cleared from
Rajang March 28 for Shanghai.
St Lucie, arrived at Rio Janeiro March 28
from New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grifhn, cleared
from Boston July 2 for Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived
at Barbadoes July 1(5 from New York.

<

enthusiasm, “Maryland, My Marywas

r

—--

Perhaps nothing has shown the wonderful adaptability of the average American
more than the way in which the meu of
the greatest differences in training, birth,
and condition, drawn with an impartial
estimate of fitness from all over the country, and now composing the already historic “Rough Riders,” have been able to
sink every consideration of personal preference or habit to join heartily iu the
spirit of discipline and daring which has
brought the troop to its present condition
of effectiveness. From the cowboy, whose
feats iu the saddle have been the admiration of a border people who havfc known
the Apaches, to the college man who has

Whether the latter lost him the battle
of Bull Hun or not, the song most laughably recites it.
But, touching the Southern heart to in-

j

has borne and does now bear
— on r
^
the fac- simile signature of
wrapt
This is the original “CASTORIA” which has been lithe homes of the Mothers of America, for over thirty y,
LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that
the kind you have always bought
and has the signature of
per. No one has authority from me to use my name c
The Centaur Company, of which dies. II. Fletcher is Pi

have gone the round of newspapers
that the Queen Regent of .Spain had decided to abdicate her throne iu favor of
her young son. bo it was in the early
part of 1807 in reference to Queen Victoria.
In both cases the abdication is spoken of
as if it were of common occurence,
yet
history shows that voluntary abdication is
rare.
According to the author of “If the
Queen had Abdicated,” in the August
number of Harper’s Magazine—the queen
in this case being Victoria -there has
been no case of voluntary abdication in
England, and only half a dozen cases iu
“in 79 B.C. bulla abdiall as follows:
In :jOb
cated the dictatorship of Rome.
A.D. Diocletian abdicated the imperial
In lb bo Charles V. of Spain abdithrone.
cated.
Then there are the abdications
of Christina of Sweden in 10b4, Philip V.
of Spain in 1724, and Louis Bonaparte of
Holland in 1810.”

Yankee Doodle, Doodle Duo,
Yankee Doodle Dandy;
And so to keep his courage up,
He took a drink of brandy.

!

1

7, DR. SAMUEL FiTCHER, of Hyannis, Massachuv
was the originator cf “CAS TOR I A,” the same

Many times during the past few months

Just so they do now, more than 30 years
after. Whether for quicker wit or readier
material, “Yankee Doodle*’ moved to
livelier step, and found more and apter
verses, no one would say, but such was
the ca&c. If the North satirized “Dixie,”
the South took the same liberty and gave
us
“Another ‘Yankee Doodle,’
which
began with
Yankee Doodle had a mind
To whip the Southern traitors,
Because, they didn't choose to live
On codfish and potatoes.
With a delicate reference to the way the
Northern soldiers were said to take to the
Southern peach brandy—

Vessels

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR EIGHT T
THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD “CASTORIA,” AND
“PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” AS OUR TRADEMARK.

rumors

Doodle, Doodle Doo,
And Yankee Doodle Dandy,
Together live in Washington
With l ncle Sam and Andy.

LETTER

To MOTHERS.

The August issue of “Table Talk”
fu ruislies excellent aud timely reading and
helps for the housewife. It opens with
an interesting article on Wayside Wanderings and Wedge-Wood Study,” by Martha
Bockee Flint, that will interest most
“Let Fall the Curtains,” is by
women.
Virginia Lyndall Dunbar, who is widely
known to the reading public.
The article
is of practical help
to the housewife.
Among others are “The Olympian Banquet,” “Peach Dainties,” “Home Laundry,”etc., etc., besides its other regular
practical departments so ably conducted
by its staff of Editors. A sample copy will
be sent free to any <>1 our readers addressing Table Talk Publishing Co., Philadelphia Pa.

Dixie

Its great medicinal properties relieve all skin irritations, and product a tine complexion.” Kathleen lialloway, Trained Nurse, Camden, N.J.

AN OPEN

Literary News and Notes.

Uncle Sam, with General Grant,
And Yankee Doodle Dandy,
Sought and fought a wayward boy
'Twas Dixie Doodle Dandy.
Secession proved too rough a track
For Dixie Doodle Dandy,
So Grant, and Sherman led him back
To live with Sam and Andy.
And the stirring refrain, to the tune of
“Yankee Doodle” recited that

1

rest;
your best friend,
thought it would be a kindness He scowls to the Eastward: tiger and bear
■° come and tell
Are
harrying his jungle; he turns to the
you what they were sayWest;
lU
It*seemed sort of pitiful-like to hear
everybody talkin’ about Mary Ann, and 1 And sends through the murk and mist of
the night,
you smilin’ around unbeknownst—smilin'
A thunder that rumbles and rolls down
maybe at the very people what was doin’
the trail:
the worst talkin’.”
She fidgeted a moment, while the sound And tiger and bear, the quarry in sight,
Crouch low iu the covert, and cower and
of the churn filled up the silence.
quail;
“As J said to Jane Hawkins,” she
For deep through the night gloom, like surf
wound up lamely, “it wasn’t
If
right.
on a shore,
nobody else would come and tell you, 1
Peals thunder in answer, resounding with
said, 1 would.”
ire;
Mrs. Smithers cleared her throat.
Tiie hunters turn stricken: they know the
“I see by the n ornin’
dread roar:
paper,” she said,
“that wheat’s gone up.
The whelp of the lion is joining his sire.
That'll be a good
thing for Kansas—that is, if the railroads [Harper’s Weekly.
don't charge mor’n its worth to haul it
Midsummer.
away. This ought to be a good year for
Kansas with such big wheat crops and the
Where meadow-lilies in the grasses toss,
corn so line.”
Met by the undulant zephyr passing by,
'Acs; the corn’s line enough right
retorted Liza, “but there’s no tel 1- Close to a deep, cool copse, where rocks and
now,
moss
in’ what it’ll be before the season’s over.
With leafy vines in wild profusion lie.
Like as not the hot winds will kill
or
I
sit anil watch the gurgling brook defy
if,
the chinch-bugs’ll eat it all up."
The torrid beat, with murmurs of cool
She flipped a speck of dust from her
sound,
sleeve and-took up the old subject where No longer city-tired ; for I have found
Surcease from the turmoil of trampled
she had left <-if.
streets,
“Ii I was a lone widder with one daughAmong sweet nooks and dryad-formed reter, and people was talkin' about her, I'd
thank somebody to come and tell me. Wheretreats,
some shy flower, filling
a bidden
That’s what I would do.”
place,
“1 try not to thiuk of the of the chinch- Lifts up its smiling, heavenly patterned
face.
bugs,” said Mrs. Smithers. “If they
come, let 'em come. Anyway, half a Here, from the sordid world
to^it apart,
crop in Kansas is better than a whole crop
And breathe rich scents whose sweetness
in any other State. That’s what’s the
cannot pall;
To note a distant bird-song’s tremulous
matter with Kansas.
Her own people
run her down.
fall,
And
greet the squirrel, strong in pulse and
Liza suddenly left her chair and stood
heart,
erect, her starched skirts rustling with
Is more than jubilee or carnival.
indignation.
[Harper’s Bazar.
“You’re a
queer
creature, Sarah
Smithers,” she said. “You never were
like other people and you never will be,
I guess.
When friend comes to do you
to
a kindness,
you ain’t got a civil word in
to
your head for her. This is the last time
I’11 go out of my way to accommodate
to
lAst
time!”
you—the very
Mrs. Smithers remained seated.
to
“You’ll excuse my not goin’ to the
door with you, I hope,” said she, without offering any special reason for not
At all grocers
doing so; and her visitor flaunted out
the house and down the walk alone, heedin 2-lb.
lessly brushing against the inoffensive
1

my duty to write
you and tell you

to

Wa>j11nGto]S, D. U., Aug. 2, 1898. Assistant Secretary Howell today gave out
the following statement relative to the
8 D Carleton, Anisbury, cleared from New
government's receipts and disbursements ! York July 8 tor Hong Kong.
the last fiscal year:
during
St Paul, F W Treat, saded from New York
|
The receipts, including Pacific ruilioad March 20 for Japan.
I
M Nn holas. •
F Carver, arrived at San
items, were >•405.321,and the expenj ditures, including Pacific railroad items, Francisco Dec 17 from Scuttle.
i
State of Mione, H (
Curtis, arrived at
a
deficit
of
838,047,I >443,3fis.5s2, leaving
Hong Kong May 12 is m New Yol k in port
247.
June 25.
|
If we exclude the leceipts from Pacific
Tiiim E Starbuck, I ten Curtis, cleared
!
railroads, amounting to >64,751.223, and from Phiiadelpiiia Jmv
for Portland, (). ;
j the expenditures
ou
this account of spokeu July 15, lat 5.7 57 N, Ion 50 40 W.
Wm H Macy, Amshury, arrived at Yoko1 84.549,3i',8, the account would stand: Re>310,570.111, and expenditures, hama June 5u irum New York.
l ceipts,
Wm 11
T
a
deficit
of
>438,819, 214, leaving
>98,249,- j New YorkConner,20 Jf< r Erskine, sailer! from
April
Shanghai.
103.
W
J
Sewall
(5 Lancaster, sailed
Rot,di,
j This large deficit is accounted for in
from Seattle June 4 for New York.
the extraordinary demands upon
part
by
i the
BARKS.
treasury to carry on the war. A coni
servative estimate of the war expenses durAlice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
We\ mouth, N S June 5,0 from Providence.
the months of March, April, May and
\ ing
C P. Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Port
June is 856,000,000.
:
If we deduct this from the 898,249,103, Natal July 12 from New Yor :.
Edward May, sailed from Vladivostok
In other
would be 842,249,103.
j the deficit
July 5, f,,r Port Angeles.
words, the deficit would not have exceedEthel,
Do-lge, sailed from Monteviedo
ed this amount on a close basis.
June 7 for Puerto Burghi.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
Dining the last five months of the year
j our receipts exceeded our expenses on a Auckland, N Z, May 23 for New York.
Harriet S Jackson, arrived at Brunswick,
peace basis by over 89,500,000; or, to express it in another wav, the tariff law of Ga, Aug I from Key West.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived at
1897 produced during the last live mouths
at Buenos Ayres June 10from Apalachicola.
of the fiscal year a revenue which exceeded
Iolani, McClure, sailed from New York
our ordinary expenditures by over 89,000,May lo for Honolulu and Hong Kong.
000.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Buenos Ayres June 1(5 for Barbadoes.
The Answer.
Matanzas, arrived at New York June 3
—

seem

to Re Fitted With One Sentiment.

“Give us a soug,” the soldiers cried:
The outer trenches guarding,
When the heated guns of the camp allied
Grew weary of bombarding.
Again we ask for a song that will cheer;
one to
keep us alive like the sweet old
love songs that echoed over many a moonlit battlefield, and a grand, soul-stirring
song to rally by. Just as in all of our
previous wars we put new words to old
music, so must we now, says the Washington Post. And the words and miysic
that stirred the heart and pulse of our
old heroes, so many of whom bivouac
with the dead, fill the heart of the American soldier
to-day, and with a single twirl
of the baton the band swings from “Yankee Doodle” to Dixie.”
The Yale men have doubtless given us
the first new-old song, and where the
North sang and played “We’ll hang Jeff
Davis on the sour apple tree,” and the
Southerner Hung back the taunt, “Jackson ate
Pope’s dinner by the way,” to
the same time, the Yale men take up the
refrain, and all together they gave us:
“We’ll hang old We.yler to a sour apple
tree,
As we go marching on.
And while John Brown’s spirit may
never rest, but
go marching through ceaseless song to endless time, there are two
airs as national as the national air, that will
bring us now many a quaint refrain from
“Dixie,” and .still more stirring quickstep from “Yankee Doodle.” Those who
can remember will tell you that from the
original dear old longing heart wail, “1
wish 1 was in deland ob cotton,” through
many a laughable and tearful phase, we at
last got a queer mongrel in “Dixie
Doodle,” which related that

Mrs. Budd, in the following letter,
tells a familiar story of weakness and
suffering, and thanks Mrs. Pinkham
for complete relief:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—I think it is

“Look at this,” sdesaid, “ain’t it yellow as gold?”
“Yes,” smiled her mother, “but put it
dowu and come here.”
She put the plate on the table aud
approached her mother, her face flushed
She knelt
with the exercise of work.

know Jake Saunders,” Liza went
on.
“He can't keep nothin'.
That was
Saturday night, and before mornin’ the
town was alive with it.
Everybody knew
it, even the little children. Such things
go like wddrire, once they get started, and
the worst of it is
they keep addin’ and addin
\ ou wouldn’t ’er known the
story
b; Sunday, they’d put so many frills and
furbelows to it.”
She looked hard at Mrs.
•The Whelps of the Lion answer him.”
Smithers,
Recent anonymous poem in English paper.
searching in he" stony features for some
slight encouragement to proceed, but find- The old lion stands in Lis
lonely lair;
ing none, she pioceeded, anv way.
The noise of the
has broken his
on

From Mrs. Walter E. Budd, of Patchogue, New York.

door-way,
palm of her hand.

darning.

tl,e Camps of tjlie
Songs Which Rang
Sixties. Yankee Doodle Parodies. Tunes
in

When the gate had closed upon her with
loud click, Mrs. Smithes raised her head
and listened for the sound of the churn.
It had ceased.
“Mary Ann!” she called softly.
“Ma’am,” answered Mary Ann from
the pantry where she stood moulding a
shining pat of butter.
“Come here a minute.”
Mary Ann printed a clover leaf on the
butter, laid it on a plate, aud appeared in
the
holding it out upon the

dowu by her.
“There’s something I want to tell
you,” she said clasping the old woman’s
waist with her strong young arms, and
throwing back her sunny head with an
ecstatic gesture, her eyes'aglow.
“Wait,” said Mrs. Smithers. “Maybe
Let me see!’ She
I cau guess what it is.
pondered, her lingers on her lip. “Satui day
night you and Charlie Sullivau
were out driving along in the shadow of
the trees.
You were driving towards
Mulvane.
He asked you to be Ids wife
What a
and you said you would.
naughty girl to promise without her
mother’s consent! Just then you drove
out of the shadow into the moonlight,
and he threw his arms around you aud
kissed you!”
The girl smile- aud dimpled.
“Why, mother!” she cried. “How did
you know?”
‘Tm a mind reader,’ Mrs. Smithers
answered; then, seeing the puzzled look
she added, “No,
on Mary Ann’s face,
dear, I'm uot a mind reader, but I’ve got
so many friends—good, true friends who
come and tell me things
they think I
ought to know.”
“I hear one of them coming now,”
said Mary Ann, rising from her knees.
“You go to the door, mother.
My face
burns so.’
work
and
her
down
Mrs. Smithers put
She half opened it
went to the door.
and looked out.
Entering the gate was a middle-aged
woman of
ample proportions. As she
i
approached the house her wide skirts fill
ed up the narrow walk, bending the slender stalks of the flowers to the right aud
to the left.
She panted as she climbed
j the steps, a broad smile further expanding her face across which the skin was
i
stretched, drum-like, to its utmost tension.
“How pretty your flowers always are,
Mrs. Smithers,” she gasped, “how do
you ever get them to grow like that in
Kansas?”
“1 suppose stay in at Home ana tendin'
to ’em has somethin’ to do with it,” anAt the
swered Mrs. Smithers, grimly.
same time she fastened the hook on the
inside of the screen door.
Mrs. Hawkins stood outside, like a
book agent, meekly waiting to be admitted.
“Ain't you goin’ to let me in?” she
asked.
Mrs. Smithers answered the question
with another.
“Are you one of my friends?”
“Yes.”
“Have you come to tell me something
you thiuk 1 ought to know.”
“Yes,” answered Jane Ilawkins
“Well, then, I'm uot at home,” said
Mrs. Smithers, and she slammed the door,
drew the bolt, and went back to her

the grim ranks stood at bay in the deadly
The air was filled with the
thicket.
crackle and smoke of the burning underbrush, the heartrending sobs, cries and
of the wounded, the clash of
moans
musketry, and the yells of command.
But above this, above the exultant cry
of the enemy, there rose the blood-firing
chorus; “The Union forever, hurrah,
boys, hurrah!” and gave many a fainting
heart new life.
And now, not face to face, but side by
side, North and South will sound the
“Battle Cry of Freedom,” and to the
strains of “Marching through Georgia”
they will sound a new song of “As We
Go Marching Through Cuba.”
And
though we will have new songs to float
over the swell of the ocean, other words
will bring new life to the old melody.

battle ballads.

TO MES. PINKHAM

a

termilk, and her eyes rested on the blue
flecks of sky, showing through the leaves
ol a \ irginia creeper whic
covered the
lattice; but her tl.oughts were remote
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WDSMaN’S yarn.
be tlie genteel thing
line of work to go yachting
flu* diversion is said to rest
N(»me have yachts of their
ive not, but bum a week’s
acquaintances who keep a
For economical reasons 1
a yacht; neither does any
From this cause
friends.
•oosed that 1 am bottled up,
Yachts are
mi the fact.
ft afloat, and a man need

,„led

to

mniiner

cruising

iiliig-smaek is

to

ferry-

his dis-

at

voyage with Capn ot Noank, Conn., outlie
.i.i, which plows the main
mil Long Island Sound to
The Captain dropped
; ltniglit ago, and served
is to be at the Fulton Mar>« \eu o'clock on the followwas so harmonious witli
that I at once acquiesced;
(•collections of a pleasant
coast to the fishing banks,
to find the Wright, look for
■-tantial, best manned and
anest, thriftiest appearing
Fulton Market,
tig lish at
the Wright, then she’s not
was my third voyage with
so that
l knew about
m.
1 kuew we would tow to
: wharf in Brooklyn and
tons of ice: then move out
■!•■. hoist our linen, and go
oping down the bay. ConWar being
..iai this year.
is full of buoys marking
abmeiged explosives, and
uiner picks up another tug
f taken out clear ol the
its at
the Narrows sleep
sun. but it is understood
from

a
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>

1

>

display quite noisy acyl-roach of the hated Span"H

i> will!

OlllN

1

11

crew

■Moiially sighted bustling
beads to the southward.
:t'd as transports engaged
Kinky to carry troops to
Pico.
Anon we note one
ket, a yacht painted botans mounted fore and aft,
Ked though converted. Beas nvc zigzag on and off
pedo-boat darts into view,
>
so that we can see her
lick turn to the left, and
She i> away down by the
prow descends regularly
waves, and the foam dies
> from a cake of ice when
>e.
The gripmun on our
that life aboard a torpedo1 don*t doubt bis nssertake a raging lire in her
c.e the steam that drives
a- water
at a three-minute
:

..

alone agnin 1 observe that
of Now Jersey is rapidly
with summer rest do uces.
most
utinnous liue of
:
1 agreed with Jack
am in,
that the people
oi.'sr houses have damned
Mi. O' Bi ku weighs -JO
a
111 -1 liesitate to disagree
aoposition it might suit
but in tins ease there was
That sand
an argument.
should be preferred to the
and shade to be found a
i is not readily accounted
ipa- of comfort known to
the coast, Captain Paindentation on
it
marks the place where
delivers its tribute wave to
i view the spot with more
interest, as I inferred that
>.j urn creek would be found
tin’ home of that unfortuMiss Ella Bender.
How
hi the past twenty
years,
.wise but too abiding atfec*
i:\ ( omstock, has Miss Ben■'- If in need of a true friend,
to the
physicians of New
:<t out of her trouble. How
1 ei iuterest in sexual physiuse her Malthusianism!
t a lishing smack is of a
ire.
1 found only four out
who were with the Wright
>t a passenger, two years
"i
these had been far
met.
Mr. W. Brown reboard lmt long ago from
i
iu the Yukon country,
that lie came back bowed
d gold he accrued in the
but few men who have redie Pacilie c»*ast can deny
i>is have been broadened and
>ojouru there I count as a
lence, which, as they say iu
1 would not have missed
wan 'd calls good and great.
Nvever, that not all talents
the east will immediately
c
occidental soil. Mr. Blown
;>u« ally of the meals to be had
'Co for two bits.
1 did not
iry which arose in my mind
iat of hunting it took to find
on
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to me an
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iber of viie \\ right s crew is
Newfoundland pup. What
•.on
he fulfilled remains a
the same uncertainty exgard to myself 1 asked no
A lien wo.ii was being done,
3 were in full sympathy; I.e
s>ive countenance and an iniu which, as in company we
"t where booms would not
sheets entangle our legs, l
ied 1 could read the sentiv!moved us lubbers to stand
log is a popular character
although lie has once of.mg the skipper’s tliermomels his leisure moments gnawout of ropes.
•lovided for the sea-robbers,
>k modestly announced as
•-operated with a hungerlosphere to thwart my inike this trip the means of
’♦•w pounds o
flesh. While
iped table in the forecastle
under
ing
snowy damask,
sobody with cut glass and
'.tbles have a habit of doing
oks, it furnished forth big
ouked provender, to which
1
iiiat I didn’t do a thing.
ie some bad breaks at first,
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None knows

well where to find
well how to set his
Captain Latham. As a
consequence, when Captain Latham drops
anchor on the grounds, he becomes the
centre of the whole fishing-fleet.
Other
smacks anchor near him; the small boats
from the shore gather around, and the
captains of steamers with fishing parties
from Philadelphia get in his way. Hereby
hangs an incident.
At the bottom of the deep where we
caught our porgies and sea-bass is a
wreck, about which the fish congregate
in great numbers, and our captain is probably the only man who has its ranges
and can find it.
When we reached this
spot, a second fishing-schooner, which
was standing across our course a mile distant, immediately changed her direction
and bore down on us, anchoring only a
few lengths away. To catch fish in a net
it is necessary to make a “slick,"1 and to
raise them off the bottom in a bunch,
which is done by judiciously throwing
out bait.
Our captain went off in his
dory, dragged and buoyed the wreck—
that is, located it, and marked its bounds
by anchoring small boats—and gathered
liis game ready for a cast of the net. But
just here, what course do the crew of the
smack take but to cut iu and surround
our fish with their seine—a process
very
much like swiping a crop that somebody
else has got ready for the harvest. Our
captain is a mild-mannered man, of sensitive rather than choleric disposition, and
liis feelings were plainly hurt.
He came
aboard to ponder'over the lack of consideration for others which some fishermen evince.
He remarked, too, on the
futility of the captain of one fishingsmack relying upon the knowledge of the
captain of another as regards the whereabouts of the fish, as had been doue by our
invader.
Sooner or later, he held such a
party would be misled. He then turned
in and slept peacefully.
In the morning,
C'aptain Latham again called away liis
effected
another
dory,
“slick,” and assembled a second school of fish.
Simultaneously. our neighbor came out with
liis seine-boats, hell-bent, so to say.
It
looked to one on board the Wright as if
our skipper were co-operating with the
other smack, and giving aid and comfort
to the enemy, but he was not as was
proved by the event.
as everybody can see at a
glance, a man
or a
group of men snaring tisli in the
vicinity of a wreck must be cautious how
neai
they approach to the submerged
fabric, for if any projecting part of the
catches
their net it will stay there.
thing
Captain Latham, apparently buried in
profound thought, or more interested in
tiie horizon, at which he frequently glanced. than in anything nearer at hand,
mechanically hove his bait, insensible of
the fact that his dory was drifting immediately over the sunken vessel. Watching the proceedings, we saw the crew of
ourneighboi turn themselves loose, their
seine nets describing, a
circle, and the
men throwing tbeii net overboard to beat
the baud.
It was a pleasant Sabbath
morning. The waves sparkled brightly
in the sun, a breeze from the direction of
Santiago rippled the water, gave the
conk's stove a good draft, and brought
alt the odor of bacon and hot coffee; the
schooner, scarce straightening her cable,
coiirtesied politely to a launch!ill of
Philadelphians hilarious with beer. Now
w as heard the gentle cluck of the
pulleys,
the creak of the jaws of the boom
w here it. straddled the mast, the flap of
the lirst-mate's underwear drying on the
main guy.
Various other kinds of things
were in evidence; but what were they, or
all these, including beer, to porgy-iishers
who had got their net hung up on the
bowsprit, the catheads, the mast, booms,
and bulwarks of a sunken wreck,
so far
as I could
determine, the men in the ;
per.

so

these fish, and none
net about them as

1

ooats were

ounvious

to

tne natural

aim

artificial beauties of sight ami sound by
which they were environed.
lu the accents of various nationalities,
that of
Scandinavia predominating, they could i
be heard deprecating the whole business,
and their language had reference to !
another and warmer world than ours. !
Later in the day. with a seine that justili- |
ed the fringes <>u their remarks, they
mwed back to the vessel and climbed
silently aboard. Soon they were rapidly
oscillating certain brakes, communicating motion to a windlass, and effecting
the result which a female connection of
mine has designated as unancboriug. We
did not see them again.
I suppose there is no vessel that catches
small fish on a larger scale than the
Wright, and none that brings them to market subjected to less familiarity on the
part of their captors. It stands to reason
that a fish caught with the hook and flung
in the bottom of a rowboat, or strung on a
twig, or even chucked into a basket to gasp
ami die, and have its burial deferred until
the sportsman reaches home, is not going
to retain its quality of freshness so long
as one that makes a flop out of the water
into the depths of cracked ice.
Captain
Latham’s fish are brought to the side of
the vessel, alive and unwounded, in a net
or
“pocket,” whence they are hoisted
aboard in a scoop-net holding several
hundred pounds, emptied into a chute
communicating with the cracked ice department, to which they go kicking and
unreconciled, their last struggle being
smothered in more ice spread over them.
If the fish known beforehand the fate that
awaits them when caught, no doubt porgy
and sea-bass theology affirms a cold hell.
If 1 were a better fisherman, or a more
gifted narrator, 1 might mention my own
success with hook and line; but who ever
knew me to say aught but truth or to speak
with exaggeration? It is a fact that I drew
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helped to a potato or a
hen by standing up 1 might
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with a fork, and 1 should
recall my awkwardness in
1 could not feel that later

i.

it

•••I

myself to some extent.
politeness of the company,

overlooked, which is
than I once had in a Maine
:i,!
There I ventured to pass
p.
stood beside my plate to a man
“site side of the board.
He
1
with a glance so full of reI
drew
back
my hand,
hastily
>n his feet, and observed as
;
1 d
lie desired out of the dish I
I don’t ask no favors at a
!•• nn was

t
c.,
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Captain Latham’scook,

attire that did not include
it, ; fuade me think of the n#w girl
!'
nested by her mistress to
v(-,j
itt
^ "’“inatoes undressed, discarded
.vv:‘i-sb but declared she would
tt, V/fi another stitch if she lost her
tlie galley of a smack in sumt,
ifor displaying a fur-trim-

J'ut

i^:l/

anyway.

goes
i,ut its
itiin.r
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prepared for all kinds
specialty at this season

porgies and sea-bass, which
‘’‘-Session is headed by her skip-
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THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS
is due not only to the
originality and
the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to
impress upon
all the importance of purchasing the
true anti original remedy. As the
genuine Syrup oi Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the Company a
guaranty
of the excellence of its
remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company

SAN FRANCISCO, C.l,
El,
NEW TORE. N. T.

BRIGHT IDEA

eighth annual Commencement
exercises of the New England Training
School connected with the Deaconess

to take
along a bottle of Moxif. to the
for
will be found that is so
refreshing or will act in such a beneficial manner
wien
jou are tired and worn out from business
cares, as will

Forj cm

office

or

shop,

nothing

Harding

of Prospect, and was published
iu last week’s issue of Zion’s Herald:
Let us first consider the vastness of the

Food
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by the glass,
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you at'
house

An? Grocer-will dehveru

to

your

few useful specimens; nevertheless
the most I caught were queerfish—sandsharks, sea robins, skates, aud a lop-sided
freak, called a flounder, brown on top and
white beneath.
If I had brought the last
one home, I could run him
through the
typewriter and make copy of him.
The days 1 spent on the Wright,
reading
and dozing, with nothing to do but
were not long
enough to satisfy me. but
they were sufficiently intense. I couldn’t
ask for them to be any hotter. The bowsprit of the boat had* a way of follow ing
the sun around, so that the great
luminary
kept oui range and raked us iw m stem to
stern.
It brought the tar out from between the planks in lirtie black,
bubbling
geysers. The sails being in stops, the effort to find shade under them was like
trying to keep off the rain with a closed umbrella.
But what fell? If I had come
back without a good color, skeptical persons might have said I had been
spending
The evenings were
my time in a library.
comfortably cool and wonderfully handsome to look at.
The sun went down to
the great glowing caverns of the west,
whence you could see gold-turreted castles
and strangely formed monsters rise
up,
take new shape and mix things, aud roll
As the dark deepened, along came
away.
the lightning, cracking each cloudy mansion to the dome in a way that would lead
the building department to condemn the
structure and order the tenants to move
out.
After that, the moon emerged from
behind the foretopmast aud did the six
teen to one business for the wavelets till
they shone like a stained barn-door on a
frosty morning. Thereat I went feet foremost to my bunk under the sheet
alley,
and stowed myself away for the night.
The quality of coming to an end. which
is asserted to be common to all
earthly affairs, shows itself with unexpected soonness when the thing concerned is a vacation.
Before 1 hi; 1 fairly got into the hah
it of going to sleep at night without laying
out the next day’s work, the Wright flung
her lingerie to tin- breeze and started for
New York.
Wind w s extremely scarce
about that time, causing the skipper and
crew to cuss the delay
which it occasioned.
All faces wow a look bordering on
out

a

if you are dissatisfied with the size
of piece or with the quality of the

called. Our task is
help complete the work of our de ar
Master who died ere His great plans were
fulfilled.
What a noble thought—that
we are

to

Nerve
_

Remember

Home, Boston, the following class paper
finely rendered by Miss Orianua F.

was

work to which

chewing

privileged to join hand and heart
with the God of heaven to help redeem
the world! The importance of the work
we are

using

brings

us to realize with all
our hearts
the
that are depending upon us.
We can look out upon the earth and see
the crisis which is already at hand.
We
can hear the cries
coming from every
quarter of the world, calling the people
of God to a new effort; and a world of
misery turns its imploring hands to us
aud beseeches us to be worthy of our
privileges, worthy of our noble destiny. We
have upon us the divine sanction and seal
of God that we have chosen the noblest
Be now and ever faithful unto
part.
death and “1 will give you a crown of
life.’'

by the battle.

results

American Cookery: Its Evolution.

For, quick as are Americans in nearly
every other respect, they are slow to learn

in matters of the kitchen.
They have
fully grasped the fact that the food
which was altogether suitable to the men
who hewed down trees, ploughed land and
reaped grass and grain, and for the women
who washed and ironed, spun and wove,
and led lives of unremitting and active
uur task is a
toil, is not that demanded by the bodily
great one, but our possiand mental frames of the men and women bilities are also great.
Oh, what heights
who sit at desks or bend over type-writers are within ranges of
possibility! Paul
or
sewing machines all day long. lu the caught a glimpse of this iu the young
one case a food is
that
will
pro- Ephesian lives, and throwing himself uprequired
duce physical heat and force, strengthen on Ins knees, he
prayed that God would
muscles, and renew the fleshy tissues that grant unto them the riches of His glory
are consumed iu the daily labor.
In the that they might be
strengthened with
other is exacted nourishment for
the might by His spirit, and that they
might
uervi
brain sustenance, a diet that will apprehend with all saints the
breadth,
supply the waste in those portions of the length, depth and heights, and know the
organism upon which comes most strain. love of Christ, and finally be filled with
Fre isely. because of a failure to appreciate all the fullness of God.
How much as
thb distinction, are Americans, as a ua- workers for Jesus we have
already realizti m, sufferers from dyspepsia, indigestion
ed; how much more we have been able to
and nervous diseases in their myriad forms. ask for and think of. Au l
yet, wonderill) all the common-seuse, for which ful as our
conceptions have been. He is
are
for
they
many years they able to do exceeding abundantly above all
justly noted,
failed to perceive that prevention is better we can ask or think. Dear sister
workers,
than cure, and to go back of the result let us all be encouraged in our noble bein search for the cause.
and
with
all
the
earnestness of
ginning,
Fveu now. when tlae cooking-teacher is our souls let us reach after the likeness of
abroad, there are not lacking conservatives Christ iu llis devout and inimble temper
who sneer at the modern modes, and class «'f mind, iu the
beauty and loveliness of
all innovations as French fads.
In a large IIis character; and
though faraway aiu
number of cases, they frankly do not like our highest
aspirations, still we can
the change, and prefer the dishes to which catch
of
their beauty, believe in
glimpses
and follow where they lead, and if we are
they have always been accustomed.
Xevert.lieiess, the fresh influence is unsuccessful in sealing the
boldest
The best heights, yel we are assured of the fact
begilining to make itself felt.
is being gleaned from the culinary wisdom
that we have grown iu spiritual stature
of othei nations, and the practices
they in our very effort to reach the higher
h ive tried, and proved go id, are
making mounts of God.
themselves a plact in the hinted States.
It is essential for us to know what to
The light breakfasts in place of the drop and what to !a\ hold of. Life is
large.
heavy ea;i\ meal, the luncheons and We cannot possibly grasp the whole of it
dinners
rved in several courses instead in the few short
ye irs we Lave to li' e
ot in two ') three, the
We may let no pretense.
savory entrees and
Let us be so
made disl es as a variation upon the eternal
true ami loyal to God that we shall not
roast and ioaled.
the growing taste for | fear to have the deepes
spring of our
salads, uno skill in their preparation, the most secret moil ves analyzed.
d hie.ire desserts that have largely superWe may drop anxiety, for only the
seded heavy pies and ] uddings, the after- serene soul is strong.
disgust as they contemplated t'u* upper
Every moment of |
noon tea with its
simple refreshments that worry weakens the soul for its daily
sails bulging
port, i.ie hover sails belly!r
taken
the position once accorded to combat.
’I rue >piritual isioti sees things
ing to starboard, and the vessel goine :.ii
the torm.jl reception with its set supper, in their right
proportion. Seen in their
The direction
ways but straight ahead.
arc ali
he
results
of
the
of
true
grafting
foreign
relation, there is no experience of
sailed, as 1 heard oui Scandinavian helmsmodes
the
American
colonial
upon
life
over
which
one has a right to worry.
sturdy
man pass it to the next man, was northstock.
Tin new shoots have already at- God always gives
east halt- ast.
1 was tin* only person on
strength ami wisdom
tained a promising growth, and the fruit
board w ho felt in no hurry.
enough loj anything He wants us to do.
The foresail
i
thereof
We may let go discontent.
pleasant to the taste and excelIn all the
provided a comfortable draft amidships, lent to
the
[( luistineTerhune work of Jesus, hard as it was, nevei a
everybody w as civil to the passenger, and Herrick, indigestion. liazar.
murmur fell from those sacred
Harper’s
a landsman who could not be content unlips. There
are two things which makes for disconder the circumstances would deserve to be
tent—lack
of
with
one's
environexiled ashore for life.
The Sandy II »ok
harmony
Theory of the Kindergarten.
ment and dissatisfaction with
present
lights spied us out on the evening we passed the forts, but were satisfied of our hon- Aim- to Turn the Mimicry of Play into Self- opportunities.
.The first may be overthe
anti Self-Mastery.
second
out
of
our lives.
i:\pre-sioii
a
brief
come,
put
We
anchored
for
by
esty
survey.
A congenial environment i- not essential.
the night inside the defenses.
Before
Lucy Wlieeleek, the celebrated kinderbreakfast next morning a towboat had gartner, explains the methods of child To take, our task as God gives it and
then
make the best of
is the hard
taken our fortunes in charge, given us *10 training
by tlie Froebel system in an arti- lesson before the human it,soul.
To be
worth of encouragement, and laid us gent- cle on “The Child in the
Kindergarten’
we
must
overcome
the
strong
wharf at the market. [G. in the August Woman’s Home Companion.
something. We
ly alongside
E. M.f in New York Truthseeker.
“it was through his observation of real, can never work well while there :s friction
in our lives, or gain in our work the
living children at play that Froebel discovbeauty which is born of power and the
Will Support the Republican Party. cd his child-garden, with its games and
which is born of love. God makes
gifts and occupations. Everything which sympathy
no
mistakes.
He put us among these
he offers as a means of education is in rethese
Mr. George C. Sheldon of Augusta has
scenes, these opportunities.
people,
sponse to some discovered need and interWe can make a noble life.for God out of
seen the error of his ways.
Mr. Sheldon, est of childhood.
He was the first to
is set before us to work upon.
it may be said in passing, is a graduate of
divine the significance of the imitative wha:ever
Colby who was once a radical temperance i plays of children, and his insight is em- The ideal is in the worker; the condition
advocate, and then a Populist, and then a bodied in his famous dictum, ‘What man is but the material out of which we shape 1
Democrat, always of the most violent tries to represent, that he begins to under- the ideal.
\\ e must deny sell m all our conduct. :
He now announces that he shall stand.'
type.
Prefer the glory
support the Republican party henceforth
“In its best estate the kindergarten is Cultivate this principle.
of God to
else.
Think no
for these reasons: The Republican party the
place where genuine natural child life sacritice too everything
favored the annexation of Hawaii and the is
great to make, no hardship
The simple
guarded and preserved.
j
too painful to endure, if you may be the
Democrats oppcsed it; the same of Cuban
kindeigai ten gifts, appealing to the child’s means
of
intervention: the Republican party bebenefiting perishing souls.
natural desire to construct, are in delightRemember it was for this that Jesus gave
lieves in bimetalism: in a tariff that pro- ful contrast to other
gifts made indiscrim
His
life.
tects and does not have to have recourse
inatcly in the home. The little box of up
to a bond issue to make up a
deficit; the blocks, which contains in its eight parts a j We must be wise in the use of our time.
Republican party has always favored table, a bed, a chair, a sofa, or maybe a When we entered into solemn couvenant
prohibition while the Democratic party is bouse, is a revelation of the possibilities with the Lord we consecrated our whole
pledged to the repeal of the prohibitory hidden in common things. Froebel has life to His service; so our time is not our
it is the Lord’s.
We can glorify
law.
These are certainly cogent reasons
aptly called his first building gift the own,
God by systematically arranging all our
why a man should spurn the associations child’s joy.
affairs.
Give
to each duty its time, then
that have bound him to the Democracy
“It must never be forgotten that play
ro the next one.
and ally himself with the party of progress. is the child's serious
business, and it is I pass
Let us take hold of work. There can
We congratulate Mr. Sheldon on liis wis- through the
unregulated
activity of free be no
dom in turning to better things. [Waterhappy life without work which ocplay that children are gradually guided to
ville Mail.
mind, body, heart and soul. Let
regulated activity. The very mimicry of cupies
us not try to escape our work.
as
As
play is an earnest expression of the child’s we live we have work to do. If we long
do not
first feeble efforts to help in the real work j
The Weather for July.
the work we were meant to do, it will forof the world— a fact, parents overlook when !
ever remain undone:
there will be someAbstract of meteorological observations a child’s help seems ‘of more bother than
in all the everlasting
taken at the Maine Agricultural Experiment
it is worth.’
Through legitimate and j thing incomplete
This work of ours will never pass
Station, for the month of July, 1898.
happy doing the path leads to self-ex- j years. Work
Lat. 44 54 2" N. Lou »»S 40 11
W.
happiness. We are
pression and self-mastery. When the nor- j away. when webrings
have done what God has
Altitude above the sea, i50 feet.
mal play activities of children are consid- ! happy
Highest barometer, July 12.80 34 inches ered in determining the exercises of the planned for the day and the hour, and are
Lowest barometer, July 9.29 40
confident that we have been brave, helpkindergarten, then it is a place of genuine
above all, uneomplainiug of our
Average barometer.29 85
effort.
It was tlie wise Quintillian who ful, and,
Number of clear days.
14
said that he could not hope for much dili- lot.
Number of fair days.
Lee us welcome the sorrow which comes
Number of cloudy days.
;•)
gence later when a boy was not diligent i to us.
We are called to bear nothing that
Total precipation as water. 2 44 inches
at play.”
has not been borne before. Every day of
Average for July for 30 years... 3.31 inches
Total movement of wind. 5,500 miles
meeting sorrow grandly makes the life
In rtemory of L. D. M. Sweat.
more noble.
Average daily movement of wind 179 3 miles
Every tear that falls from
TEMPERATURE.
In the course of an editorial review of one's eyes gives a deeper tenderness of
is given us that,
Average for the month.68°-3 the life of the late L. D. M. Sweat of Port- look and touch. Sorrow
having felt, suffered and wept, we may be
Average for July for 30 years.O'C.9
land, the Boston Courier says:
able to understand, love and bless.
Highest, Juiy 3.99His life was altogether at one with his
Highest for Juiy for 30 years.99°
As there is no duty more otteu enjoined
and
Lowest July 7
13.39°
character. He was a thorough and accom- by our Saviour, so there is none more inLowest for July for 80 years.39°
plished lawyer, and a positive character in dispensable in our work than prayer.
Average of warmest day July 8.853
our
j public life. He did nothing by halves. Prayer is a steady, powerful force iu will
Average of coldest day, July 18.543
But it may be questioned whether the work.
Whatever victories come to us
The temperature noted for July 8, is the
and
defeats
lie
was
not
come
because
we
have
prayed,
public repute
enjoyed
heighthighest ever observed at this station
I ened and set off by that of his author wife, will come to us in so far as we fail to pray.
Workers with ,Jesus, your individual life
I whose gracefulness and ease of expression
The Reform School.
! was only equaled by her ideality of con- has a silent force which reaches out into
ception anil truth of thought. He was tlie future and ii: a quiet way molds and
Col. Fred Atwood of Winterport, one of married to Miss Margaret J., daughter of helps the lives ot many people.
Laying
the trustees of the State Reform School, ; John Mussey, in
1840, who distinguished aside all unworthy things and taking the
told a Bangor Whig reporter the other day herself as a writer and author, and who vital ones, go in all the purity and modj
that there are 137 boys at the school. Sev- for a time was a contributor of rare
repute esty of a true woman, with the sympaeral will be entitled to be released this to the Courier. As a bo k reviewer Mrs. thetic, Christlike love in
your heart which
month. Seven boys are at Camp Thomas, Sweat was without a successful rival. The knows the sacred work of Jesus and holds
in the army, several being members of the work done by
it
with
the
tenderest
Margaret Fuller for the Dial
regard. Minister to
Maine regiment. Three are members of and lie New York Tribune was not bet- the
poor, pray with the dying, care for the
the Maine artillery now at Augusta. There ter.
We are not sure that Rev. Sylvester orphan, visit the sick, bring lost and
are seventeen in the army and all are doing
Judd’ of Portland did not give her first weary souls to Jesus. Aud though your
well.
name to the remarkable fiction he wrote
work is unrecognized iu this world, the
At the farm there was housed over 200 and the wonderful
pencil of Darley illus- gems which you have quietly and lovingly
tons of hay in nice order; there are over trated—
“Margaret: A Tale of the Real gathered for Jesus will shine with evereight acres of oats iu fine shape, which and the Ideal.’’ Mrs. Sweat won a wide increasing brilliancy in thy coronet when
will soon be ready to harvest; there are renown as an author. For
many years she the sun shall cease to give his light.
two acres and a half of squash; one and
has been the Maine vice-regent of the Mt.
We are now’ the children of God, and it
one-half acres of cabbage; seven acres of Vernon Association, and its
secretary of doth not yet appear what we shall be, but
corn.
and
several
acres
of
councils.
ensilage
green
we know that when He shall appear, we
About twenty cows are being milked.
With such a promise
shall be like Him.
The Wiser Way.
Flans will be made with a view of inlet us struggle on aud up, stopping never
“How fresh and rosy you look, Nora,” ex- aud
creasing the dairy product.
saying ever, “I shall be satisfied when
claimed Isabel, who had just returned from I awrake in Ilis likeness.”
the beach, and was greeting her friend.
“Yes, dear,” replied Nora, “I am feeling
splendidly, and mamma says I have an
alarming appetite.”
“Where in the world have your been As well as the Handsomest, and others are invited
For Infants and Children.
since I saw you?”
to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottle
I have remained at home,” replied Nora, of
Kemp’s balsam for the Throat and Lungs, a
and have worked hard every day.
But I
that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
have been taking that wonderful medicine, remedy
Bears the
// fr
Sat
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and it has done me, Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis
oh, so much good. You see I always like to aud Consumption. Price 25c. and 50c.
Signature of
feel well when I go away, and I leave for
the mountains next week.”
CASTORIA.
YoU Ha,e *|W3)IS BoUg,lt
Bean the
Ordinary household accidents have no
Burdock
A
man.
liver
makes
a
of
Or.
Thomas
a
bottle
lazy
lazy
terrors when there's
EclectricOil in the medicine chest. Heals Blood Bitters is the natural, never failing
burns, cuts, bruises, sprains. Instant relief. remedy for a lazy liver.
never

rest^

j

are

you

now

—

and you fll get your money^s worth.
The 10-cent piece of Battle Ax is
—

<

larger than the 10-cent piece of any
other brand of the same high quality,
and is the

largest piece of really good

chewing

tobacco that is sold for

10

cents.
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1 v

name

when you buy again.
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Opera House Block, Belfast, It
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children, cured l»y the

CARDS,
POSTERS,
JO?. BILL HEADS,
Vjx* LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
i PAMPHLETS,
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Fidelity
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no

at.

iteration,
detention from daily
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duties.
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We guarantee
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And all kinds of

Met! a

X<» cutting

in every
Legal Printing

neatly and promptly done.

a

cure

accept for treatment, and
required until cure is com-

case we

money is

plete.

Physicians invited to call and investigate. Over 1").»>00 cures already effected.
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Mcti’s Nerverin? Pills

Consultation anJ examination free.
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sex,
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The subseriner desires
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public

HOTEL MAINE
THE SPORTSMAN'S JOURNAL
Travel

The Dog

Fishing

Adventure

Hunting
Camping

Trap and
Target
Yachting
Shooting
Canoeing
Stream is a beautifully illusNature

Forest and
trated journal, devoted to the sports of the
field and the encouraging in men and women
of a healthy inteiest in outdoor recreation.
Weekly, 32 page?; terms, §4 per year; $2 for
six months. 10 cents a copy. Sample free.
We are the largest American publishers of

j

The Kind You Have Always Bought

■

tobacco

>

CASTOR i A

—

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

IT IS A

At the

works

on

Send for

outdoor sports.

our

free illus-

trated catalogue of books.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
346 Broadway, New York.

same has been reeeutly and
thorough'y renovated, and has been refurnished

nf Freedom and the
with

new

furniture, and he fee

high reputation this 11

*t*• I has

t■ >uti lent the
sustained in the

past will be maintained in the .tore.
The trawling pub in a ml tourists will tin 1 here
everything which can contribute t-> their eomfort
and happiness. Those win* desire t tak>* a -utn*

vacation wili tin this plaoe one u the most
illages in rile interior of
tin- lake
Waldo county. There is go-el h-diiug
a short distance from tlie village and pet Imps the
best trout fishing in the gravelly brooks which
an
be t mud anyabound 111 this section that
where this side of Aroostook County
this Hotel,
Now let me say t-« the o’-i patrons
come and see if Hotel M line does 11 -t still set a
good table, have eleati beds and give y 1 cogrreCome and see.
us treatment.
mer

pleasant and delightful

1

WILLARD W. RICH. Proprietor.
Hie u'rvat li. >iis»-11«>1 <i
r**m»‘dv tor Worms,
tii'.ii all »’oui|>iaiiits
ol'ctiildreii.

s

§

luvaiu-jj

pin worm

I ELIXIR

Newion S. Lord k Go,
SAIL MAKERS.
And Successors

Help
TJ"| yy-\

The

AlOlJg.

with

appetite for Liquor or M<*rwlm
tried
and
has
phine,
failed

d

1

simplicity of

lOIJISVILLE.

Workers with Jesus.

so

man

t-'

Tell him

of

Bangor
H1 Lcl T1 U IT1

Company.

DR. KING’S
Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS..

Immediate relief, no danger, no pain, f
Used for years by leading specialists. Hundreds oitesflmonials. A trial will convince you o ftheir intrinsic value
in case of suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
book. All Druggists or by mail $1.50 box.

KING MEDICINE CO.. Box 1930, BOSTON, MASS.

TOCOWiOYS

AND DEALERS IN

Tents, A amings, Cart Covers,
Tack, Cordage, Taints,

flo. 13

From St

,

Belfast, Me.

Sheriff's Sale.
SATAE OF MAINE.

I A niCC Who Have Used Them
LHUluO Recommend as the BEST

THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST

as

&

^

Company,

106 state sueet,
BANGOR.

W. Frederick & Co.,

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

the

Where the demon which controls him can
he overcome by the Spkinukk Mkth«h>,
and the appetite permanently renioveil.
giving lull partieulars. Address
Bangor Sanitarium

I.

break the habit

Bangor Sanitarium,

Se,ul

t

an

AND BICYCLERS

All persons are hereby forbidden driving cows
other animals or riding bicycles upon the side
walks of the city of Belfast. The laws in relation to these offences will be rigidly enforced.
WM. H. SANBORN, City Marshal.

or

Belfast, July 19,1898.-tf29

WALDO sS.

Taken this 21st day of July, A. 1). sos, on execution dated July 10th, A. D. 1898, issued on
judgment rendered bv the Supreme Judicial Court
for the County of Waldo, at a term of said court
begun and holden at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of April,
A. 1). i898, on the 10th day ot the term, being the
30th day of April, A. I>. 1898, in favor of H. F.
Mason of said Belfast, collector of taxes for the
city of Belfast, in said County, for the year 1895,
and against the land and buildings known as the
Crosby Inn, between Main and Franklin streets,
being* Lot 1, Div. 37, containing one and oneeighth acres, situated in said Belfast, for the sum
of three hundred and six dollars, debt or damage,
add twenty-seven dollars and six cents cost of suit,
and will be sold at public auction, to the highest
bidder, at the office of Geo. E Johnson in Belfast,
in said County, on Wednesday, the 31st day of
August, A. D. *1898, at nine o'clock in tin* forenoon, the above described real estate, to wit; The
laud ami buildings known as the Crosby Inn. between Main and Franklin streets, being Lot 1, Div.
37. containing one and one eighth acres, situated
m said Belfast; the same having been attached on
the original writ in the same suit on the 30th day
of July, A. D. 1890. at six o'clock in the afternoon.

Dated this 21st dav of Julv, A. D. 1898.
SAMUEL G.‘ NORTON, Sheriff.
3w30

SEARSPORT
George
tion

in

Miss
in

LOCALS.

L. Hammons is

spending

his

vaca-

town.

Fannie E. Smith is visiting friends

Winter}tort.
Capt. Cyrus (i. Nichols arrived home by

steamer

Tuesday.

Rev. J. E. Adams and wife of Bangor
in.town for several w’eeks.
Amos

are

of New York joined his

D. Carver

fannly here Sunday.
W. E. G rinnell took
Swan Lake Tuesday.

The fall term

begin

f

a

blackboard party to

schools iu Searsport will

inlay, Sept. 12th.
Chas. A Lynch of Washington was
tered at the Searsport House Monday.
M

regis-

The young ox beef recently bought by
l':ke Bio s, of C. F. (Jordon is pronounced

East Searsmont. E. R. Packard visited
his sou, J. G. Packard, Sunday-Miss Hattie Pendleton of Union is visiting her cousin, Cliloe Cables_Mrs. A. T. Marriner,
Mrs. Leslie S. Marriner, Miss Hattie B.
Marriner and Ralph Heald went to the

Burnham. A town meetiug has been
called for Saturday, August 13th, to see if the
town will vote to loan its credit for a certain amount to encourage the building of a
woolen mill on their water power_C. E.

I-ibby

North port Camp Ground Aug. 7th-Mrs.
Ryder and Miss Nora McCabe of Charles-

South Montville. Mr. Frank Nutt and
two grand children of Freedom are visiting
at W. B. Morse’s_C. S. Adams had a
good horse nearly if not quite ruined with
barbed wire last Sunday.
.Miss Loantha
Murray of Pittsfield is spending a few days
visiting her many friends here... .There
will be a five-eeut social and entertainment
at the grange hall Aug. 17th_Mrs. Frank

Jackson and family of Everett,
Mass., have been visiting Mrs. Jackson’s
parents, Capt. aid Mrs. John (i. Pendleton.

Capt. W. K Gilkey arrived by train Monday evening. His schooner, the Georgia
Gilkey, is discharging a cargo of coal at
Boston.

People who have friends in town will no
doubt, be glad to learn that if their names
iolt

arc

at

the }u

st

<

dice

they

will appear in

tLe locals.

Harry Hook,
ton made
week

on

wife and daughter from Bosshort visit to friends here this
their way to their old home in
a

Harrington.

Lebanon,

of

N. H
are visiting her sister,
Gilman.... The grange took a
recess of three weeks during ha_\ mg and beIce
gan work again last, Tuesday evening.
cream was served and a good time was reMrs. C.

K

Clarissa N. Carver and grandson,
Ka;ph Crowell of Brockton, Mass., have
rooms at* Capt. J. B. Nichols’and will retown several weeks.

An

Prospk<

surpassed anything

of the kind

before. The music was furnished by Townsend Bros, of Belmont and
was highly satisfactory m every
respect.
The costumes were such a heterogeneous conglomeration that no attempt at description
will be made. Suffice it to say that the effect
here

will celebrate
the fifteenth anniversary of their marriage at
then- •■ottrtge at Swan Lake, this,
Thursday,
Friends will be present from Belevening.
fast. Searsport and Swanvilie.

Rev. J. K Richardson, D. 13., of
Brockton,
Mass., supplied the Cong’l church for the
past J. two Sundays. We were particularly
interested in his subjects, especially that of
tw.

Sundays

ago

on

the

“Sigus of the

times."

accordance with the action of the Grand
Chapter, a dispensation dated May 4th has
In

been issued to

Searsport Chapter at Searsport. Edwin H. Durgin, H P.; Albert M.
Ames, K.; James A. Colson, S. C. Stated
meeting first Monday.
The Masonic

Token

requests brethren

getting the names of Masons
serving in the present war. Mariners Lodge at Searsport sends the name of
Frank E. Shiite, paymasters clerk in U, S.
ship Concord, with Dewey at Manila.
to assist in

who

are

class convention of the towns < f
Searsport, Stockton Springs, Prospect and
Swauviile, held at the Carter school house
last Friday, Hon. A. E. Nickerson was nomAt the

inated for

representative to the legislature.
following were elected class committee:
Searsport, J. H. Kneelaud ; Stockton'
Springs, '.apt. Sam’l French: Prospect,

Tl.^

L lien Clark
P;"f. Geo
and

:

Sw mvi

e.

Capt

N.

Smart.

R. Porter with liis

operatoscope
only gave the

phonograph not
large assembly at the M. E. vestry a tine
entertainment Thumb ty evening hut provconcert

the same time that he is an artist, not
only m the selection of interesting moving
scenes and pictures, but of music as weil.
Having the finest instruments and machine
made, lie gave one of the most interesting
performances of the kind ever witnessed in
ed

at

this

vicinity.
north

searsport

itkt.s.

Borin Griffin of Stockton Springs
E. G. Smart’s last Sunday.

was

at

POWDER

Absolutely Pure

house, Sunday afternoon,

More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and

The Prospect Grange has

that every body is goup the situation anew and vote
and Prospect should have a

of paper

the bay

bags

and
rill
P.

by orders_Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Bagiev of
New York are visiting relatives in town.
Miss lama A. Forbes of Brooks and Willard
Waning called on relatives and friends in
Miss Myrtle Coffin of
town last Sunday
Pittsfield visited Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Myriek
last week....Miss Marian Longley of Plymouth is the guest of Mrs. Charles Longley
at Lewis Harding’s for a few days.... Mrs.
Carrie Richardson and daughters Edna and
Sadie of Rockland are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. David Piper.
They drove through
from Rockland in a pouring rain last Friday.
It began raining when they were about nine
miles from Rockland, but there is no “turning back” with Carrie when she has once
entered upon a plan and they reached Troy
about six o'clock none the worse off fur the
wet trip... .The Dixmont ball team played

labeled and easy
to find-The near by quarries are completing tlieir jobs and discharging their crews.
That is bad for Prospect. There is said to
be a large job contracted for on Mt. Waldo,
but there is a hitch in the proceedings somewhere. The government contract calls for
paying the men S3 50 per day, and the con-

or

...

Troy nine
last Saturday.

with

the

Tr <y
victors...

the

Newport
his

was

business

Nut many

Rev.
in
in

were

at the
The
David
last

tuwn

the

Magi*

sold in

ball

ground

Dixmonts

ii.

..gen y.

town, but those

w

ho

bought them cannot speak too highly in
Mr Boyd is to supply tlm F.
tlieir praise.
W. Baptist pulpit at Presque Isle for a time.
...Mrs. M. F. Leathers spent a few days
last week very pleasantly as the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Dodge of Jackson.
Mrs. B. F. Harding will go to Nortliport
Aug. 12th for a week’s outing and will be
accompanied by Miss Florence Cilley of Angusta.

explain

away

the

trouble.

I

Prospect Ferry. Capt. W. C. Harding
arrived home from Portland last Sunday and
will spend a few days with his family while

barge,

Oregon, is discharging... Miss Orianna Harding visited friends
in Bangor, Winterport and Frankfort last I
j week-Capt. Rufus Hardman spent a few j
1 days at home last week while tne seh. Mabel
his

the Belle of

Jackson, of which he is lirst mate, was loading ice in Richmond, Me.. .Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Barnes visited Mr. and Mrs. James
Littlefield in N rth Prospect last Sund ty.
M.ss Lulu A very is stopping a lew weeks
at

tin Alumni House in

Sandypoi

ut....

Capt.

Hardman and daughter Hattie v sited Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Sanborn in Belfast
W. D.

Thursday. .C C. Batehelder spent
Sunday at his Lome, returning to Bangor
j
.Mrs. E. E. Batch- Ider
i Monday morning..
last

visited relatives in Belfast last week..

.Mrs.

George Gruby has returned to her !i mie in
Boston, Mass-Capt. W. H Harr.man
will soon begin on bis new house, winch will
j
be

one

about

Brooks.

can

of

the finest in town.

completed.Mr.

The cellar

and

Mrs.

is

Levi

Myrtle Hanson and Miss Nellie j
Mrs. Carrie Card and Miss Isabelle Card
with tlieir sons James and Alvah, of
Laughlin of Pittsfield visited their old class- Berry,
of Brooks were in town last week.
Mass
arrived at the old Berry
Quincy,
i
Miss
Edith
M. Forbes of this town,
mate,
Harry and Andrew Moore of West Frank- last week....A. M. Jones is spending his homestead last Friday. Mrs. B. will remain
here until fall. Mr. B. returned to Quincy
fort were at Mt. Ephraim last
Sunday.
sum mer vacation with Dr. Taylor of Pittslast Sunday... .Stinson Hooper and Sam
Mr. and Mrs. Prescott D. IT. Carter of field.
He came to Brooks last Saturday
Cleve arrived home from Swans Island last
Belfast were at H. M. Bennett’s last Suudav. afternoon on his wheel and in the evening
Saturday
Harry Ginn and Alex Bowland
attended the Good Templars lodge, of which
^ B. Mathews and wile and their
have gone to Norridgewock, where they have
daughis
Chief
he
Chase
has
Templar-Millard
ters of Brooks are visiting his
mother, Mrs.
employment on stone.. ..Miss Bertha Powers
been visiting a classmate in Sargentville...
Marion Mat!lews.
of Massachusetts is visiting Miss Jessie
Mrs. Rose Young and daughter are at Chas.
Miss Mae Seavey -f Boston and Miss
Bowdou-Miss Alfreda Harriman aud Miss
fora
few
weeks’
visit-Miss
Alice
Sadie M. Seavt-y of Belfast were in town Peavey’s
Evelyn Avery arrived home from Portland
Maynard, who has been visiting Mrs. W. S.
last week visiting relatives.
last Saturday-Lewis Pendleton of FrankJones, nas returned to ner nome in i’ortMr. and Mrs. Hiram Brackett of Sears
fort preached at Mt. Heagau last Sunday.
land-Mrs. Annie Healey aud daughter
port village visited Mr. and Mis. H. M.
are at Otis Lane's for a few weeks... .Mrs.
SwANViLLE. At the class convention Hon.
Bennett a few days last week.
Mittie Gowen and daughter, who have been A. E. Nickerson was nominated as the ReMiss Cassie Barrows of Revere, Mass., and visiting at C. E. Lane’s, Lave gone to Ellspublican candidate for a seat in our LegisMiss Evelyn Barrows of
Providence, R. I., worth to visit friends... .Bennett Pilley has lature the coining winter. He feels very
who have been visiting the
family ot W. M. been visiting his brother, H. H. Pilley of grateful to three gentlemen over eighty
this town... Mrs. Martha Luce and family
Merithew, returned home last Monday.
years old who took a long ride in a pouring
are spending their vacation in Brooksrain to vote for him. .Mr. George Dudley of
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
Miss Mabel Rose has returned from Pitts- Lebanon, N. H., was the guest of J. W.
field, where she attended the teacher's sum- Nickerson and family last week_Miss
Dr. Luce with a buck board Marion Nickerson of Everett is
Monroe Centre.
Our community was mer school
spending
saddened last week by the death of Mrs. load of friends drove to the North port Camp her vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harriet Cates, a most estimable Christian Ground last Sunday-Miss Mildred Mc- J. W. Nickerson-Mrs. Winfield S. Nicklady, 83 years of age. She has but entered Carty is spending her summer vacation with erson and two children of Chelsea, Mass.,
in “To the beautiful rest that remaiueth her friend Miss Grace E. Dow, at the farm. visited relatives in town last week_Mr.
secure in the city of God.”
The funeral ....Our farmers will mostly finished haying George Nickerson, Jr., made a trip to Unity
was held at the church
Friday, Rev. J. P. this week with crowded barns_Rev. the first of the week... .Mr. Albert T. NickR'air officiating-Our Sunday School will David Brackett lias moved from his farm to erson and his mother visited friends in
have a picnic at Swan Lake, Aug. 10th_ his place in this village-This village nar- Hampden-Sundav-Miss Carrie Greeley is
Mrs. W. S. Parker lias gone to Boston to rowly escaped a disastrous fire here last the guest of her mother, Mrs. T. C. Smart.
care for her son, Hiram, who is ill_Mrs.
week. One of Bert Lane’s little boys came
-Our Sunday school will have its annual
L. O. Robinson, who has been s
concert
Sunday, Aug. 21st.
ck, is some- to his mother saying “Come into this room Memorial
what better.
aud see what I have done.” She looked into Friends from away are invited to send letProspect Village. Misses Fra nces Ames, the room and the lace curtains were all ters-E. H. Nickerson and family, accomSarah Killman and Alma Partridge, who ablaze. The fire was stopped after the room panied by Miss Vinie Nickerson, have returned to Portland-Mr. Walter Nickerare visiting relatives in
Belfast, will return was quite badly damaged. If the. house had
home next week-Messrs. F. L. Ward; burned, as it must have done if the fire had son is visiting friends in Bradford_Mr.
Sanford Libby and B. M. Ames, accompani- not been discovered when it was, several A. T. Mudgett is visiting friends in Bangor.
other buildings must have gone with it-Miss Edna Edgecomb has gone to Ened by Fred Ames of Stockton
Springs, have
field for a two week’s visit-A drove of 54
Mrs. Samantha Stimpsou, whose illness was
gone down river for a week’s fishing trip....
noted in The Journal, was buried last week. cattle were lodged in Hon. A. E. NickerMrs. F. L. Ward will visit her
brother, Mr.
diaries Wood, in Orrington this week_ She had been sick but a short time. The son’s pasture Monday night. They were ou
Little Nellie Hall of Camden, who lia3 been funeral was very largely attended-Your their way from Burlington to Union_Mr.
here with her aunt, Mrs. I. F. Gould, the correspondent lias been very busy haying, Henry Aldrich, who has been the guest
past two weeks, will visit, her aunt, Miss which may account for a deficiency in of Mr. Jewell Dowling, returned to MalLillian Spinney, in Belfast the remainder of Brooks news recently-The Good Templar den Tuesday.Miss Inez McDonald
this month, accompanied by her brother lodge had a treat of lemonade last Saturday and Miss Leua Cunningham of Malden
Clarence-Mrs. George Ham and son of evening. The officers for the present quarter w'ere guests at Miss Louise CunningQuincy, Mass., are spending the summer were installed, aud are as follows: A. M. ham’s the first of the week-There was a
with Mrs. Manley Kuowlton-The brown Jones, C. T.; Mrs. Effie Godding, V. T.; very pleasant social dance at Cunningham’s
hall last Monday evening-We are indebtovercoat advertised
in The Journal last Vesta Rose, R. S.; Vashti Fogg, A. S.; W.
C. Rowe, F. S.; Inez Hutchinson, Treas.; ed to the Rev. T. S. Ford for a bunch of
week has been fouud. Many thanks to the
Mrs. Hattie Jenkins, Chap.; Robie Smith, beautiful lilies from Billings’ pond-A sad
finder. The owner will call and receive it
this week and pay all charges-The South M.; Mamie McTaggart, 1). M.; Amy Laucas accident occurred at Holmes’ pond Sunday.
Branch Improvement Society were photo- ter, G.; Charlie Bessey, S.; Hannah Thomp- Edward Harvey, a young man about 22
had been at work in an adjoining
graphed June 30th while with Miss Ora Lib- son, S. J. T.; A. B. Stantial, P. C. T.... years old,
He and a
by. The pictures have arrived and any Jblnoch Hall, Mrs. Hall and Sophia Rowe are hay field and got over heated.
member can get one by calling on Mrs. visiting the family of Walter Hall at Pishon’s young Mr. Murphy imprudently started to
go in swimming. Mr. Murphy started ahead
Clara Cummings and leaving their order. Ferry_I. S. Staples and T. I. Huxford
He looked
The pictures are nicely finished and give hitch up as nice a pair of carriage horses as and swam across the pond.
good satisfaction-Mr. Isaac;Cummings is can be found in this vicinity. They look back and not seeing his companion immediliked and doing well on the road with his very much alike and drive very nicely to- ately returned to the opposite shore, expectHe gave an
him in the bushes.
grocery cart. He pays cash for eggs... .Some gether. They ought to bring a fancy price. to find
of the help on the stone quarries are being _Mrs. Dr. Libby has returned to her home alarm and the searchers soon found the
far from the shore. It is
discharged, but no doubt they will go to in the State of Washington-A. S. Forbes young man not
but died of
work again within a few weeks... .Mrs. is getting along finely with his broken leg thought that he did not drown,
Belle Erskine of Frankfort, accompanied when it is remembered that he is now eighty heart failure. He was a young man who alold_A. B. Huff is building the ways did, what many of us who have a betby her brother, Bert E. Brier, of Malden, years
chimneys in the new Card house... .Capt.
fail to do, the
Mass., called on their friend, Mrs. E. M. J. W. Bennett made a flying visit to his ter chance in life sometimes
best he knew.
Littlefield last Sunday.
family last week.
—

|

Dr.

last

R. H. COOMBS & SON
LEADERS I1VT

o’clock,

attention10

rooms in

Sch John M Fiske, Nutt, Rock-

Baltimore, Aug

Many others from 95c.

Philler, Pres. First Nat. Bank, Philadelphia; P. B. Valle, St. Louis; J. I). Winsor,
Philadelphia; Miss Williamson, Phil.; David
Scull, Phil.; Chas. N. Platt, Phil.; Samuel
G. Dixon, Phi!.; J. Murray Howe, Boston.
.Sunday, Aug. 7th, was the anniversary
of the opening of the Episcopal church, and
Bishop Nealy of the diocese of Maine preached and administered the holy communion.
On Sunday, Aug. 14th, Rev. Leighton Parka,
D. 1)., of Boston will preach... .At Hewes’
...

Point there is an unusually large number of
tourists, both in the hotel and cottages.
Quite a number of them attend the Baptist
church. Among the number last Sunday
was a stenographer from Boston who took a
verbatim report of the sermon.. The “Isies-

IIMRCDTA 1/ |||P
UHUkH I HIVIIlU

at Ryder’s Cove is well patronizBoth at the hotel and in the cottages

people,

who

give sacred concert every Sunday evening.
Last Sunday afternoon, Aug. 7tli, about
forty of the summer visitors attended the F.
B. church, and the choir, including organist,
of the Second Baptist church, Bangor, very
kindly furnished the music at the service,
which was greatly enjoyed by the audience.
The first selection was rendered by the full
chorus. The second was a duet by a gentleman and lady.
The third and fourth selections were rendered by a male quartet. Mr.
John P. Bragg took the party to church on
buckboards.Capt. Guilford Pendleton,
after some years on land, took a voyage at
sea, and returned last Monday....Capt. Nelson Kimball arrived Tuesday-Miss DeVille Balle of Albany, N. Y., an accomplish-

quotations
demand, however,

a

THE

though

CRUISING YACHT EAGLE FOR SALE VERA
>f fittings, new hair stuffed ushinns.
<

R.H. COOMBS & SON, 70 & 72 Ma
Munkoe.

Mrs.

Mosman

spending

is

a

Roxbury, Mass.,

Mrs.

Freeman

here.

Miss

an

visiting his sister,

-s

Atwood, and other relatives

Wealthy Plummer

of

..or

Winthro)•

j
I

less could
bid for late

\

v

\\

modi

i.

Mrs
spent a week at Mrs. Atwood's.
Hattie Robinson has beeu confined to he:
bed for two weeks with arheumalb troubi*

also

Her many friends

wish her

a

speedy

re«

ery... .Horace Webber visited his children
in Boston recently-Mr. James Grout is at

Vmalhaven.

from

home

nephew,

Linnie

He will have
turns

to

a

his

brought

his

short

vacation before here

.The church

with Mrs.

It

J. S. Blair, Aug. 17th.
Piper of Washington. i>.

.....Mrs. F. L. Palmer

base

Mr.

they lit like

me,

is

spending

a

Poor
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isititig i
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Notice of Forecl
\>

BOSK.

a daughter.
duly 2-1, to Mr. ami
daughter.
lvAi.ian !n Waldoboro. duly 2d, t<> Mr. and

Joseph M. Flagg,

in I'enohsoor,

\-.

<

OUA

in'

Yl
\\

A

a

JOHN K. \ EATON
Yeati.ui, by iheir m*-r:-an.- i.-.third day of May.A 1 > I
Kegistry of heeds, I’.nok 47, l1
to me, the undersigned,
'-er; .i
real e-tate situate in said Isledescribed as follow-. ;i> \n;
land formerly occupied b\ >1 ii
tin- wost. by the soli
: in-ii-e
the town r<>ad, ami m he n**t" '.
fine H. Parker, being the >a:
veyed to said < ’■ ra Yeatm.
Parker by deed dated N.-veint
recorded in Wald" Kegistry
Page 4bl and being the -atno
by said Puia Yeab-ii an id.
homestead at the date oi said
ing one fourth of an acre: an
dirion of said mortgage has
therefore, bv rea-on -t the >•
non thereof, 1 claim a fore*gage.
1 Jared this ta\entie'!.
av
3w32
UKR lil.K l E
a

Boa human. In Camden, to Mr. ami Mrs. F\«-iet: S. Boardman. a son.
•'ani>ai.k.
In Bluehill, Aug. 2, to Mr. am: Mr-.
Frank Camlage. a daughter.
I»yek. In Franklin, July -1, to Mr. aud Mrs.C.
K. I>y«.-r, a son.
K.muky. In Sullivan. ,I d> 27. to Mr. an 1 Mi-.
W t). Finery, .i ->>n.
Fi.aoo
In Belfast. Aug. <>. to Mr. ami Mrv

\\ 1

inipnoehH'!

I/O"' ol’l Truss
rice at sliuht -o.<

IT” ML UK

dm

■

11 I

-•

cottage at North port

Sydney Gray,

To

is>ti>}•■!/
Lmk FV/•;/.

*.

ifhe

so,

Frank.m

Rev.

her

Try

many.

Seventy-six were present and the. proceeds I
The next souof the meeting were >7 ‘Jb
}
able will he a basket picnic at our pastor’s, I

at

\ I

Sanborn, home with, him

work...

met last week

He

OKI

1^

Me have the latest

ml

..

Mr-.

a

Mi-

Jcdin

('. Kaler, a -on.
()ko
r. In Bueksport, dti!v lib, r. Mi. and Mr.-.
Amos F ()rcur:. a sou.
Wakowkli.. In Itoek’aml, duly ‘JS. to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur W. Wardwell. a daughter. Fdna dulia.
>

MARRIED.
_____

Sld, sch Nimbus,

exceedingly

y

THE COMFORT

days at Northport with her daughter,
Mrs. F L. Palmer.... Mr. Warren West n

few
of

■■

<

Notice of Force*

___

1

lim-

probably

be done upon a
tonnage. Brazil freights
are extremely dull, ami with tonnage more
abundant, the market has a decidedly easier
toue. Outside of a few coal and lumber
orders, the former for Government purposes,
there is very little business submitted for
West India destinations and return freights
Rates are easy, notwithstandare scarce.
firm

Pendleton.

Miss A. F. Ginn of Damariscotta is visitF. Ginn.

FINE

Thirtv feet long. 2 large cabins, best
Everything in first-class condition.

1) II
Wal-

ited character. Orders for barrel petroleum
tonnage are also scarce, and rates have receded somewhat, though few suitable vessels
There appears to be a pause
are available.
From the
in the River Plate lumber trade.
Provinces 810.50 ^811 50 would be accepted
to Buenos Ayres ami Rosario, but shippers
in auticipation of easier rates are withholding orders. The quotation for prompt vessels from the Gulf is 814 to Montevideo,

ed pianist, and who presided at the piano at
the White House in the presence of Mrs.
Cleveland and guests, is visiting Mrs. R. P.

ing her brother, Chas

is of

a set

promptly and carefully attended to.
Stock always complete.
Services the best and prices the loice.

iriiKiit\\ wn.ma
I NX a
>>
the
Ins mortgage deed dati-u tl,.
September. A. 1». ^* ■. aim
Registry ot Deeds. It. ok 211
to me, tin undersigned. a -a-n
land, situate in said He m
land conveyed to him, the sai
Amelia A (dark, by he-dee.
and recorded in Waldo Keg'
238, Page 249, to wiii' ii deed
may he had for a partieular u*

ing the tonnage offerings are ouly moderate.
The market for coastwise lumber tonnage
continues dull and depressed. Orders are
scarce, and with considerable competition
among owners, rates rule in the interest of
shippers. There is no improvement in the
demand for colliers to the East, but upon
the present low basis of rates the market
appears steady in tone.

CORRECTED WEEKLY

..

the condition u said nmrtga.
now therefore, hy reason ,.f indition thereof, I claim a 1 **rt■■
gage
Dated this twentieth dav :
HERBERT
3\v33

Notice of Force*
irMIKREAS, 1.11.1. \ M CIA
»t
the < ‘tint v d \\ a;
aim X\ ILHKKT PI ARK.
Clark, hy their mortgage .|m
D. 1dav ot September. \
t Deeds,
Wald.. Registry
to
the
umlet
me,
conveyed
<

parcel

Produce Markc.

Price Paid ProtiucO

Apples, p bu, 80a 1 Oolllav. p ton, 06
4,i? Hides,
II.,
<irieil, t> lb,
1 30a 50lLamb, p lb,
Beaus, pea,

UOaOS 09
7
7a5

estate

situate

I

;

■

um m
I

n

in

| t

1 V I \

j
!

real

Dated this twentieth dav
Hl.Kl.KHi
3vi3

s

of

the

.uh

every

( nil statist

>

ics

CLOTH,

<•'

ali l)le
over

*i.M
135

staple

county

;

S:.

5

,|L.„

U00 pp

pri
I

DONIlAM.

Mitl.lle St., I’orll-'

AGENTS.
WANTED
article,

a

j

•:

20 m:
lions in the

115 towns.

in m v v

i

Business

Complete

...III

50.O.75
medium, 1 50a 1 60, Lamb Skins,
4 a 5
vel'w evse.l 75 a2 (M J Muttou, p If..
14a 16,Oats, p lm, 32 th, 3ou3o
Butter, p lb,
Beef, p Ih,
50q6u
5^6 Potatoes,
40«45 Round Hog,
4a4 1"
Barley, p bu,
11 Straw, p ton, 6 00,a7 "8
Cheese, p lb,
1
2
lfi«13
10a
lb.
lb,
Chicken, p
Turkey, p
1 1 -2a7
50a75 Tallow,
CalfSkins,
6«7
14,a 16 Veal, p lb,
Duck, p tb,
15 Wool, unwashed,
17
Eggs, p doz,
Sale Wood, hard, 3 50.«5 00
Fowl, p lb,
50
13a
15
3
Wood,
OOtja.3
soft,
Geese, p lb,
Retail Market.
Retail Price.
90a 1 00
Beef, corned, p lb, 7ig« Lime, p hhl,
4 a 5
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, 18 Oat Meal, p lb,
5«7
48 Onions, p lb,
Corn, p bu,
l
48
UVal
Cracked Corn, p bu,
Oil,kerosene,gal,
4
48 Pollock,p lb,
Corn Meal, p bu,
7«8
14
If.,
lt>,
Pork,
p
Cheese, p
1.12
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster, p bl>l,
3
Codfish, drv, p lb
5a,9 Rye Meal, p lb
85a90
00 Shorts, p cwt,
Cranberries, p qt,
5 1-2ad
Clover Seed, p lb, 11 al2 Sugar, p lb,
35
Four, p bid, 6 50(0.6 00 Salt, T. I., p
H. G.Seed, bu, 1 75 a2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
8£9 Wheat Meal, 3;a3 1-2
Lard, p tb
••

of

the road leading from Heltaing the same real estate >-m
( lark hy Martha K. M.-(!im
,Julv 2*'., 1895, and record.- 1
Deeds. Hook 243. I age 17
premises oi. which said I d
( lark lived at the date ot
contain about tlm ty at res
t.. said deed for flirt!,,
d*-the eondilmn >1 said m-u
is
now therefore, by
dition thereof, 1 claim a lane.

I

FOR THE .JOURNAL.

>

tne same real estate ... a pied
1 8- »."■. and m.
prior to I illy
were destroyed on that day

j

borougli”

pn

35c. OAK TABLES.

j

for its architectural beauty. Mr. H. L.
Brown is the popular proprietor, aud the
large number of guests is the best proof of
his
efficiency and management. The
names of parties who own
cottages are as
follows: J. R. Brackett, Baltimore; J. T.
Alterbury, N. Y., Rev. Dr. Leighton Parks,
Boston; Rev. Dr. Prall, Detroit; William
R.
Dupee, Boston; Dexter Tiffany, St.
Louis: T. Homer, Germantown, Pa.; Geo.

Ropes m

WE ARE BIDDING FOR YOUR TRADE
tt ITH LOW PRICES.

Barlow-Swift. In U
kp.-it. July 30, Hosea
B. E Barlow and Josie A. Swift, both of Roekport.
Cobb Fletchk.k. In Monroe Aug. 7, a' the i
Bryant, Turks Island.
Barbadoes, Aug 5. Ar, bark Auburndaie, j home of the brides' parents, by Rev. F. S. Dolliff
Jackson, A. R. Cobb of Whitman, Mass ami
Dow, Buenos Ayres (will proceed to Bright- | ol
Miss Ma Belle B. Fletcher .-f Monroe.
on, Trinidad, to load for Norfolk).
NA'II-iiAitiiiNEK. In Burnham. August 3 by
23.
NanAr, ship Reaper,
Honolulu, July
Win. H. Kimball, Esq.. Sanaa- \ Nash and Ida
irnus.
A. Gardiner, both <>t Pittsfield
In I’.m kspi.rt, Jjaly .‘in, j
Robbins Kimball.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Arthur Robbins and Miss Blanche I.. Kimball,)
Vineyard Haven, Aug 4. Soli Henry R j both of Bucksport.
Thombson-Wa i'KB.man. Iii Searsinont. August |
Tilton from Pittston for New York, which
by Otis D. Wilson, Esq., Charles B. Thompson
arrived here to-day, lost davit and had boat 0,
ami Miss Lizzie M. Waterman, both "i Searsmniit.
stove in in collision with sch Brigham off
Vakni m-Heaiii. In Orland, July 23, DenniHathaway, July 29.
A. Varnum of Orland and Miss Nellie B. Heath of
Vineyard Haven, Aug 2. Sch Sea Bird, Penobscot.
with
oil
of
Rolerson,
cargo
barrels,
empty
for Promised Land, L I, is ashore on Naushon
DIED
Island, about a mile east, of Robinson’s
Hole, Vineyard Sound. She has six feet of
water in her
hold. Assistance has been
in Pueblo, Colo., June 3o. Hiram
alpkn.
;
sent from here.
[The Sea Bird was floated A bleu,
aged 64 years.
Aug 3 by the Boston Towboat Oo, and towed
In Palermo, August 5, Thomas Carr,
Caru
Haven that evening after
to Vineyard
aged 77 years.
DoiKiK. In Bluehill. July 26. Mrs. Caroline A.
lightening her deck load of barrels. She was
full of water. It is reported here that the Dodge, aged 66 years, 7 months and 28 days.
Ford. In Centre Yloiitville. August 1, Mrs. Robvessel is badly damaged and will be abanert Ford, aged 8.7 years.
doned. Ed Journal ]
In Centre Yloutviile, August 2, Rufus ('.
t okii
Charters,
Bark Willard Mudgett, Turks
aged 86 years.
Island to Boston, salt, p t Sch Belle Woos- Ford,
Heath. In Penobscot, July 29. Thurston Heath,
ter, Port Johnson to Salem, eoal 40 cents, and aged 73 years. 3 months ami 23 days.
back Bangor to New York, ice 50 cents,
Haskell. In Deer Isle, July 22, Mrs. Mary A. ;
Haskell, aged 73 years.
thence to Miramichi, brimstone 81.30 and
Jones. In Somerville, .Mass., July 23. Sarah K.,
back lath 00 cents. Sch S«*otia, Fernaudina
Sch Gertrude wife of Enoch B. Jones, a native oi W ashington,
to New York, lumber .8150.
aged 32 years.
L Trundy, Darien to Bath, ship timber, p t.
Lv.miii knf.h. In Hrooksville, July 26, .loseph
Sch Gladys, New York t< part Tampa, pa\- Lymburner, aged 34 years.
Pay.son. In East Cnion, July 28, Frama-s A.
ing brick, 82 and discharged.
Freights
The Freight Circular of Brown (Post widow of Nathan 1>. Pavson.aged 71 years.
& Co., New York, reports for the week end- ‘J months and 28 Jay s.
Rm klifk. Ill Westbrook, August l.Jane M
ing Aug. 0: Tounage for long voyage trades wife ot
i.eorge RaekluV. formerly of Vinalhaven.
is offered with considerable freedom from
52 years and 6 months.
aged
foreign sources, the coal strike abroad, and
Bobbins, in Belfast, Aug. 6, William A. K o
the unsatisfactory condition <>f the market, bins, aged 68 ears.
Trfsski.l. In Beltast, Aug. 6. Anson T. Trusthere, influencing owners to seek business
from this side of the water. Lower rates are sed, aged 74 years.
named as acceptable for forward tonnage t<>
the Colonies, ami the tendency of case oil
Belfast
Price Current.
to the far East is also easier. The

erected the coming

number of musical

fresh lot of

a

FOREIGN PORTS.

Costa, Turks Island.
Buenos Ayres, July S.

and Hammock

Hooks ofall kinds and

lfong Kong, July 30. Ar, bark St James,
Tap ley, New York.
Bahia, July 12. Sld, brig Harry Smith,

ous

large

Hammocks

Have got

lace. Ward, New York.
Purtlan 1, Aug 2.
Sld. sell S G Haskell,
Richardson, Paysander: 4, ar, sch Mary Farrow, Morrissey, Boston; »>, ar, s«h Olive T

season, aud that another wing is to be added to the Inn, already large aud conspicu-

are a

to $2

quet Sets only 95c.

Sld, sch Star of the

Sea, Hopkins, Fernandiua; (>, sld, sell
Rivers, Colcord, Portland; X, ar, sch W

vicinity. All the cottages are
occupied, including the two most elegant
ones
recently built. It is reported that

ed.

<

Sch Geo B Ferguson, Ferguson,

York.

get meals there, and
the houses of the people who

to be

a.

98f:,

Jacksonville: Win E Downes, Marshall,’
Newport News; sld,sch Daylight, Kennebec
amt Washington; 5, ar, schs John C Smith,
Brunswick, Ga ; H Curtis, Deer Isle ; Nellie
Grant, Dodge, Roudout; 0, ar, schs Maggie
Mulvey, Hart, Elizabethport: Mary A Hall,
Jacksonville; 7, ar, schs Polly, McFarland,
Bangor; Georgia Gilkey, Washington, DC;
cld, schs A meda Willey, Dodge, Bremen,
Me, and Philadelphia; Viola Reppard, do;
S, ar, sch George Gurney, Clossou, Hoboken
(at Medtiehl).
Philadelphia, Aug 4. Cld, sell R F Pettigrew. Boston; ar, sch Gladys, Colson, New

rooms

are

and Pili<

The Rocker shown in this cut

Oberton, Trim, do.
A Lewis, Kimball,

Belfast; Nightingale, Port Reading for
Bangor; 3, ar, sch Sarah L Davis, Pattershall, Buck's Harbor: 4, ar, schs John 1
Snow, Long Cove, Me, via New Haven;
Anna Lord, Bangor; Kit Carson, do; Maud
Snare, Bangor; sld, sch Alfaretta S Snare,
Portland; 5, ar, schs lamia Porter. Boothbay; Hattie E Collins, Green's Landing: 0.
ar, brig Telos, Heagan, Bangor; sch Carrie
E Look, Veazie, Brunswick, Ga; 7, ar at
Hart Island Roads, sch Henry R Tilton, Ranlett, Pittston, Me, for Philadelphia.
Boston, Aug 3. Ar, bark Addie Morrell,
Andrews, Rosario; schs Josie Hook; Bangor; Miantoiomab, Rockport; 4, ar, schs
Fannie & Edith, Ryder, Belfast ; Chr. mo,
Tinker, Eddyville; F C Pendleton, Burgess

in the

several others

Rockers.

Beds, Mattresses

for

prosperous as at present. At Dark Harbor
the Inn is full, aud a good number of guests

live

Cottage Fumitllk
Piazza Chairs and

->

find

°ur

BELFAST.

>

get

PRICES

LOW

Whittier, Whittier, Savannah.
launch. There were 14 in the
eompauy ai d
Sid, schs Post Boy and
Bangor, Aug i
they spent the night at the Commercial Abraham Richardson, New York ; 7, ar, schs
House-Miss Lizzie Littlefield arrived! Marjori r, Philadelphia: Celia F, do; N<>roinfrom New York i tst week for a vacation! bega, Port Reading; Annie P Chase. Hattie
M Howes and Andrew Xebinger,coast ports ;
visit.
Mrs. White of Portland was ttie Geo B
Ferguson, Belfast, t load for Rondguest of Mrs. P. C. Rich last week....Miss : out: s. ar, brig Katab lm, Edgcwater, X S:
sch
Yale, Port Reading: K F Hart, Salem
Smith of Searsp> rt is visiting Mrs. H. A.
sld, sofis Gen Adel be rt Ames, Small. New
Ih an
Mrs. I H. W. W liar if is in tow u
York: Maud Briggs. Webster, do; Susie P.
for
few weeks.
Her grandmother, Mrs. Oliver, Winslow, do; Eagle, Eaton, Boston.
X C, Aug 1.
A. \V Hardy, is very low and not
Cld, sell Albert
expected L Wilmington,
Butler, Lelamt, Port Spain
to
recover.... Mrs.
Rogers of Boston is
Jai ksonville, Aug 3. Cld, sell .fames A
spending a few wc.-ks in town.. Mrs. Stel- Gar held, Wood, Portland, a, ar, sch Austin
D Knight, French, Key West.
la Curtis has gone to Ellsworth to visit her
New Bedford. \ug 3.
Ar, sch Puritan, 1
sister.... M r. G. C Hopkins and
family left Sargent, New York.
Monday for Portland, where he has a good
Seattle, Aug 3. Ar, ship Dirigo, Goodwin, :
position. ..Burglaries in West. Winterport Port Augeles,
Key
Sld, sell Augustus j
Aug 3.
are getting altogether too
frequent. A row Palmer, West,
Haskell, Santiago.
was stolen from the pasture of Mr. Album
Puuta Gorda, Aug 4. Cld, bark Josephine,
Curtis last week. She was traced to Ban- MeClean, Baltimore.
Savannah,
Aug 1 Ar, brig Haviiah, Rich- |
gor, where she had been sold, and was reardsou, New York.
covered by her owner, but the thief is still
New London, Aug 4.
Ar, sch Flora Conat large.... Miss Le Favor of Boston is the
don, Sellers, Port Johnson for Richmond,
Me.
guest of the Misses Rankin.... Miss AugusPerth Amboy, Aug 0. Cld, sch Lizzie Lane,
ta Suow of Bangor was the guest of Miss
Clossou, Bangor.
Lizzie Fernald over Sunday..
Mrs. Hill of
Salem, Aug X. Ar. sell A Hayford, Warren. Perth Amboy.
Rockland is visiting Mrs. C. R. Hall.
Port Reading, Aug S, Sld, soli Sarah L
Jslesboro. The season was never so Davis, Pattershall, Biddeford.

who cannot

STARRETT’S,

AMERICAN PORTS.

Wednesday, accompanied bv
and party in his
naphtha

Grindle

H. A.

New York, Aug 2. Ar, soli Abbie C Stubbs,
Bennett, Charleston: old, sch Elia W. Wil- j
ley, Willey, New Orleans: sld, schs Mary L
Crosby, Philadelphia; zEtna, do; Sarah I) J
liawson, Darien; Lester A Lewis, Hoboken

Cough vestry for their benefit_Mrs.
Charles Dawley of Biddeford is visiting her
sister-in-law, Mrs. Reuben Snow....Miss
Lizzie Moody is spending her vacation at
the home of her uncle, Capt. Minot Lowe..
Mr. Percy Moody, who has beeu in town for
a brief visit, has returned to New York_
Arthur X. Smith is at home for a visit_
Mrs. C E. Littlefield has gone to Islesboro
for a few days-Miss Ada L. Walker arrived from Portland Saturday for a month’s
vacation. .The family of Dr. J. II. Baker are
at Xorthport for a few weeks_Mrs. C
M.
Chase ami her daughter, Mrs. I) J. Foisorn,
with her two children arrived from Xorthport Saturday. .Mrs. Annie Webster of Brewer visited Mrs
Leslie Downs last week.
-Mrs. Geo. R. Congdou and her
daughter, Miss Alberta, <4 Georgetown, S. C.. are
the guests of Mrs. Dr. Fellows.... Col. A. K.
Boian and party arrived in his
yacht from
Castine

4.

Bangor.

audience-The Band gave an outdoor
concert on Church Hill Wednesday
evening
ami ice cream ami cuke were sold at the

don’t know what it is.

(
were 1

Boyd of East
week closing up
Cover

tractors

Aug

port.
Aug 5.

the

are

*7c.

SAILED.

beautifully decorated and pretty bouquets with the scripture card and white ribbon attached were presented to everyone in

good ; and, by the way, these
lot of money goes out from Troy in a year, paper bags come very bandy to the farmers.
the majority of the people buying their dry All the flower and garden seeds, and ever so
goods, groceries and many other articles many notions, are now tied up in paper bags
..

AT

Schs Senator, Wyman, WinterB Ferguson, Ferguson; Emma W

New Y ork ; Isaac

Stay-Mr. Albert Morhis farm to his brother, Mr. C.

has sold
Morrill.

at

REMEMBER THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE NOW
q„

Sch Lester
Aug 7.
New York.

to

come

7c., 10c., 1l' l-2c. and

at

MANY OTHER BARGAINS.

port; Geo
Day, Crockett, Boston.
Aug'). Schs Anna Pendleton, Pendleton,

was

river.

the stores, and all

has

4.

freely

splendid line of GINGHAHS

ARRIVED.

Aug

CHALLIS

our GINGHAMS g
offered at

These include goods that have retailed

Also

and

We wish to call

FORT OF

Winterport. Avery interesting service
held by the W. C. T. U. at the Methodist church Sunday eveuiug in the interests
of the Flower Mission dept. The church

tlieir trade is

from

are now

haying yet.

was

to be found in any
It must be that

store

and many of

YORK.

Belmont. Mrs. Frank I. Wilson of Belfast was in town last, week visiting relatives.
Miss Marion Hopkins of Boston,Mass., is in
town visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morse.
-Mrs. Eliza Goyens, Mrs. Eliza James,
Mr. James H. James of Belfast and Mrs.
Lillie Fletcher of Boston, Mass., called on
friends in town Sunday-Pleasure seekers should call on Mr. Caleb Lamb, who has
a tine cottage and some
good boats to let at
Tilden’s pond-There is a little stranger
at Mr. Albert Marriner’s.
It is a hoy,

seems now

It will be quite a conmoney order office.
venience to the citizens of Troy, as a good

on

NEW

LAWNS, DIMITIES

SHIP NEWS.

the fairs. He is in line trim and as gentle
to drive as the best of them... The bicycle
craze has struck the Clark settlement and
nearly everybody has one-The fountain
for pedlars lias about dried up for the Arabians,the Jews and tne Gentiles in the country places-In the store of John M. Ames
& Co., Stockton Springs, is the largest lot of

packages

CO.,

one

OF OUR.

.ALL

Pentecost of Montvilie officiating.
-Aug, 5th we had a heavy rainfall which
was much needed-A large
crop of hay has
been harvested and many are not through

healthful.

POWDER

at

To Clean Up Regardless of Cost.

Rev. T R.

vot-

at

a

more

ROYAL BAK1NQ

ing
study
accordingly,
rally....]. F. Gould’s stallion, Blue Wilkes,
will be lik» ly to show higher speed this fall

ebb and flow. Several returned to their
in Boston last Saturday, ami Misses
Lotta and Mollie Cole of New York, Mrs.
Merrow and daughter and Miss Mabel Burton of Pittsfield arrived.
now

t.

to

to

The post office at Troy is

potatoes.

war

ing and it

homes

Troy.

new

sentiment, according to tne talk now.
has somewhat checked party feel-

one

The

exciting game of base ball was played
Leu- Tuesday afternoon between Belfast was very pleasing in many cases, very laughami Searsport resulting in a victory for our able in others, and while none were boisterous all were hilarious and enjoyed
themborne team in a score of 8 to lb.
selves hugely .The tide of visitors continues
M F. Wentworth and
wife

and Soda.

ed to hold a fair at the village Sept. 21st.
The committee of arrangement, are Fred A.
Lane, J. F. Libby and Frank Crockett, ami
three sisters.including Mrs. Henrietta Ginn.
.The last few days of good weather were
fully occupied by the farmers in linishiug
up haying. The early sowed grain is now
ready to cut and the crop is a good one_
Politics are. at a low ebb.
Everybody is of

Liberty. The masked ball at this village
last Thursday evening was one of the best
ever given
here. The hall was elegantly
decorated by Mr. T. Griliis of Boston, who
spends his summer vacations here, and who
brought decorations from Boston for this occasion.
It is perhaps needless to state that
far

will

....

ported.

they by

and

garet Waterhouse of Searsport, which contains 1152 pieces. Mrs. W. is ill her 83d year,
and the quilt was made iu less than a month
besides attending to her household duties.
-Mr. Justin Jaeksou and family of Pittsfield are visiting their relatives in town.
Miss Ella Frye is at home frum Belfast.

home.. .Mr. and Mrs. John Gilman

ever seen

Mrs.

mam m

turned

factory

Mr. Frank Poland
Centre Montville
is attending the Bangor Commercial College.
....Miss Edith Brown of Belfast and Miss
Cora Engle of Holyoke, Mass., visited their
uncle, Mr. V. Thompson, last week-Cora
Poland has returned from Belfast,where she
has been at work. .Mrs. Muuuesand son of
Brookline are boarding at Mr.Charles Ring’s.
.Mrs. Eleauora G. Bean has been presented
witli a quilt by her grandmother, Mrs. Mar-

visiting
sister, Mrs. B. F. Knowles-The Sunday
superior to the western beef.
school and grange will have a picnic to
Eugene 1’. Carver, Esq and his partner, Bowler’s Park, Liberty,- Aug. 11th-Mr.
Mr. Jones, made a short stay hereon their Arthur Morse, who has been spending a few
weeks with his uncle in Freedom, has rebicycle trip to Mooseliead Lake.
Dr. A. A.

Worcester, Mass.,

amount of

her

is

the vest

Use in place
of Cream of Tartar

putin abasement. Mr.Libby says there must
be some business done in this building if it
has to be done at a loss.... Mr. Nathaniel
Pease and Miss Angie Mills of Pittsfield
made Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. Kimball a very
pleasant call last Sunday.... William and
Samuel Reynolds are marketing a large

towu, Mass., are spending a few weeks with
Mrs. Ansel Lothrop_Miss Haywood of
Boston is visiting her uncle, W. S. Hunt.

Carter of

raising

is

Palermo.
An excursion from North
had a picnic at Marshall’s shore,
Liberty, Aug. 3rd. There were forty around
the table to partake of a well prepared dinner and the party returned home at night
feeling that a pleasant day had been spent.
-Miss Alma Stevens of Boston, Mass., returned Friday after a month’s vacation spent
with her sister, Mrs. Emily Knowles. She
was accompanied by Mrs. Mattie Hinckley,
Mr. George B. M. Soule and Mrs. Jane
Soule. Mrs. Soule is to have her eyes treated in Boston and hopes to recover her sight.
-Robert Rowe of Bangor visited friends
in Palermo last Saturday and Sunday_
Mr. Thomas Rowe and his sister, Mrs.
Frances Sylvester of Newton Centre, Mass.,
came to Palermo last week to visit their
brothers, George and Rufus Rowe_Mrs.
Almatia Soper of Pittston visited her old
home and friends in Palermo last week and
went to Albion, Saturday, to visit her sister,
Emma Carr-Mr. Thomas Carr died Aug.
5th, aged 77 years. The funeral was at the
Palermo

h

want

also

particulars,

a repo
traveling men <
address Lock H-

N

Ohio.

j

SEARSPORT SAVINGS
Notice having been given th
1315, issued hy the Searspm
been lost and application havmduplicate book, is advertised 1
Searsport, August 9, 1898. 1
3w32
(HAS. 1

f(
|
|

